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Abstract

Although the search for life on other planets is an age old endeavor, rapid
advancements in recent years are bringing this tantalising goal ever closer.
There are two main steps, firstly identifying suitable targets and secondly
correctly attributing the measured signals. The majority of stars in the
solar neighborhood consist of cool, small M-dwarfs which can be orders of
magnitude more active than the Sun.

Key issues concern the potential habitability of their planets and the
range of possible atmospheric signals. These issues can be addressed in a
combined effort between on the one hand observers obtaining high precision
atmospheric data, and on the other hand theorists defining how life can form
and persist and developing next-generation atmospheric models capable of
handling a wide variety of stellar, planetary and atmospheric conditions,
as well as biological phenomena. This cumulative thesis addresses the
latter theoretical point of atmospheric conditions conducive to life and
consists of three, first-author publications studying the effect of stellar
radiation and cosmic rays upon the climates and atmospheric chemistry
on potentially terrestrial exoplanets. This work has developed and applied
a radiative-convective-photochemical model and provides a complimentary
and theoretical background on the science behind a major radiative transfer
upgrade as well as the scientific field of exoplanetary space weather which
were required to address the main science questions of this thesis.

Scheucher et al. (2020b) (paper 1) describe an extensive radiative
transfer upgrade of a cloud-free radiative-convective-photochemical model
(1D-TERRA) resulting in a flexibility in the treatment of the host star’s energy
spectrum as well as in the variety of possible planetary atmospheric conditions
and compositions which to our knowledge is new in the literature in this form.
The new model is capable of qualitatively reproducing global atmospheric



temperatures for modern Earth, aerosol-free Mars, and cloud-free Venus, as
shown in paper 1. With the new model, a variety of plausible atmospheres
are modeled and compared to the very exciting, first ever observed water
features in the atmosphere of the potentially temperate super-Earth / sub-
Neptune, K2-18b. Paper 1 simulated Earth-like, Venus-like, and primordial
atmospheres with varying solar metallicities, as well as mixtures thereof. A
major result of paper 1 is that atmospheres heavier than a hydrogen-helium
composition can likely be excluded for K2-18b. Unlike other studies with
simpler climate, this study suggested that the possibility of a water ocean
directly exposed to the atmosphere is unlikely.

Scheucher et al. (2018) (paper 2) perform an extensive study of
uncertainties in the flare-related stellar energetic particle ranges assumed for
active M-dwarfs, and the subsequent chemical production efficiency ranges
in Earth-like atmospheres, which determine the atmospheric response to
cosmic ray bombardment. Paper 2 investigated a hypothetical Earth-like
world placed in the habitable zone around the highly active M-dwarf star AD
Leonis. Cosmic ray induced photochemical responses impacting biosignature
abundances and UV surface dosage are discussed in detail. A major result of
paper 2 is the discovery of an enhanced spectroscopic signature for nitric acid
which could be interpreted as a potential “marker” for Earth-like atmospheres
which are heavily bombarded with cosmic rays.

Scheucher et al. (2020a) (paper 3) presents a habitability study of our
nearest known exoplanetary neighbor, Proxima Centauri b. Its host star,
Proxima Centauri, is a known flaring star. Therefore, an extensive cosmic ray
model suite, developed during the course of this work as part of a collaboration
of three German universities, is applied to consistently model the impact
of Proxima’s activity onto global planetary temperatures and atmospheric
spectral appearance. Starting with an Earth-like atmosphere, paper 3 showed
that additional greenhouse gases, such as carbon dioxide, are required to
achieve habitability. Methane abundances (assuming Earth’s surface methane
emission) strongly increase (since the incoming stellar radiation favors weak
methane loss rates) compared with Earth such that methane efficiently blocks
incoming radiation and cools (the anti-greenhouse effect). Paper 3 suggests
that cosmic rays effectively destroy methane, subsequently further warming
the planet. Large amounts of cosmic ray induced nitrogen dioxide are formed
in this study, with many absorption bands in the visible spectrum which
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pose a potential problem for Rayleigh slope extraction from observed spectra
which could complicate bulk composition estimates. Spectral band overlap
due to increased carbon dioxide complicates the interpretation of another
cosmic ray marker known on Earth, nitric oxide.

The above three papers present valuable contributions to the interpre-
tation of individual spectral atmospheric features in terms of potential
habitability of exoplanets around M-dwarf stars, including highly active
stars. The updated methodologies used in these works set a benchmark
and will serve as a foundation for future studies assessing habitability and
biosignatures on such worlds.
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Zusammenfassung

Die Suche nach Leben auf anderen Planeten ist ein uraltes Unterfangen.
Die rapiden Fortschritte der letzten Jahre bringen uns immer näher an
das verlockende Ziel, die Entdeckung solchen Lebens. Hierzu gibt es zwei
Forschungsschwerpunkte: Erstens die Identifizierung von Planeten, auf denen
Leben möglich ist (habitable Planeten), und zweitens die korrekte Interpreta-
tion gemessener Signale. Die Mehrheit der Sterne in der Sonnenumgebung
besteht aus kühlen, kleinen M-Zwergen, die um Größenordnungen aktiver sein
können als die Sonne. Themen von besonderem Interesse sind die potenzielle
Bewohnbarkeit ihrer Planeten und die zu erwartende Vielfalt an atmosphä-
rischen Signalen. Einen Einblick hierzu liefern kombinierte Anstrengungen
zwischen Beobachtern, die hochpräzise atmosphärische Daten erhalten, und
Theoretikern, die zum einen definieren unter welchen Umständen Leben
entstehen und fortbestehen kann, und zum anderen atmosphärische Modelle
der nächsten Generation entwickeln, welche in der Lage sind, eine Vielzahl
von stellaren, planetaren, atmosphärischen und biologischen Bedingungen zu
bewältigen. Diese kumulative Dissertation befasst sich mit dem letztgenannten
theoretischen Punkt, den atmosphärischen Bedingungen förderlich für das
Entstehen und Weiterbestehen von Leben, und besteht aus drei Veröffentli-
chungen als Erstautor, in denen die Auswirkungen von Sternstrahlung und
kosmischer Strahlung auf das Klima und die chemische Zusammensetzung
der Atmosphäre möglicher terrestrischer Exoplaneten untersucht werden.
Im Zuge dieser Arbeit wurde ein strahlungs-konvektiv-photochemisches
Modell entwickelt und auf fiktive, sowahl als reale Planetenatmosphären
angewandt. Darüber hinaus werden die zugrunde liegende Theorien des
Strahlungstransfers skizziert und ein Einblick in das wissenschaftliche Feld
des exoplanetaren Weltraumwetters gegeben.



Scheucher u. a. (2020b) (Publikation I) beschreibt ein umfassendes
Upgrade des Strahlungstransfers eines wolkenfreien strahlungs-konvektiv-
photochemischen Modells (1D-TERRA). Dieses Modell kann eine große Viel-
zahl an möglichen Sternspektren und möglichen planetaren atmosphärischen
Bedingungen und Zusammensetzungen berücksichtigen. Diese Flexibilität ist
unseres Wissens nach in dieser Form neu. Wie in Publikation I gezeigt, ist das
neue Modell in der Lage, die globalen atmosphärischen Temperaturen für die
moderne Erde, einen aerosolfreien Mars, und eine wolkenfreie Venus qualitativ
zu reproduzieren. Des weiteren wurden mit dem neuen Modell verschiedene
plausible Atmosphären für die potenziell temperierte Supererde / Sub-Neptun,
K2-18b modelliert, für die erstmals Wasserabsorption in der Atmosphäre
gemessen wurde. Publikation I simulierte Erdähnliche, Venusähnliche und
Wasserstoffatmosphären mit unterschiedlichen solaren Metallizitäten sowie
Mischungen derjenigen. Ein Hauptergebnis von Publikation I ist, dass Atmo-
sphären, die schwerer sind als eine Wasserstoff-Helium-Zusammensetzung,
für K2-18b ausgeschlossen werden können. Im Gegensatz zu anderen Studien,
mit weniger komplexen Klimamodellen, folgt aus dieser Studie, dass ein der
Atmosphäre ausgesetzter Wasserozean unwahrscheinlich ist.

Scheucher u. a. (2018) (Publikation II) untersuchen die atmosphärische
Reaktion auf den Beschuss mit kosmischer Strahlung in erdähnlichen
Atmosphären um M-Zwerge. Hierzu werden Flüsse energetischer Teilchen
(hauptsächlich Protonen) angenommen, die den von stellaren Flares für
aktive M-Zwerge abgedeckten Bereich beschreiben sollen, und chemische
Produktionseffizienzen für erdähnliche (O2-N2) Atmosphären. In Publikation
II wurde eine hypothetische erdähnliche Welt in der habitablen Zone um den
hochaktiven M-Zwergstern AD Leonis untersucht. Durch kosmische Strahlung
induzierte photochemische Reaktionen, die sich auf Biosignaturen und die
UV-Strahlung an der Oberfläche auswirken, werden ausführlich diskutiert.
Ein Hauptergebnis von Publikation II ist die Entdeckung einer erhöhten
spektroskopischen Signatur für Salpetersäure, die als potenzieller „Marker“
für erdähnliche Atmosphären interpretiert werden könnte, die stark mit
kosmischer Strahlung bombardiert sind.

Scheucher u. a. (2020a) (Publikation III) präsentiert eine Habilitätsstudie
unseres nächsten exoplanetaren Nachbarn, Proxima Centauri b. Sein Zentral-
stern, Proxima Centauri, ist bekannt für seine besonders hohe Aktivität. Im
Rahmen dieser Arbeit wurden Verschiedene etablierten Modelle kombiniert,
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die in Zusammenarbeit von drei Gruppen an verschiedenen deutschen
Forschungseinrichtungen entwickelt wurden, um den Einfluss von kosmischer
Strahlung von der Astrosphäre bis zur Planetenoberfläche zu modellieren.
Damit wurden die Auswirkungen der Aktivität von Proxima Centauri auf die
globalen Planetentemperaturen und die spektrale Signatur des Planeten - man
denke an einen spektralen Fingerabdruck - konsistent untersucht. Ausgehend
von einer erdähnlichen Atmosphäre zeigte Publikation III, dass zusätzliche
Treibhausgase wie Kohlendioxid in höheren Konzentrationen als auf der
Erde erforderlich sind, um Habitabilität zu erreichen. Der atmosphärische
Methangehalt, unter Annahme von Methanemissionen wie auf der Erdober-
fläche, nimmt im Vergleich zur Erde stark zu, da Proximas einfallende
Sternstrahlung schwache Methanverlustraten begünstigt. Dieser erhöhte
Methangehalt blockiert die einfallende Strahlung effizient, was den Planeten
abkühlt, bekannt als Anti-Treibhauseffekt. Publikation III legt nahe, dass
kosmische Strahlung Methan effektiv zerstört was in dieser Studie wiederum
zur Erwärmung des Planeten führt. In dieser Studie wird weiterhin gezeigt,
dass durch die kosmische Strahlung große Mengen an Stickstoffdioxid gebildet
werden. Dessen Absorptionsbanden im sichtbaren Bereich des stellaren
Spektrums stellen ein potenzielles Problem für die Extraktion der Rayleigh-
Steigung aus beobachteten Spektren dar. Dies könnte die Abschätzung der
atmosphärischen Zusammensetzung aus Beobachtungen erschweren. Die
spektrale Bandüberlappung aufgrund von erhöhtem Kohlendioxid erschwert
darüber hinaus die Interpretation eines anderen auf der Erde bekannten
Markers für kosmiche Strahlung, Stickstoffmonoxid.

Die obigen drei Arbeiten liefern wertvolle neue Beiträge zur Interpretation
einzelner spektraler atmosphärischer Merkmale im Hinblick auf die potenzielle
Habitabilität von Exoplaneten um M-Zwergsterne, einschließlich hochaktiver
Sterne. Mit den in dieser Arbeit entwickelten Methoden wird es in Zukunft
möglich sein, vorhandene und zukünftige Messungen von atmosphärischen
spektralen Signaturen zur Bewertung der Habitabilität und dem Vorhanden-
sein von Biosignaturen zu interpretieren.
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1
Introduction

Are we alone? How many other worlds are out there for us to explore? What
kind of worlds are they? What types of atmosphere do they come with?
Could we actually live on another planet? How could the type of host star
affect a planet’s potential habitability? And how can we address these issues
with only remote observations? All big questions. All seem in some way
very challenging. And yet, the last few decades have provided more and
more pieces to the big puzzle concerning the potential habitability of planets.
Certainly, this work will not be able to answer all of the above questions.
This work focuses on furthering our understanding of how the host star and
its activity affect a planetary atmosphere through both radiation as well as
energetic particle bombardment.

In the early 1990s, the first exoplanets were finally found (Wolszczan and
Frail, 1992; Mayor and Queloz, 1995) using the Radial Velocity method (RV).
After decades of serious efforts and centuries of wondering, this marks a new
era - that of exoplanetary science. In the decades that followed, many more
exoplanets were found, new techniques have found even more diverse planets,
constantly surprising us and challenging our understanding of planetary
formation, diversity and sometimes even their very existence. Many of these
newly found planets are advancing new theories which in turn shed light on
the inner workings of our own planet and its neighbors.
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1. Introduction

Now in 2020, while thousands of planets have been confirmed around
various types of host-stars using different methods, the ultimate question:
Are we alone? still stands. On the road to an answer to this question we need
to pin down which kinds of planets should be the focus of our investigation
and characterization. Planets found with RV so far by nature of the method
tend to be mostly hot gas giants, massive and close enough to induce strong
Doppler motion around their common center of mass with the star. RV
constrains the masses of planets. In contrast, the transit method measures
the star-planet contrast, i.e. the size ratio of planet to host-star, which favors
planets orbiting very close-in to smaller, late-type stars, such as M-dwarfs.
This method favors both massive and inflated planets alike and short orbital
periods allow for a multitude of cumulative transit observations with large
space telescopes such as the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) or the retired
Kepler Space Telescope (Kepler), bringing detections of terrestrial - sized
planets already in the realm of possibility. Transit measurements in different
band passes such as the likes of the Infrared Array Camera (IRAC) onboard
the Spitzer Space Telescope (SST) or in combination with spectrographs,
such as the Space Telescope Imaging Spectrograph (STIS) or the Wide Field
Camera 3 (WFC3) onboard the HST give additional, invaluable information
about the existence and properties of exoplanetary atmospheres. The James
Webb Space Telescope (JWST), operating in the Infra-Red (IR) is expected
to provide an unprecedented possibility to characterize the atmospheres of
terrestrial - sized planets.

Although ground-based telescopes have made rapid progress, exoplanetary
atmospheric characterization is nevertheless somewhat limited by the strong
absorption of IR radiation through Earth’s atmosphere. A good fraction
of planets found so far, discovered by the methods explained above, are
hot-Jupiters. These are giant planets orbiting in very close orbits around
their host-star, hence the middle atmospheres of most of these planets can
be heated up well beyond 1000 K or even the melting point of silicate rocks
(∼ 1200 K) (see e.g. Sing et al., 2016). Many of their atmospheres, mostly
H2-He dominated, have been characterized in recent years in a combined
effort from ground-based and space telescopes, with the former being able to
detect very small signatures through high-resolution spectrographs attached
to ground-based telescopes such as the Very Large Telescope (VLT), Large
Binocular Telescope (LBT), or W. M. Keck Observatory (Keck), with their
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apertures substantially larger than modern space telescopes. For smaller,
temperate planets we are not in such a fortunate position. Generally speaking,
the cooler a planet, the further its emitted radiation is shifted from shorter
wavelengths into the IR. In order to characterize their possible atmospheres,
one has to observe over a wide spectral range, ideally extending from the
Ultra-Violet (UV) well into the IR, which can only be achieved so far from
space. To date, there are relatively few spectral observations of atmospheric
constituents of terrestrial - sized planets, or even temperate sub - Neptunes.
One highlight observation in recent years was the first confirmed measurement
of H2O in the atmosphere of K2-18b, an ∼ 8 M⊕ planet around an early -
type M-dwarf star (Benneke et al., 2019b; Tsiaras et al., 2019).

Recent years have witnessed an astonishing diversification and maturifi-
cation in exoplanetary science. A major developing theme is star-planet
interaction and exoplanetary space weather. This is the science of how
the planet is influenced by its host star via e.g. gravity (tidal effects),
stellar radiation, magnetic and cromospheric activity, stellar winds, flares and
Coronal Mass Ejections (CME). One of its goals is to address which of the
many planets out there could provide stable conditions conducive to life as
we know it for an extended period of time, or even be inhabited. A number
of authors in recent years have argued that we need to understand if planets
around active stars could in-fact be habitable on the surface, whether they
e.g. lose their atmosphere due to the strong stellar wind (e.g. Dong et al.,
2018), or whether high energetic radiation would prevent any upcoming life
forms from evolving on the planetary surface (e.g. Cockell et al., 2016). This
is especially important for our search for habitable conditions on planetary
surfaces, since most of the possibly temperate, terrestrial - sized planets
found so far, orbit M-dwarfs at distances substantially closer than Mercury’s
distance to the Sun. Such worlds are observationally favored because (see
e.g. Shields et al., 2016):

(A) Most stars (∼70%) in the solar neighborhood are, in fact, M-dwarfs.

(B) The planet / star luminosity contrast is higher around these small, cool
stars.

(C) The less massive the star, the smaller the orbit of a temperate planet,
the more observations of the same planet are possible within the same
observational campaign, the better the resulting signal to noise ratio.

3



1. Introduction

Figure 1.1: Graphical representation of the classical habitable zone around
stars with different stellar temperatures, normalized by solar values to give the
effective stellar flux. Included are a few famous examples of possibly terrestrial
exoplanets, as well as some of our terrestrial Solar system planets. Note that
the existence of Gliese-581d is strongly debated (e.g. Robertson et al., 2014).
Credit: Ramirez (2018)

(D) Close-in planets have viewing geometries with a higher transit proba-
bility.

Not only do M-dwarfs have a long pre-main sequence phase, in which enhanced
stellar UV fluxes are expected, many of them are also very active stars later
on. The latter however might again be observationally biased, as active stars
tend to be brighter and are therefore easier to observe.

Another key factor driving planetary habitability is the planet’s intrinsic
energy budget, driven mostly by the host star’s luminosity, the star-planet
separation, internal heating of the planet from long-lived radionuclides or
tidal heating, and the atmospheric greenhouse effect which hinders energy
escaping to space. The simplest consideration of planetary energy balance
with the stellar radiation follows from simple geometry and can be written
as:

4πR2
pFp = (1 −AB)πR2

pF∗

(︃
R∗
d

)︃2
(1.1)

The left hand side represents the planet’s outgoing radiative flux (Fp) over the
whole surface of radius Rp. This is to a good approximation in equilibrium
with the stellar radiative flux (F∗) hitting the planetary cross-section at
the planetary orbit (d), minus the back-scattered part of stellar radiation,
described by the planetary bond albedo AB. Assuming star and planet
behave as black-body emitters to a first approximation, radiative fluxes can
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be rewritten using the Stefan Boltzmann law, F = σRT
4
eff , with the Stefan

Boltzmann constant (σR) and effective temperature (Teff), the temperature
of a black-body emitting the same total radiative energy. With this, Eq. (1.1)
rewritten in terms of planetary temperature, gives the planetary equilibrium
temperature:

Teq,p = Teff,∗

√︄
R∗
d

(︃1 −AB
4

)︃1/4
(1.2)

This represents the temperature of a planet in full equilibrium with the
radiation from its host star. The so-called classical Habitable Zone (HZ)
is defined as the range of star-planet separations for which liquid H2O can
exist on a planetary surface (e.g. Kasting et al., 1993). Figure 1.1 shows
the HZ for different stellar types in terms of normalized effective stellar
flux, Seff = d−2L/L⊙, with d being the orbital distance and L the stellar
luminosity compared to the Sun’s luminosity L⊙. Around M-dwarfs, close
orbital distance can compensate for the significantly lower intrinsic stellar
luminosity compared to our Sun, for a planet to receive similar input stellar
energy integrated over wavelength. There exist multiple definitions for the
inner separation limits of the HZ. One lies where the planet’s atmosphere
becomes wet enough that spectral atmospheric windows for Outgoing Long-
Wave Radiation (OLR) close up, leading to moist greenhouse. Another limit
is the runaway greenhouse (even closer to the star), where oceans would
evaporate entirely. Once the stratosphere is saturated, atomic hydrogen
from e.g. water photolysis can escape to space, leaving behind a dry but
hot planet. The outer HZ limit can be defined as the point beyond which
surface temperatures above 273 K can not be sustained, dependent on the
abundance of atmospheric greenhouse gases such as CO2, known as the
maximum greenhouse limit. This is based on the assumption that e.g. CO2

abundances would be strongly enhanced for cooler planets because of the
negative feedback from the carbonate-silicate cycle (for further details see
e.g. Walker et al., 1981). Another definition of the outer HZ limit includes
the additional warming effect an H2O ocean would have upon the resulting
CO2-H2O atmosphere. All the above mentioned limits disregard radiative
effects from cloud formation and other greenhouse gases, possibly significantly
shifting these limits (see e.g. Kasting et al., 1993; Kopparapu et al., 2013, for
an overview). The HZ further depends on planetary parameters such as mass
and rotation rate, amongst others (see e.g. Godolt et al., 2016; Kopparapu
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et al., 2017). Over time, the HZ as a whole moves outward as the host star
ages and becomes brighter through its evolution along the main sequence.

Why is the HZ mainly based on H2O? While we are only starting to
understand more about how life formed on Earth in the first place, biologists
agree that H2O is required by carbon-based life forms e.g. for essential
metabolic chemistry (e.g. Owen, 1980). The H2O molecule, due to its bent
shape and its differing atomic constituents, is highly polar, which makes it
an excellent solvent for a wide range of substances (for further details see e.g.
Lynden-Bell et al., 2010). Although there exist some extremophiles on Earth
that can endure without H2O for extended periods of time, none are known
to metabolize or reproduce without liquid H2O. In addition, H2O is thought
to be one of the most abundant molecules in the universe and the constituents
of water are available in most stars, as it is built from two parts hydrogen,
the most abundant element by far, and oxygen, the third most abundant.
Hence, most planets around a wide variety of stars may be expected to also
contain H2O if they form within the ice-line or if they migrate and water is
delivered during the late accretion (e.g. Morbidelli et al., 2000). One could
argue that this picture might be different for planets around late-type stars
with high metallicity, where heavier elements become abundant enough to
form significant amounts of other polar compounds. See e.g. Catling and
Kasting (2017), Perryman (2018), Schwieterman et al. (2018), and references
therein for a review. In an effort to overcome this Earth-centric bias, there
have also been other definitions of life supporting zones for life forms that
may not use H2O as their major solvent. However, it is unclear as to what
such life forms - and signatures thereof - would look like. A more general
idea is to look for extreme thermodynamic or chemical disequilibrium in
planetary atmospheres (see e.g. Catling and Kasting, 2017), but again these
may be difficult to interpret without understanding the chemical signatures
of alien life. Therefore it seems logical that our search for habitable worlds
has started, and continues for now, to focus on the search for liquid H2O.

This thesis also assesses atmospheric biosignature signals including
photochemical and spectral responses. Recent reviews of the relevant
processes for commonly considered atmospheric biosignatures such as O2,
O3 and N2O can be found in e.g. Grenfell (2017) and Schwieterman et al.
(2018).
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1.1 Aims & Outline

Planetary habitability depends strongly on the interaction between the
planetary atmosphere and the energy from its host star. Due to both the
anticipated diversity of exoplanetary atmospheres as well as the large range
of stellar classes and activities, modeling possible planetary climate states
and atmospheric conditions is a challenging endeavour. A central aim of
this work is to extend the understanding of the effects of stellar radiation
upon atmospheric temperatures, and the multitude of cascading effects
which Stellar Energetic Particles (SEPs) together with Galactic Cosmic Rays
(GCRs) may have upon atmospheric composition. Both these effects are
likely to be key factors affecting potential surface habitability. This thesis
therefore addresses the following scientific questions for some well-chosen
scenarios:

• What kind of atmospheres may provide habitable conditions?

• Which atmospheres can explain observed spectral features?

• How does the host star´s spectral type affect planetary habitability?

• How do energetic particle showers impact atmospheric composition and
habitability?

This cumulative thesis gives a summary of the works published in Scheucher
et al. (2018) and Scheucher et al. (2020a) focusing on the effect of energetic
particle bombardment onto exoplanetary atmospheres and habitability, and
Scheucher et al. (2020b) focusing on the effect of opacities in radiative transfer
through a large variety of atmospheric conditions upon planetary climate
and atmospheric spectral characteristics.

To address the questions stated above, a comprehensive one-dimensional
coupled climate chemistry model from the group of Prof. Rauer (formerly
at the Zentrum für Astronomie und Astrophysik of Technische Universität
Berlin, now at the Institut für Geologische Wissenschaften of Freie Universität
Berlin, and also director of the Institut für Planetenforschung at Deutsches
Zentrum für Luft- und Raumfahrt in Berlin) was developed and applied
during the course of this thesis. Earlier versions of this model had originally
been developed by Kasting and Ackerman (1986), Pavlov et al. (2000), and
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Segura et al. (2003), for habitability studies of Earth and Earth-like planets,
and has since then been extensively updated in Prof. Rauer’s group. General
descriptions of these model updates and various applications can be found in
e.g. Rauer et al. (2011), Grenfell et al. (2013), Paris et al. (2013), Godolt et al.
(2016), Gebauer et al. (2017), Gebauer et al. (2018), Keles et al. (2018), and
Godolt et al. (2019). In order to address the scientific questions raised above
it was necessary to update (1) the radiative transfer and (2) the treatment
of Cosmic Rays (CRs) in the original code.

(1) There had already been efforts to adapt the radiative transfer originally
developed for Earth, to CO2-dominated atmospheres (see Paris et al., 2008;
Paris et al., 2010; Paris et al., 2015). With those updates however, stellar
radiation could only be treated up to 4.5 µm, fine for our own Sun, yet the
far cooler M-dwarf stars radiate a significant portion of their energy above
this limit, potentially significantly impacting any habitability calculations.
Further, absorption at atmospheric pressures above 1.5 bars could only be
modeled for H2O and CO2, a critical restriction when investigating habitable
conditions for a broad range of atmospheres. To overcome such issues,
Scheucher et al. (2020b) (publication I) describe the necessary steps that led
to a more inclusive and flexible radiative transfer model, called REDFOX,
including a thorough validation for Earth, Mars, Venus-like, and H2O-steam
atmospheres. Additionally, publication I presents the first comprehensive
study investigating spectral appearance of exoplanetary atmospheres over a
wide range of theoretical atmospheric conditions, which compare to the first
ever observed H2O features of an exoplanet orbiting close to the HZ around
its host star.

(2) The other concern was the treatment of CRs in the model. In previous
updates in Prof. Rauer’s group, Grenfell et al. (2007), Grenfell et al. (2012)
and later Tabataba-Vakili et al. (2016) had already implemented the effect
of either galactic cosmic rays or stellar energetic particles onto Earth’s
atmosphere. This involved a number of parameterizations specific to the
nature of Earth’s atmospheric composition and physical conditions. Scheucher
et al. (2018) (publication II) generalized the effect GCRs and SEPs together
could have upon Earth-like atmospheres and investigated the effect of varying
CPEs of neutral species due to the action of energetic particles. Scheucher
et al. (2020a) (publication III) coupled the atmospheric model to a particle
propagation (in the astrosphere), a particle precipitation (in magnetosphere,
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ionosphere and atmosphere) and an ion chemistry model to consistently study
the CR-induced effects upon all the combined processes in this model suite.
This includes e.g. the sensitivity of ionization to the neutral (non-ionized)
atmosphere, the efficiency of changing the neutral atmosphere through
CR-induced ions, and the CR-induced changes upon neutral atmospheric
composition, climate, habitability, and spectral appearance.

This thesis is structured in an intuitive way starting with the effects of
electromagnetic radiation and followed by the influence of energetic particles
upon (exo)planetary atmospheres - and is not compiled chronologically
via paper publication date. A brief introduction is given in Sec. 1.2 into
some key concepts in radiative transfer modeling of planetary atmospheres.
Special importance is given to necessary steps leading to the calculation
of atmospheric opacity using the Random Overlap (RO) approximation,
allowing for the treatment of a wide variety of atmospheric composition
and conditions. Section 1.3 introduces and highlights some of the key steps
needed to consistently model the interaction of energetic particles with the
surrounding medium from the source through the astrosphere, a potential
magnetosphere and finally through the atmosphere down to the planetary
surface. Chapters 2, 3, and 4 present the published works that form the basis
of this cumulative thesis, and concluding remarks together with a future
outlook are given in chapter 5.
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1.2 Radiation and Opacities in Planetary Atmo-
spheres

Radiation, i.e. an electromagnetic wave, interacts with and influences the
medium through which it travels. A wide variety of interactions with a gas,
such as absorption, emission, and scattering processes, with atoms, molecules,
and particles, define the global atmospheric radiative-energy budget. The
stellar incoming energy hits the Top of Atmosphere (ToA) and is absorbed and
scattered on its way through the atmosphere. Similarly, internal planetary
radiative sources travel from the surface, or Bottom of Atmosphere (BoA) in
the case of an undefined boundary between atmosphere and interior as in the
case for gas planets, through the atmosphere (where absorption and scattering
occur) into space. Additionally, the atmosphere’s black-body radiation is
emitted uniformly in every direction from anywhere within the atmosphere
and scattered, absorbed, and re-emitted along the way to the surface and
interplanetary space.

1.2.1 Radiative Transfer and the Two-Stream Approxima-
tion

The formalism describing the above mentioned interactions of radiation
on its way through a medium is called radiative transfer. In its general,
plane-parallel form, the equation of radiative transfer with non-isotropic but
coherent scattering (i.e. no inelastic or Raman scattering) can be written as:

µ
∂I

∂τ
= I − ω0

∫︂ 4π

0
PIdΩ − (1 − ω0)B − ω0

4 F∗ P exp
(︃−τ
µ

)︃
(1.3)

Here, µ = cos Θ, with Θ the polar angle, I the intensity, P the scattering
phase function (in the isotropic case 1/4π), τ the optical depth, ω0 the single-
scattering albedo. The term including the Planck function (B) describes the
internal atmospheric isotropic source function, and the last term including
the stellar incoming flux (F∗) describes the external stellar source function.
Obtaining atmospheric optical depths (τ) will be discussed in the sections to
follow. A detailed derivation of Eq. (1.3) can be found in e.g. Chandrasekhar
(1960), Goody and Yung (1996), or Zdunkowski et al. (2007). The classical
concept of solving Eq. (1.3) is similar to solving the central equation in fluid
dynamics, the Boltzmann equation, where solving it for moments of mass
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with respect to velocity leads to the famous Navier-Stokes equations (see,
e.g. Scheucher, 2015, and references therein). Solving Eq. (1.3) for moments
of the radiation field (with respect to µ) gives total intensity (J), radiative
fluxes (F ), and radiation pressure (K-integrals).

In an atmospheric model, one is interested in the fraction of radiation
transmitted between adjacent atmospheric layers. This is done by calculating
the radiative upward and downward fluxes for each atmospheric layer.
Depending on the scientific problem at hand and the complexity of scattering
needed to be resolved, it may be sufficient to divide calculations purely into
upward and downward, commonly referred to as two-stream approximations,
or one may need to resolve scattering of radiation by bigger particles such as
clouds in multiple polar angles (Θ) before combining them into upward and
downward fluxes. An example of the latter would be the discrete ordinate
method (e.g. Stamnes et al., 1988). It should be noted that such multi-stream
methods take considerably more calculation time in a climate model and are
therefore only invoked when necessary. As the effect and treatment of clouds
is not part of this thesis, utilizing the two-stream approximation is sufficient
for this work.

Over the last decades, numerous works (e.g. Meador and Weaver, 1980;
Toon et al., 1989; Heng et al., 2018) have been dedicated to finding solutions
for different source functions, and types of scattering in the atmosphere
(isotropic, non-isotropic). To date there exist multiple methods valid under
certain conditions, tested against physical limits such as pure absorption or
pure scattering. The following text provides a brief overview of some selected
methods and solutions, as well as the limitations and validity ranges of the
approximations used. Detailed derivations, proofs of energy conservation,
and validations can be found, for example, in Shettle and Weinman (1970),
Liou (1974), Meador and Weaver (1980), Toon et al. (1989), or Heng (2017).
In the two-stream approximation, upward (F↑) and downward (F↓) radiative
fluxes can be written in the form:

∂F↑
∂τ

= γAF↑ − γSF↓ − γBB − γ∗πF∗ω0 exp

(︃−τ
µ

)︃
,

∂F↓
∂τ

= γSF↑ − γAF↓ + γBB + (1 − γ∗)πF∗ω0 exp

(︃−τ
µ

)︃
.

(1.4)

Here, coefficients γ represent method dependent closures of the two-stream
approximation, shown in Tbl. 1.1 for commonly used closures. In the case of
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Method γA γS

Eddington 1
4 [7 − ω0(4 + 3g0)] −1

4 [1 − ω0(4 − 3g0)]

Quadrature
√

3
2 [2 − ω0(1 + g0)]

√
3ω0
2 (1 − g0)

Hemispheric mean 2 − ω0(1 + g0) ω0(1 − g0)

Method γB γ∗

Eddington 2π(1 − ω0) 1
4(2 − 3goµ0)

Quadrature
√

3π(1 − ω0) 1
2(1 −

√
3goµ0)

Hemispheric mean 2π(1 − ω0) –

Table 1.1: Summary of two-stream approximation coefficients for absorption
(γA), scattering (γS), isotropic thermal source (γB), and stellar source (γ∗).

no scattering (ω0 = 0), the two equations decouple into a pair of first-order
ordinary differential equations that can be solved separately. Note that in the
no scattering limit, the Eddington closure should be avoided, as it does not
fully decouple Eqs. (1.4) (γS ≠ 0), which would lead to unphysical behavior.
In the case of isotropic scattering, the asymmetry factor (g0) becomes zero,
simplifying numerous coefficients of the methods presented in Tbl. 1.1. The
Eddington and quadrature closures have shown to be reasonably accurate for
the treatment of stellar incoming radiation together with scattering, especially
in combination with so-called δ-scalings replacing ω0 and g0 (see Joseph
et al., 1976). Toon et al. (1989) has argued that the Eddington closure may
introduce errors to downward fluxes for isotropic sources in combination with
back-scattering, and Heng (2017) has argued that the Eddington closure is to
be avoided in the pure-absorption limit (see also above). When an isotropic
source such as thermal radiation (Planck function) is introduced, both of
these closures are inferior to the commonly used hemispheric mean closure,
which is also the only one of the three that is reasonably accurate in the
no-scattering limit (ω0 = 0). On the contrary, the hemispheric mean closure
produces unphysical results when a stellar source is added, therefore γ∗ was
intentionally left blank in Tbl. 1.1. Following this, the quadrature closure
may be used for solving radiative transfer for a stellar source, while the
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hemispheric mean closure is appropriate when solving for isotropic Planck
radiation.

1.2.2 The Importance of Optical Depth

A fundamental quantity in radiative transfer is the optical depth (τ), defined
as:

τ =
∫︂
nσdz, (1.5)

the atmospheric number density (n) multiplied by the absorption cross section
(σ), along the path (dz) through the atmosphere. For reference, absorption
cross section per unit mass is called opacity (κ). From Eq. (1.5) we can see that
τ increases with the extent of an atmosphere and its density, which becomes
crucial when observing planets and stars because when τ becomes sufficiently
large (τ∼1), a medium such as a planetary or stellar atmosphere becomes
opaque, which precludes observations from the underlying atmosphere.

In our own solar system, the atmospheres of Earth and Mars are thin
enough to provide spectral windows which probe the lower atmosphere and
surface over a wide spectral range from afar. On the contrary, observing
Venus in the visible from afar is a different story. Venusian atmospheric
pressures and composition do not reveal its surface in the visible range, which
makes Venus appear slightly bigger to an observer than the solid body. This
effect becomes more so evident when looking at gas planets where we only
see down to a certain depth into the atmosphere, and e.g. the characteristics
of the solid planetary cores of the solar system gas and ice giants (see e.g.
review by Helled et al., 2020) are still debated in the scientific community.

Another prominent example for the fundamental importance of τ in the
solar system is our own host star, the Sun. Observing the Sun in the visible
spectral range gives the impression of a surface-like edge, or solid body,
where in fact this optical illusion called the photosphere simply represents
the distance, where radiative absorption integrated from the observer up to
a certain depth into the solar plasma atmosphere leads to τ∼1. Probing
the Sun over different wavelength ranges, mostly in the UV, EUV, or FUV,
enables the study of different parts of the Sun’s chromosphere and corona,
including various features that become optically thick at specific wavelength
ranges, such as e.g. magnetic loops, faculae, coronal holes, filament eruptions,
or CMEs.
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Figure 1.2: SED for various stars of different stellar type taken from
Wunderlich et al. (2019). Observed SEDs are reconstructed and completed with
theoretical predictions where necessary.

The fact that τ is absorption integrated along the path from observer to
source is crucial to bear in mind when observing other stars and their planets.
There are a number of spectral regions in the UV where the interstellar
medium between observer and star absorbs most and in some cases virtually
all the the stellar photons, indicated by flat lines in Fig. 1.2. There are
in fact even more such regions which have been reconstructed by various
theoretical methods in Fig. 1.2. This is an important source of uncertainty
when determining the habitability of a specific planet.

1.2.3 The Voigt Profile and Broadening Parameters

The central parameters in radiative transfer, σ, κ, and therefore τ , all
depend on the underlying physics of how electromagnetic radiation interacts
with an atom or molecule, and its electrons. From quantum mechanics we
know that atoms and molecules may be described as harmonic oscillators
visualized as having discrete energy states (Ei) regularly spaced in frequency
or wavenumber (ν [cm−1]), calculated using the Hamiltonian operator, Hψi =
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Figure 1.3: Schematic representation of electromagnetic transition levels (left),
and vibration and rotation modes for a symmetric linear triatomic molecule
such as H2O or CO2 (right). Figure adapted from Pierrehumbert (2010)

Eiψi, upon the atom’s or molecule’s eigenfunctions (ψi). Electrons in a higher
energy state may spontaneously decay in a so-called electronic transition into
a lower energetic state, emitting a photon of that energy difference. Photons
with the appropriate energy may be absorbed by an atom or molecule
through electronic transitions, promoting an electron into a higher energy
state. These transitions typically involve energies of a few eV (∼104 cm−1),
corresponding to the visible (VIS) and UV range. Molecules provide even
more degrees of freedom that can store and release energy. Displacement of
nuclei away from equilibrium will lead to restoring electromagnetic forces,
causing the molecule to vibrate. Molecules are not perfect springs, and may
also store energy in the form of rotation. These vibrational, rotational and
rovibrational transitions do not require as much energy and occur mainly
in the IR spectral regime. Fig. 1.3 sketches these transitions. A central
challenge when calculating atmospheric opacities is the sheer number of
transitions that need to be included for each atmospheric constituent at any
given combination of atmospheric pressure and temperature, together with
the numerous effects that arise when dealing with mixtures of such gases.
These will be elaborated on in Section 1.2.4, for now let us focus on modeling
a single transition.

All the transitions mentioned above, result in distinct spectral absorption
and emission features, called spectral lines or spectral bands. The shapes of
spectral lines can be described by e.g. the Voigt profile, a convolution of a
thermal Doppler (Gauss) profile at the line center, and Lorentzian line wings.
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At finite temperature, molecules in a gas have thermal speed given by:

vth =
√︄

2kBT

m
, (1.6)

with the Boltzmann constant kB, temperature T , and mean molecular mass
m. The Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution gives us the standard deviation of
thermal velocities:

αD = ν0
c
vth. (1.7)

Here ν0 is the wavenumber at line-center, and c is the speed of light. With
the Half-Width at Half-Maximum (HWHM), γD =

√
ln 2αD, the Doppler

profile can be written as:

ΦD = 1
γD

√
π

exp
(︄

−
[︃
ν − ν0
αD

]︃2
)︄
. (1.8)

Unlike Doppler broadening, the theory behind pressure broadening is not
exact. The Lorentz profile can be written as:

ΦL = γL
π

1
(ν − ν0)2 + γ2

L
. (1.9)

Here, γL is the Lorentzian HWHM (and γL = αL), related to the time between
collisions of atoms and molecules, and can be written as:

γL = A21
4πc +

(︃
γself

L
pself
pref

+ γair
L
p− pself
pref

)︃(︃
Tref
T

)︃n

. (1.10)

Here A21 is Einstein’s A-coefficient, describing spontaneous decay from a
higher to a lower energy state, hence the first term, natural broadening arises
due to Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle. The second term describes pressure
broadening through empirical fitting parameters, the self-broadened HWHM
(γself

L ), the HWHM due to broadening by the background atmosphere (γair
L ),

and the temperature exponent (n), all three given by so-called line-lists such
as the HITRAN database1(Gordon et al., 2017), HITEMP2(Rothman et al.,
2010) or the Exomol database3(Tennyson et al., 2016). Reference pressure

1www.hitran.org
2www.hitran.org/hitemp
3www.exomol.com
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Figure 1.4: Gauss (Doppler), Lorentz, and convolved Voigt profiles for different
definitions of half-width, adapted from Schreier (2009)

(pref) and reference temperature (Tref) are specific to the methods of obtaining
the above mentioned parameters for a line-list.

With all of the above, the Voigt profile is then a mixture or convolution
of Doppler and Lorentz profiles, which can be written as:

Φν = ΦL ⊗ ΦD = αL
α2

Dπ
3/2

∫︂ +∞

−∞

e−x′2

(x− x′)2 +
(︂

αL
αD

)︂2 dx
′. (1.11)

Figure 1.4 shows the Doppler, Lorentz and the corresponding convolved Voigt
profile. There has been a debate regarding how to correctly plot all three in
one plot, since the HWHM is different for all three profiles (see, e.g., Huang
and Yung, 2004; Schreier, 2009, for a discussion). Therefore Fig. 1.4 shows
Voigt functions plotted for four different assumptions and combinations of
Doppler and Lorentz HWHM.

Modeling absorption through the Voigt profiles of every single known
electronic and rovibrational transition through so-called Line-by-Line (LBL)
cross section calculations, has suggested differences to absorption by real gases.
One reason for this is that the Lorentz profile was derived for single molecules
in isolation, which makes it only accurate in the line center. Comparisons
to spectroscopic observations of H2O absorption features have shown that
the far Lorentz wings may underestimate absorption compared to reality.
Exactly what far means in this case is not clear, but there have been
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efforts (e.g. Clough et al., 1992) to correct the Lorentzian wing shape for
H2O leading to super-Lorentzian line wings. Observations of Venus have
shown that absorption by CO2 in the Venusian high pressure atmosphere
is overestimated by Voigt profiles, leading to the use of sub-Lorentzian line
wings (see e.g. Takagi et al., 2010).

In addition to absorption by spectral lines, a real atmosphere also displays
relatively flat spectral regions, commonly called continuum absorption. There
have been efforts to characterize continuum absorption as the accumulation
of all far line wings but as seen above, this is difficult to model especially
when the line profiles themselves may need correction (see Scheucher et al.,
2020b, and references therein). Small errors made in these assumptions
can accumulate over millions and billions of spectral lines. Also, there
are additional processes that occur in a real gas. Energy may also be
transferred across molecules through inelastic collisions. This is generally
known as Collision-Induced Absorption (CIA) and is dependent upon particle
densities, hence pressure. Collisions can e.g. induce dipoles leading to
new absorption features, mainly in the IR. Further, molecules can form
clusters including dimers, trimers and polymers, offering a wide range of new
rovibrational transitions. See e.g. Edwards (1988), Shine et al. (2012), or
Shine et al. (2016) for a review of this topic. In addition, in the VIS and UV
photoionization and photodissociation may contribute to strong continuum
absorption. Implementing all these absorption features commonly requires
cutting the line wings at a specific cut-off (typically in half-widths or fixed
wavenumbers distance from line centers) in LBL calculations and adding CIAs
and continua where needed. Scheucher et al. (2020b) [see Chapter 2] discuss
and elaborate further on the need for cutting the line wings when performing
LBL calculations of individual cross sections or atmospheric opacities, and
adding CIA and other continuum absorption where appropriate.

1.2.4 Modeling Absorption in a Gas Mixture

Radiative transfer models are typically categorized by the method in which
the frequency spectrum of interest is discretized, and further upon how
opacities within these discrete intervals are obtained. One could imagine
that solving the radiative transfer equation (1.3) should be the core concept,
around which a comprehensive radiative transfer model were to be built. In
practice however, multiple approximations used to solve Eq. (1.3) such as e.g.
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the two-stream approximation described in Section 1.2.1 may be attached
as self-contained packages using a solver appropriate for the application of
interest chosen at model execution. Such a procedure, while somewhat more
elaborate, may also be applied when calculating opacities for every layer and
each spectral interval, yet historically most radiative transfer models have
evolved around the method of choice for obtaining the opacities.

The most exact yet slowest method was already mentioned in Section 1.2.3,
the LBL calculation of cross sections. This takes parameters stored in line-lists
as described in Sec. 1.2.3, builds the Voigt profiles for a unique pressure-
temperature and gas-mixture set, and calculates σ or κ on a discretized grid
in ν. Usually, discretization or spectral intervals (∆ν) are chosen to be a
fraction of a representative HWHM, either a minimum, median, or mean
value, over the whole spectral range of interest. This is to ensure that every
significant absorption feature is sampled sufficiently. With the number of
lines for a single molecule reaching into millions for higher temperatures and
the Lorentz broadening (i.e. HWHM) becoming very small for low pressures,
one can see how this will lead to a huge computational effort (and potentially
a matter of memory and storage). There is no way around LBL if one is
interested in comparing synthetic spectra to high-resolution spectroscopic
observations, and many other approaches developed in an effort to reduce
calculation times in atmospheric climate models, where dozens or hundreds
of p-T combinations have to be calculated multiple times and in some way,
shape, or form, rely on LBL calculations to begin with.

One straightforward approach is to simply reduce the sampling from
a few points per line by orders of magnitude. This is called opacity
sampling and needs to be thoroughly validated against LBL calculations
to ensure sufficiently high accuracy for the intended application. While
some information on single absorption features is lost, spectral information is
preserved, ensuring that radiation from ToA to BoA and back interacts
with, and only with, features associated with this energy. There are
two more methods loosely associated with this approach, driving the
reduction of sampling points to the maximum, namely the semi-grey and
grey approximations. Semi-grey simply means that all radiative transfer is
reduced to only two spectral bins, one short-wave bin for the incoming stellar
radiation, and one long-wave bin for the planetary Planck radiation. For
both bins a representative opacity has to be calculated, but in contrast to the
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Figure 1.5: Sample opacity (κ [m−1]) function in a spectral interval shown for
an arbitrary wavelength domain x (left), versus the associated k-distribution in
the g-function domain (right) (adapted from Heng, 2017)

aforementioned opacity sampling approach, where opacities are calculated on a
coarser grid, it is quite intuitive to understand that finding two representative
frequencies with which to calculate the opacity, may not be an accurate
assumption. Instead, a mean opacity has to be calculated for each of the two
bins. This is not an easy task that comes with a number of assumptions and
approximations, but given the extraordinary gain in calculation speeds, hence
capabilities in covering wide parameter spaces for e.g. habitability studies,
much effort is still put into calculating these representative opacities. One
example would be the Rosseland mean opacity, representing the harmonic
mean opacity over e.g. the whole Planck function of an atmospheric layer.
The same holds for the grey atmosphere approximation, with only one spectral
bin and opacity per p-T layer (see e.g. Heng, 2017, for an overview).

A very different approach is the k-distribution method which is in some
ways a hybrid of all the above, and yet very unique. Instead of using opacities
(κ(ν)) for every LBL sampling point directly, their cumulative counterpart
within a spectral interval or bin is calculated. Figure 1.5 illustrates the
method, where x denotes an arbitrary spectral interval ν1, ν2. The plot
on the left shows the LBL sampling points of spectral features. The plot
on the right shows the associated k-distribution (κ(g)) which refers to the
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cumulative function of the sampled opacities (κ(x)) in the left plot. Clearly,
the opacity function κ(x) varies by orders of magnitude for every spectral
feature, whereas the resulting k-distribution function (κ(g)) is a smooth,
monotonously increasing function. The total range of κ values stays the
same, since the κ(g) is merely a remapping of every LBL sampling point
onto the cumulative function. As an example, κ(g = 0.4) ∼ 10−1. This
means that 40% (g=0.4) of all sampled κ(x) have a value of or below 10−1.
The innovative part is that κ(g) because of its smooth and monotonous
nature can now be down-sampled by orders of magnitude to typically 8-24
sub-intervals, for which a representative mean opacity is generated. In the
right plot of Fig. 1.5, 16 so-called gi-sub-intervals are illustrated. In contrast
to opacity sampling, the k-distribution method retains all spectral features
of full LBL calculations, but one drawback of this method is that spectral
information within an interval is lost. The required number of these bins, and
g-sub-intervals, has to be validated against LBL and commonly the number of
spectral bins lies in the order of dozens to hundreds. Radiative transfer is then
calculated for each of the g-sub-intervals of every spectral bin. A considerable
benefit in calculation speeds comes from the fact that k-distribution functions
can be pre-computed on a p-T and chemical composition grid which can serve
as a look-up table when running an atmospheric model. With increasing
number of chemical species, and the resulting need for numerous sampling
points in all possible mixing ratio combinations, there may be however a limit
to how many chemical species are feasible to consider in such an approach.

The k-distribution method is strictly speaking only valid for a homo-
geneous atmosphere, meaning isothermal, isobar, and constant chemical
composition throughout the atmosphere (Heng, 2017). In an atmospheric
model where atmospheric composition, p, and T , change with height, the
correlated-k approximation is invoked. This approximation states that
the κ(gi) in one layer may contain spectral features arising from different
wavenumbers compared with the same κ(gi) in another layer. In this case,
LBL calculations are first performed for pure gases of single molecules, later
the cumulative opacity functions are added, or correlated. If one assumes
that spectral features of all individual species are perfectly correlated with
each other, i.e. always populate the same wavenumber region, the opacity of
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the whole gas mixture can be calculated as:

κ(l, b, gi) =
∑︂
m

χm(l)κm(l, b, gi). (1.12)

Here l denotes the atmospheric layer, gi the sub-interval in band b, and m

is the individual molecule or atmospheric species with volume-mixing-ratio
χ. This assumption is reasonable for atmospheres of only few absorbing
species such as primary atmospheres but may be difficult to justify for cool,
secondary atmospheres with many more climate relevant trace gases. If
spectral lines of different species completely avoid each other, then they are
called disjoint. If one assumes that spectral lines are not correlated with
lines from other molecules, this is called randomly overlapping (RO), or
perfectly uncorrelated (see e.g. Pierrehumbert, 2010, for a review on these
assumptions). This assumption becomes more and more compelling, the more
molecules of different sizes, shapes, and electronic properties, are present
in an atmosphere. With this assumption, the calculation of a gas mixture
opacity is more elaborate and computationally slightly more expensive (factor
of a few) than the assumption of perfect correlation, because contributions
of different species have to be convoluted across sub-intervals. This however
is generally a small price to pay, compared to the large gains in flexibility in
computing atmospheric conditions and the number of absorbing species one
can model at the same time with the randomly overlapping assumption. For
the convolution of two species m, and n, this can be written as:

κm,n(l, b, gij) = χm(l)κm(l, b, gi) + χn(l)κn(l, b, gj)
χm(l) + χn(l) . (1.13)

Here, gij is the resulting sub-interval with contributions from molecule m in
interval gi and molecule n in interval gj . These new g-sub-intervals then have
to be re-sorted into a monotonous function and re-binned before another
molecule can be added. More background and details on the implementation
of this assumption in REDFOX can be found in Scheucher et al. (2020b)
[see Chapter 2]. A comprehensive example of σ for 20 species calculated for
REDFOX from the HITRAN 2016 line list for 1 bar and 300 K, can be found
in the fold-out plot (Fig. A.1) in the Appendix.
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1.2.5 Relevance for Atmospheric Climate modeling

Having calculated atmospheric opacities and radiative fluxes for an atmo-
spheric temperature pressure profile, these can then be used in a climate
model to calculate amongst other things:

• Atmospheric temperatures in radiative equilibrium

• Atmospheric convection based on adiabatic lapse rates

• Photolysis of atmospheric constituents, i.e. changes in atmospheric
composition

• Characteristic atmospheric transmission, emission, and reflectence
spectra

Atmospheric Temperatures in radiative equilibrium Radiative equi-
librium, i.e. local energy conservation, in the absence of atmospheric dynamics
can be solved directly from the first law of thermodynamics:

ρcp
∂T

∂t
= DP

Dt
+ ρQ (1.14)

Here, ρ is the mass density, cp the heat capacity, DP/Dt the work done onto
the system, and Q the heating in the system. Assuming no work done onto
the system, heating only to be radiative, ρQ = −∂F/∂z (F being the net
radiative flux), and substituting for pressure coordinates using hydrostatic
equilibrium, dp/dz = −gρ (g as in gravitational acceleration), results in
the equation solving for temperature assuming radiative equilibrium in our
climate model:

∂T

∂t
= g

cp

∂F

∂p
(1.15)

Given a certain set of starting values (e.g. for modern Earth), fluxes and
temperatures are iterated in our climate model until a steady state is reached
for a given set of exoplanetary boundary conditions. Note that Eq. (1.15)
can be found in various works with a minus sign coming from model specific
definitions of flux directions.

Atmospheric convection based on adiabatic lapse rates Intrinsically,
convection is a multi-dimensional hydrodynamic problem. Solving for
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j

TRAD

TCONVj-1

TRAD(j-1) < TCONV(j-1) ---> conv. adj. 

else ---> TRAD

for j=N, 1, -1: if {

Temperature

Height

Figure 1.6: Illustration of convective adjustment performed in 1D-TERRA.

convection in a one-dimensional model such as 1D-TERRA will depend
on a parameterisation from thermodynamics and / or hydrodynamics in some
way, shape, or form. The simplest and fastest approach is to impose adiabatic
lapse rates (Γ = −dT/dp) for atmospheres assumed to be in convective
equilibrium. A common implementation of such an approach into a climate
model is illustrated in Fig. 1.6. First, temperatures in radiative equilibrium
are calculated, then convective adjustment is performed for atmospheric layers
where ΓRAD > ΓCONV, which is known as the Schwarzschild criterion. This
approach is implemented in 1D-TERRA, and is a good first approximation
if one is interested in atmospheres in global thermodynamic equilibrium,
or steady state, called radiative-convective equilibrium, involving the most
general processes important to estimate overall planetary habitability. A
different approach called mixing-length theory (e.g. Prandtl, 1925) may
be utilized, especially if one is interested in short-term processes affecting
atmospheric temperatures, such as day-night cycles or atmospheric responses
to single event phenomena, amongst others. This approach heavily relies on
parameters derived from hydrodynamics such as from highly sophisticated
3D general circulation models (GCM). A general drawback of this method
is that GCMs rely on numerous modeling parameters specific to a certain
planet of interest, and its environment such as e.g. rotation speed, land mass
distribution, vegetation, ocean currents, and many more. This restriction is
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therefore passed on to the parameters used in mixing-length theory in a 1D
model, which is restrictive compared with some of the major benefits of a 1D
model over a GCM, namely flexibility and broad applicability.

Photolysis of atmospheric constituents Absorption through electro-
magnetic transitions not only affects atmospheric temperatures but may also
lead to photolytic dissociation which can be written as:

AB + hν −→ A+B. (1.16)

Here AB represents a molecule dissociated by radiation, or photon, of energy
hν into the products A and B. To photodissociate a molecule hence change
atmospheric composition, the photon has to have an energy of at least the
dissociation energy needed to overcome the respective molecular bond. This
occurs commonly in the UV and VIS spectral ranges and most photolysis
reactions require energies of more than ∼ 1.4 eV (λ ∼880 nm). The photolytic
rate coefficient (J) of one specific photolysis reaction (r) at height z in an
atmosphere can be written as:

Jr(z) =
∫︂
Ftot(z)σAB(ν, z) ηr(ν) dν. (1.17)

Here, Ftot = F↓(z+δz)+F↑(z−δz) is the sum of radiative fluxes that may hit
a specific molecule AB at height z, comprised of the remainder of incoming
stellar radiation at that height (F↓), plus the portion of back-scattered
radiation from lower atmospheric layers (F↑). Atmospheric thermal radiation
is anticipated to play only a minor photolytic role for temperate planets in,
or close to, the HZ. σ is the photolytic (i.e. absorption) cross section of the
molecule at the respective wavenumber, as described in Sec. 1.2.3 and 1.2.4.
The equation so far resembles the calculation of molecular absorption of
radiation, except for the reaction specific quantum efficiency (η), which
describes the probability function over frequency of photolysis actually
occuring when a photon of specific energy hits the molecule in question.

Characteristic atmospheric spectra There are several ways in which
planetary atmospheres can be observed. The Outgoing Long-Wave Radiation
(OLR) i.e. the upward fluxes as described in Sec. 1.2.1 over wavelength at
the emitting layer make up the planet’s emission spectrum. Theoretically, if
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the main focus lies with very low resolution bin-wise emission, this could be
achieved directly with the fluxes calculated by our k-distribution radiative
transfer REDFOX as part of our climate model 1D-TERRA. More often
than not, one is interested in comparing modeled spectra to observations
performed by spectrographs mounted on telescopes. For these spectra, p-
T profiles calculated from radiative-convective equilibrium as described in
Sec. 1.2.5 together with atmospheric chemical composition profiles, serve as
input for LBL radiative transfer models calculating emission, transmission, or
reflectance spectrum at a user-determined spectral resolution. A transmission
spectrum typically refers to the spectral appearance of radiation from the
host star which has travelled through the planetary atmosphere during a
planetary transit, capturing the atmospheric absorption of the stellar light. A
reflectance spectrum is typically calculated for a planet in orbital phases where
radiation from the host star, reflected by the planet’s atmosphere or surface,
reaches the observer. All three together are crucial to gain deep insights into
an exoplanet, its atmosphere, and ultimately, potential habitability. Many
groups around the world have developed world class theoretical spectral
models including e.g. SMART (Meadows and Crisp, 1996), NEMESIS (Irwin
et al., 2008), or GARLIC (Schreier et al., 2014; Schreier et al., 2018b; Schreier
et al., 2018a) – used in publications Scheucher et al. (2018), Scheucher et al.
(2020a), and Scheucher et al. (2020b), to name but a few.
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1.3 The Effect of Energetic Particle Bombardment

Planets are embedded in a moving (collisionless) plasma derived from different
sources, with some of the components (charged particles) being very highly
energetic, depending on the source and acceleration processes. This is
commonly called space weather. Characterization of exoplanetary space
weather and its impact on planetary habitability as well as detectability of
potential exo-life, relies on numerous interlinked processes from various
scientific disciplines. Theoretical astrophysics and heliophysics provide
information on the generation of (high) energetic particles in the Sun and other
stellar objects. The space weather community provides detailed heliospheric
information which is useful to understand other astrospheres and together
with Plasma physics deals with particle propagation through an astrosphere,
magnetosphere, and ionosphere. Last but not least Earth and planetary
sciences describe the impact of all the above upon a planet and its atmosphere.

1.3.1 Sources and Types of Cosmic Rays

Cosmic Rays (CRs) are high-energetic particles, protons, α-particles and
heavier ions, with energies in the MeV to EeV (1018 eV) range (e.g. Thoudam
et al., 2016) traveling through interstellar and interplanetary space, first
discovered during baloon flights by Viktor Hess (Hess, 1912). CRs are
distinguished by their origin into Galactic Cosmic Rays (GCRs) and Stellar
Energetic Particles (SEPs).

Galactic Cosmic Rays As the name suggests, these are thought to be of
galactic (or extragalactic) origin. Earth is bombarded by GCRs isotropically
from all directions, their Spectral Energy Distribution (SED) at Earth is
shown in Fig. 1.7. Particles of energies below ∼ 30 GeV are modulated, and
partially deflected by the Solar magnetic field and magnetized wind of plasma,
i.e. the heliosphere. Particle fluxes distinctly slope off above ∼ 3 x 106 GeV,
from dN/dE ∝∼ E−2.7 to ∼ E−3.1 known as the knee in the GCR SED (see
e.g. Cronin et al., 1997; Hillas, 2005; Blasi, 2013). Around energies of 109 GeV
exists another change of slope, known as the ankle, recently argued to possibly
indicate a gradual transition from galactic to extragalactic particles due to
a potential change in elemental composition (see e.g. Aartsen et al., 2013;
Apel et al., 2013) and add-hoc arguments about gyroradii in the interstellar
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Figure 1.7: Spectral Energy Distribution of GCRs at earth measured by
different experiments (Blasi, 2013). Electron, positron, and antiproton spectra
as measured by PAMELA (Payload for Antimatter Matter Exploration and
Light-nuclei Astrophysics) (Adriani et al., 2011).

magnetic fields exceeding the scale height of the galactic disk (e.g. Simpson,
1983).

Pinning down the actual sources of individual particles, or even groups
thereof, is a problem still under debate. What we measure on Earth, namely
direction and SED of GCRs, is a convolution of numerous acceleration
processes from the source regions and propagation in the interstellar medium,
to the alteration and modulation by our heliosphere. The most plausible
candidates for GCR sources to date are Supernova Remnants (SNRs), which
may energize CRs at the supernova shock front through various possible
processes up to ∼ 108 GeV. The acceleration processes involved in pushing
particles of galactic origin to even higher energies are not well known (see
e.g. Schlickeiser, 2002; Blasi, 2013, for a discussion).
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Stellar Energetic Particles refer to the directional, lower energetic
component of CRs, associated with a planet’s host star. Stars continuously
lose mass by supersonic particle flow escaping into interplanetary space
through open magnetic fields, known as stellar wind. The Sun’s stellar wind,
called solar wind, can be distinguished by speed and origin into slow and
fast components. The fast solar wind escapes the Sun in the polar regions
through so-called coronal holes and reaches velocities up to ∼ 800 km s−1

and densities of ∼ 1-5 cm−3 at 1 AU, whereas the slow component, associated
with low-latitude coronal streamers, reaches around half the speeds, at 3-10
times the particle density (McComas et al., 2007). Driven by stellar rotation,
the two wind components form form what is known as the Parker spiral
in interplanetary space. While particle energies of the solar wind itself are
generally too low to significantly impact a planet’s lower atmosphere, it forms
the ionosphere, deforms the Earth’s magnetic field in the wind and the Parker
spiral may form propagation channels for stellar eruptions and Coronal Mass
Ejections (CMEs).

The complex structure of the toroidal component of the solar magnetic
field, associated with sunspots, regularly causes explosive bursts of X-ray
and EUV radiation in solar flares, together with accelerated electron and
proton outflows. Twisting of magnetic field lines may cause magnetic
reconnection in the lower solar corona, shooting parts of the plasma back
onto the Sun’s photosphere during reconfiguration of the underlying magnetic
fields, triggering a flare. Simultaneously, plasma gets accelerated outward,
sometimes triggering short-lived, or impulsive SEP events with particle
energies up to ∼ 10 MeV (Kallenrode, 2003). The explosive nature of flares
in addition to numerous heating processes in the solar corona also cause
massive plasma outflow in the solar corona, known as CMEs. At the shock
front of such CMEs, and further out in interplanetary space via interaction
with Corotating Interaction Regions (CIRs), pockets of density and magnetic
field enhancements caused by the solar wind can lead to protons becoming
accelerated very efficiently (up to a few GeV) through e.g. diffusive shock
acceleration (see e.g. Zank et al., 2000; Schlickeiser, 2002; Li et al., 2012),
which may be the primary source of SEPs subsequently reaching Earth’s
atmosphere within a few days of the associated flare (Airapetian et al.,
2020). There exist, however, also flares, even X-class flares, where only
electromagnetic radiation seems to escape the Sun (Gopalswamy et al., 2008;
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Figure 1.8: Oxygen fluence of solar energetic particles as measured by
instruments on-board the ACE (Advanced Composition Explorer) spacecraft
(adapted from Desai and Giacalone, 2016).

Gopalswamy et al., 2015). Figure 1.8 shows oxygen fluences measured with
different particle sensors onboard the ACE spacecraft in the late 1990s. The
oxygen fluence is generally 2-3 orders of magnitude lower than proton or
helium fluences, but following very similar trends (see e.g. Mewaldt et al., 2001;
Mewaldt et al., 2005). The black dots in Fig. 1.8 represent a superposition of
numerous SEP events plotted against kinetic energy. Note that SEP fluxes
and fluences, while by far not as highly energetic, are generally orders of
magnitude higher than for GCRs. Also indicated in Fig. 1.8 is another class
of CRs, somewhat intermediate in energy between GCRs and SEPs, called
Anomalous Cosmic Rays (ACRs) (e.g. Cummings et al., 2002; Drake et al.,
2010). These most likely represent neutral particles of galactic source that
become ionized and modulated in the heliosphere.
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Figure 1.9: Occurance rate (ν) of flares on 373 superflaring F, K, and M-dwarf
stars (having produced at least one flare of > 5x1034 erg in the Kepler data set)
over total observed flare energy (E) (adapted from Candelaresi et al., 2014).

1.3.2 Flares and CMEs on other stars

Numerous authors have studied the Sun and its current activity in the
context of its evolution and compared it to other stars and stellar types.
An activity-rotation-age relation was proposed by multiple authors following
UV and X-ray observations, and magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) modeling,
with the understanding that stars lose momentum and spin down over time
through stellar wind and CME-driven mass loss (see e.g. Kraft, 1967; Weber
and Davis, 1967; Pallavicini et al., 1981; Walter and Bowyer, 1981; Walter,
1981; Walter, 1982; Zahnle and Walker, 1982). In recent years special
focus has been laid upon the occurrence rate and intensity of flares and
superflares on other stars (e.g. Shibata et al., 2013; Shibayama et al., 2013;
Maehara et al., 2012; Maehara et al., 2015; Notsu et al., 2013; Notsu et al.,
2019; Candelaresi et al., 2014; Davenport, 2016). Recent X-ray and UV
observations with XMM-NEWTON, CHANDRA, HST, and Kepler, have
given invaluable insights on stellar flaring properties, although observations
in the EUV are especially difficult because of absorption by the interstellar
medium. Figure 1.9 shows the energy distribution of a sample of superflaring
F, K, and M-dwarf stars in quarters 0-6 of the Kepler survey (Koch et al.,
2010), where superflaring here indicates that the stars considered in Fig. 1.9
showed at least one flare of event-integrated energy above 5 x 1034 erg during
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Figure 1.10: Flare occurence rate (ν) over stellar effective temperature (Teff)
for 115.984 G, K, and M-dwarf stars from the Kepler data set (adapted form
Candelaresi et al., 2014).

this particular survey. The slope in flare occurrence over energy has been
well established over the last few years, the drop-off on both ends on the
energy scale, however, may be an observational artefact. The rate of highest
energetic flares is limited by our observational baseline, i.e. we may require
an extended observational timeline to capture sufficient flares with event-
integrated energies above 1036 erg for a statistically significant conclusion.
At the lower energetic end flare rates seem to saturate. This phenomenon
is well known and is likely caused by observational sensitivity limits (e.g.
Maehara et al., 2012; Shibayama et al., 2013; Muheki et al., 2020). It can be
challenging even for state-of-the-art instruments to distinguish such small
brightness enhancements from instrument and photon noise. Note that even
these so-called small flares with energies of 1033 - 1034 erg are still very strong
compared to the energy of the largest Solar event in modern history, the
Carrington event estimated to have been ∼ 1033 erg (Carrington, 1859).

Fig. 1.10 shows the total rate of flares per day over effective stellar
temperature for a much larger sample of over 105 active stars of various stellar
types. While the dN/dE slope illustrated in Fig. 1.9 remains approximately
constant across stellar types, it is evident from Fig. 1.10 that cooler stars
(Teff < 3700 K), namely M-dwarf stars, show on average orders of magnitude
higher flaring activity than e.g. G stars (Teff > 5200 K). Events like the
aforementioned Carrington event on Earth, may happen multiple times a day
on active M-dwarf stars. This fact is especially important for the investigation
of potentially habitable worlds around other stars, since most of the stars in
the solar neighborhood are in fact M-dwarf stars, and because of observational
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benefits, many potentially-terrestrial exoplanets have been found around these
cool stars. Further, because of the comparably low bolometric luminosity
of M-dwarf stars, such planets need to orbit such stars very close-in for the
chance to be habitable (e.g. Scalo et al., 2007; Shields et al., 2016), making
them highly vulnerable to strong bombardment from associated SEPs, as
particle fluxes to a first approximation drop-off ∝∼ d−2 with distance (d)
from the star.

Although it is well-established that stars other than the Sun generate flares,
CMEs and SEPs are much more challenging to observe (see e.g. Odert et al.,
2017). Additionally, CME signatures have to be carefully disentangled from
flare signatures which are highly correlated in time and space. Visualization of
solar CMEs propagating in the heliosphere already takes difference-imaging
from images taken by e.g. Solar and Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO)
or Solar Terrestrial Relations Observatory (Stereo). The most promising
observational efforts involve e.g. Doppler-shifts of chromospheric lines such as
Ca II, signatures of the previously mentioned type-II radio bursts, or enhanced
continuous X-ray absorption (e.g. Franciosini et al., 2001; Favata and Schmitt,
1999). Houdebine et al. (1990) reported blue-shifted chromospheric hydrogen
and Ca II lines during a superflare on the active M star AD Leo which could
possibly be attributed to a 5800 km s−1 CME. For now, simple scaling of
known solar SEP producing events is applied to other stars to estimate values
at the location of exoplanets, or sophisticated MHD modeling is applied to
estimate the impact of SEPs upon the habitability of exoplanets. Interestingly,
3D MHD simulations with the magnetic breakout model (Lynch et al., 2016)
have suggested that CMEs with E <∼ 1034 erg may be confined by the
strong magnetic fields suggested for M-dwarfs and young G type stars, which
is remarkably similar to the drop in flare rates in the same energy range
(Fig. 1.9). While the potential non-existence of such smaller flares on M-dwarf
stars may not change much the overall habitability of worlds which orbit
them, this potential flare-CME relationship may hint towards complex, not
yet fully understood magnetically rooted processes worth investigating.

1.3.3 Propagation and Secondary Particles

Energetic, ionized particles, such as CRs, interact with any magnetized,
or ionized medium, including the Interstellar Medium (ISM), astrospheres,
planetary magnetospheres, and atmospheres, all acting as energy or/and
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charge-dependent particle filters, allowing only high energetic particles to pass
through, while diverting or deflecting particles of lower energies. Astrospheres
may be defined by three distinctive boundaries, the termination shock where
stellar wind becomes subsonic, the astropause where the thermal pressure
from the hot ionized stellar wind equals the thermal particle pressure from
the surrounding ISM, and, depending on the star’s relative movement within
the local ISM, a possible interstellar bow shock, where the ISM becomes
subsonic. Between the termination shock and the astropause, stellar wind
particles are diverted downstream forming an astrotail (e.g. Schlickeiser,
2002; Muller et al., 2006; Scherer et al., 2015). Our local astropause, the
heliopause, lies at around 120 AU upstream, around four times the orbital
distance of Neptune. As explained above, only highly energetic GCRs make
it past these boundaries into an astrosphere, in which CR fluxes are further
modulated, generally described by the transport equation (e.g. Parker, 1965;
Caballero-Lopez and Moraal, 2004; Gieseler et al., 2017; Herbst et al., 2020),
which can be written in 1D and spherical coordinates (r) as:

∂f

∂t
= −vSW

∂f

∂r
+ 1
r2

∂

∂r

(︃
r2κ

∂f

∂r

)︃
+ 1

3r2
∂

∂r
(r2vSW) ∂f

∂ ln(p) (1.18)

In steady state, the time derivative ∂f/∂t of the CR distribution function
(f) would vanish. The first term on the right-hand side describes outward
convection due to the stellar wind with speed vSW, the second term describes
diffusion (with coefficient κ) in the astrospheric magnetic field, and the last
term denotes energy changes of CRs with momentum p due to adiabatic
expansion of the stellar wind. Note that, instead of p, particle rigidity
R, describing momentum per charge, is often used in the literature, since
particles of similar R interact similarly with magnetic fields. A well observed
phenomenon, also evident from Eq. (1.18), is the anti-correlation of solar
activity and GCR fluxes at Earth. The stronger the solar or stellar wind
and the more CMEs are produced, the more GCRs are deflected within an
astrosphere. Because Eq. (1.18) needs to be solved through computationally
expensive MHD simulations, numerous quasi-analytical approximations have
emerged over the decades. For certain applications, a solution of the transport
equation (Eq. (1.18)) may be approximated e.g. by the Convection-Diffusion
Solution or by the Force-Field Solution (see e.g. Moraal, 2013, for a review). In
the latter case, fluxes (J) at a specific planetary position (r) in an astrosphere
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can be approximated by:

J(E, r) = JLIS(E + Φ) E2 − E2
0

(E + Φ)2 − E2
0
. (1.19)

Here JLIS is the unmodulated CR flux outside the astrosphere, E0 a particle’s
rest mass energy, E a particle’s total energy (kinetic plus rest energy), and
Φ = Zeϕ is a modulation function with charge Z, unit charge e, and the
astrospheric modulation potential ϕ (see e.g. Caballero-Lopez and Moraal,
2004; Gieseler et al., 2017). While the above mentioned approximation
delivers satisfactory results for GCR fluxes measured at Earth, recent studies
(e.g. Caballero-Lopez and Moraal, 2004; Herbst et al., 2020) have shown the
limits to the above approximations and suggested the need for 3D MHD
simulations for planetary positions in the heliosphere other than Earth, and
for planets within astrospheres around M-dwarf stars.

Essentially, SEPs and GCRs, in a planetary magnetosphere and iono-
sphere, undergo similar modulation. A magnetosphere can shield a planet
from particles of rigidity lower than a so-called cut-off rigidity Rc, thereby
preventing them from reaching further down into the atmosphere (e.g.
Smart et al., 2006; Mironova et al., 2015). Rc varies significantly with
latitude and longitude for a planet with a dipolar field, such as Earth,
leaving the poles by far less protected (e.g. Smart et al., 2000). With
the increase in densities lower down in a planetary atmosphere, particle
collisions become increasingly important. Not only do they further alter
particle fluxes and energy distribution, energy is deposited in the atmosphere,
with subsequent showers of secondary particles, atmospheric ionization, and
potential atmospheric escape in the upper atmosphere. Figure 1.11 illustrates
the creation of numerous secondary energetic particles, including nucleons,
pions, muons, X-rays and gamma radiation, positrons and electrons, arising
from a single collision of an initial energetic particle with an atmospheric atom
or molecule in a nuclear-electromagnetic-muon cascade. Near Earth, CRs
consist of mostly protons, ∼ 10% α-particles (He), and < 1% heavier nucleons
(Mironova et al., 2015). In addition, lower energetic particles not triggering
nuclear reactions (< 500 MeV) can produce high energetic secondary electrons
through inelastic collisions with atmospheric atoms in a second kind of air
shower, in which the atmospheric molecules may either excite, ionize, or be
dissociated (Sinnhuber and Funke, 2020). These high energetic electrons can
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Figure 1.11: Schematic of secondary particle cascades produced in a collision
of a primary CR with an atom (Schlickeiser, 2002). Three types of cascade
are illustrated: hadronic (center), muon (π → µ) cascade, and the soft cascade
(outer) involving X-ray photons γ.

themselves also act as the initial particle for another collision-induced cascade
of further particles or generate further gamma rays via bremsstrahlung. The
higher the kinetic energy of the primary CR particle, the deeper down into a
planetary atmosphere such showers of resulting ionized secondary particles
precipitate.

Depending on the atmospheric composition, at a certain atmospheric
depth this CR-induced ion flux, or ionization rate, reaches a maximum, known
as Pfotzer maximum (Pfotzer, 1936), below which energies of remaining
secondary particles become too low to trigger further particle showers. Such
a maximum lies at an altitude of ∼ 17-27 km on Earth, while on Mars it is only
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Figure 1.12: Ionization from various primary (grey and blue) and secondary
(pink and green) CR sources and from photoionization (orange) in Earth’s
atmosphere (Mironova et al., 2015).

reached sub-surface. The highest energetic CRs can cause life-threatening
Ground Level Enhancements (GLEs) which occur when high fluxes of either
primary or secondary energetic particles reach a planet’s surface. Figure 1.12
shows typical ranges of ionization rate profiles in modern Earth’s atmosphere
for different primary sources. Very characteristic is the ionization from GCRs
deep in the atmosphere around the tropopause (grey) due to their high initial
energies, compared to the much larger ionization rates coming from high
fluxes of the lower energetic SPEs (blue) in the stratosphere and mesosphere.
However, these are highly sporadic, while GCRs are nearly continuous. Note
that due to Earth’s magnetic field and related Rc, there is an additional
latitudinal and longitudinal variation in both the altitude and magnitude of
this ionization rate maximum (Mironova et al., 2015).

Modeling ionization rates CR induced atmospheric ionization has long
been studied because of its potentially significant impact on atmospheric
chemistry and climate (e.g. Neher, 1967; Neher, 1971; Anderson, 1973; Ferrari
and Szuszkiewicz, 2009; Gaisser et al., 2016). In numerical models usually
an ionization yield function (Y), corresponding to the number of ion pairs
produced from a primary CR, is introduced to calculate the CR-induced
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ionization rate (Q) via:

Q(h) =
∑︂

i

∫︂ ∞

Ec

Ji(E) · Yi(E, h)dE. (1.20)

Here J is the primary particle energy distribution of species i. Analytical
approaches have been developed to calculate Yi from lower energetic particles
ionizing the upper atmosphere without collisions (e.g. Velinov and Mateev,
1990; Vitt and Jackman, 1996). Above particle energies of a few hundred
MeV however, the collisions of primary and subsequent secondary particles
with atmospheric nuclei shown in Fig. 1.11 become increasingly significant.
Such complex processes cannot be modeled anymore in a straightforward
analytical approach. Gaisser and Hillas (1977), instead of solving Eq. (1.20),
introduced a fit function to CR measurements in the lower Earth atmosphere
to estimate secondary electrons produced in particle showers. This uses the
common assumption that ion-electron pairs are produced through collisions
and alpha particles and heavier particles are neglected, therefore ionization
can be calculated from the production rate of secondary electrons from
protons via:

Q(h) =
∑︂

j

∫︂ E2

E1

(︃
nj(h) · σion

j (Eel) · Sel

∫︂
Ω

∫︂
E
Nel(h,E) · Jp(E)dEdΩ

)︃
dEel.

(1.21)
Here, the summation is over atmospheric species j (for Earth: N2,O2) of
number densities n with respective ionisation cross sections via electron
impact σion. Electron energies (Eel) are discretized into bins (E1, E2) with
electron energy distribution Sel, and Nel represents the flux of secondary
electrons at height h from protons of energy E over solid angle Ω. Nel is
obtained using the fit:

Nel(h,E) = Nmax(E)e
hmax(E)−h

λ(E)

(︃
h− h0(E)

hmax(E) − h0(E)

)︃
e

hmax(E)−h0(E)
λ(E) . (1.22)

Here λ is the electron attenuation length and Nmax, hmax, and h0, represent
the fitting parameters used by Gaisser and Hillas (1977), which have been
adapted by e.g. Grenfell et al. (2007) or Tabataba-Vakili et al. (2016) to
model SEP event specific ionization rates for Earth-like exoplanets. Scheucher
et al. (2018) [see Chapter 3] used this approach to conduct a parameter study,
together with Chemical Production Efficiency (CPE) parameters explained
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in Sec. 1.3.4, to investigate the sensitivity of climate, habitability, and
biosignature abundances, to uncertainties in SEP strengths and abundance
associated with M-dwarf flares, as well as uncertainties in the atmospheric
ion-chemical responses.

A more complex approach to model atmospheric cascades and ionization
rates in the deeper atmosphere, is through Monte-Carlo modeling (see e.g.
Usoskin and Kovaltsov, 2006; Bazilevskaya et al., 2008). Numerous works
using different numerical approaches have been developed over the years to
obtain the ionization yield function (Y ) in Eq. (1.20), given by:

Yi(E, h) = 1
Eion

∂Ei

∂h
. (1.23)

Here Eion is the energy necessary for atmospheric ionization (e.g. ∼ 35 eV
in air), and ∂E is the energy loss in layer ∂h at atmospheric depth, h.
Some of the commonly used Monte-Carlo models calculating Y in planetary
atmospheres include the Cosmic Ray Atmospheric Cascade (CRAC) model
based on the CORSIKA+FLUKA Monte-Carlo packages, as well as AT-
MOCOSMICS/PLANETOCOSMICS (and derivatives) and the Atmospheric
Ionization Model of Osnabrück (AIMOS) based on the GEneration ANd
Tracking of particles version 4 (GEANT4) package (see e.g. Mironova et al.,
2015, for an overview). Scheucher et al. (2020a) [see Chapter 4] utilized
ionization rates modeled through a combination of PLANETOCOSMICS
(Desorgher et al., 2005; Herbst et al., 2013) for transport through a planetary
magnetosphere and the Atmospheric Radiation Interaction Simulator (AtRIS)
(Banjac et al., 2019c; Banjac et al., 2019b; Banjac et al., 2019a) for
atmospheric ionization, iteratively with the climate chemistry model 1D-
TERRA to consistently model CR-induced ionization and its impact on
habitability, spectral appearance, surface dosage of ionizing radiation, and
potential biosignatures for the exoplanet Proxima Centauri b.

1.3.4 Impact on Habitability and Biosignatures

Broadly speaking there are many ways in which CRs could influence atmo-
spheric habitability and composition. Firstly, they could drive atmospheric
escape as studied for numerous close-in exoplanets e.g. Dong et al. (2018)
for the TRAPPIST system. Secondly, CRs could influence cloud formation
although this mechanism is strongly debated (see e.g. Rusov et al., 2010).
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Thirdly, CRs could influence atmospheric composition via e.g. secondary
electrons destroying atmospheric constituents. In this thesis we concentrate
on the third effect.

Following initial collisions of CRs with atmospheric molecules, an
avalanche of subsequent chemical processes, potentially impacting habitability
and spectral appearance, is initiated. Significant effects arise for collisions
with dominant species such as H2 and He in upper planetary atmospheres,
and in the deeper atmospheres e.g. with N2, O2 on Earth, or with CO2

on Mars and Venus. However, subsequent ion chemistry distributes initial
charges to other species and significantly changes atmospheric ion and neutral
composition through charge and ion charge reactions, electron attachment,
electron-ion and ion-ion recombination, as well as dissociative recombination
and quenching reactions of the most abundant species with primary excited
products (see e.g. Mironova et al., 2015; Sinnhuber and Funke, 2020). Since
ions and electronically excited species are generally very reactive in the gas-
phase, the resulting reaction chains tend to be fast and can be complex. In
the second half of the last century numerous authors extensively studied the
dissociative ionisation of N2 and O2 in Earth’s atmosphere through theory,
laboratory experiments, and observations (e.g. Rapp and Englander-Golden,
1965; Porter et al., 1976), including the production and subsequent reaction
chains of odd nitrogen (e.g. Crutzen et al., 1975; Jackman et al., 1980; Rusch
et al., 1981) and odd hydrogen (e.g. Solomon et al., 1981). Rusch et al. (1981)
calculated the fractions of N+, N+

2 , O+, and O+
2 directly from dissociation of

N2 and O2, and subsequent production of odd nitrogen (N(4S), N(2D), NO),
the sum of which is commonly called NOx. Solomon et al. (1981) calculated
the formation of odd hydrogen (H, OH, HO2), the sum of which is commonly
called HOx, in the presence of H2O vapor in Earth’s atmosphere based on
the above mentioned ion fractions. In the last decades, full 3D ion chemistry
modeling efforts were able to qualitatively reproduce observations of Earth’s
atmospheric responses, providing invaluable insights into the driving chemical
processes (e.g. Jackman et al., 2001; Jackman et al., 2005; Winkler et al., 2009;
Funke et al., 2011; Verronen et al., 2016). In the stratosphere and mesosphere,
negative ion chemistry and the production of cluster ions (e.g. H+(H2O)n

and NO−
3 (HNO3)n) becomes increasingly important, leading to production

of e.g. HNO2 and HNO3 in Earth’s low to mid atmosphere. All of these
production (and destruction e.g. of H2O) rates undergo daily and seasonal
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changes as well as vary with latitude and height in the atmosphere. Taking
into account uncertainties and variations, the CPE i.e. the net production
of NOx from atmospheric ionization in Earth’s atmosphere is estimated to
be 1-2 NOx per ion pair, whereas HOx, depending on H2O vapor in the
atmosphere is around 0-2 HOx per initial ion pair (see e.g. Sinnhuber et al.,
2012; Sinnhuber and Funke, 2020, for a review).

The production and destruction rates of neutral species from CR-induced
ions can have wide ranging effects on other atmospheric constituents as
calculated in photochemical models (see e.g. Segura et al., 2010; Grenfell
et al., 2012; Rugheimer et al., 2013; Rugheimer et al., 2015; Tabataba-Vakili
et al., 2016) through bimolecular and three body reactions. Photochemistry
solves the set of coupled stiff ordinary differential equations (ODEs) describing
changes in species abundances (n) through production and loss processes via:

∂n

∂t
= ∂

∂z

(︃
K · ∂n

∂z

)︃
+ P − nL. (1.24)

Here P describes the production (cm−3 s−1) of chemical species n (cm−3), L is
the loss rate (s−1), and K is the so-called eddy diffusion coefficient (cm2 s−1)
describing atmospheric dynamics. The full network of BLACKWOLF,
the photochemistry module in 1D-TERRA, consists of 1127 reactions for
115 species (i.e. 115 coupled ODEs) including bimolecular and three-body
reactions as well as photolysis for 81 absorbers in the UV and VIS spectral
range (see Wunderlich et al., 2020, in print.). The term stiff refers to the
fact that the involved processes, here mostly chemical reactions, occur over a
wide range of time scales (many orders of magnitude). Solving such a system
of equations in a straightforward explicit time stepping manner would require
an extraordinary amount of very small time steps to accurately calculate
the system’s responses to external driving forces, such as the CR-induced
CPEs. Instead, implicit solvers such as e.g. the backward-euler scheme using
a Newtonian solver, as implemented in BLACKWOLF, are used (e.g. Press
et al., 2007; Hairer and Wanner, 1996).

Figure 1.13 illustrates some important effects of CR-induced changes in
Earth’s neutral atmosphere. Highlighted (colored) are some species considered
biosignatures or biomarkers in Earth’s atmosphere. That is, species with
abundances in Earth’s atmosphere which cannot be explained without life
i.e. with sources either directly, or indirectly, related to life (see e.g. Grenfell,
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2017; Schwieterman et al., 2018, for a review). In the context of exoplanet
science, an ideal biosignature would typically have spectral features that
are easily detectable remotely, their signals would be distinctly extractable
from the data, and abiotic sources (false positives) would be excludable
(see e.g. Airapetian et al., 2020, and references therein). No single known
biosignature however features all of these properties perfectly and therefore
a range of different biosignatures would be sought out in practice. On Earth,
proposed biosignatures include O2 (almost exclusively from photosythesis)
and its photochemical product O3, N2O (from micro-organisms), and CH3Cl
(fungi, algae, and other plants). CH4 (from methanogenic bacteria but also
abiotic submarine and volcanic outgassing) is referred to as bioindicator i.e.
it gives a possible indication of life but more information is required. Water,
although not a biosignature, is essential for life as we know it (see e.g. Sagan
et al., 1993; Segura et al., 2005; Grenfell et al., 2007; Kaltenegger et al.,
2007). Relatively large O2 abundances are needed for associated spectral
features to become apparent (e.g. in the VIS and near-IR), only a few ppb
of its photolytic product O3 are needed to form strong spectral features e.g.
around 9.6µm and in the VIS (e.g. Bétrémieux and Kaltenegger, 2013) in
Earth’s atmospheric spectrum. N2O has absorption bands at e.g. 7.8 and
8.5 µm; CH4 has a band close by at 7.7 µm as well as numerous bands in
the near-IR (e.g. at 0.76 and 1.2 µm). The search for habitable conditions
centers around the search for H2O, which has numerous strong absorption
bands throughout the VIS and IR spectral range hence it may be challenging
to distinguish these from biosignatures in spectral observations. For planets
with H2 dominated atmospheres, Seager et al. (2013) proposed NH3 as a
possible biosignature. Due to its short chemical lifetime against photolysis in
clear atmospheres, large sources are required for detection. It is likely that a
combination of the above mentioned species will ultimately be required to
claim a robust detection of life on an exoplanet (e.g. Airapetian et al., 2020).

Scheucher et al. (2018) [see Chapter 3] investigated the influence of
uncertainties in SEP strength from M-dwarf flares and the wide range of
the above-mentioned NOx and HOx CPEs onto atmospheric temperatures
and changes in biosignature abundances for an Earth-like atmosphere in an
extensive parameter study. Special focus was placed upon understanding
biosignature responses to the CR-induced photochemical changes as shown
in Fig. 1.13, as well as consequential significant changes in atmospheric
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Figure 1.13: Schematic illustration of the atmospheric chemical response
to CRs in an Earth-like N2-O2 atmosphere. Highlighted (colored boxes) are
responses for some species which have been proposed in the literature to be
biosignatures or bioindicators (adapted from Scheucher et al., 2018).

spectral appearance. Scheucher et al. (2020a) [see Chapter 4] utilized a
comprehensive model suite including SEP and GCR flux calculations, SEP
transport through the magnetosphere, particle showers and atmospheric
ionization, ion chemistry, as well as climate and photochemical responses, in
an iterative approach to model consistently the impact of the active M-dwarf
Proxima Centauri upon its potentially Earth-like orbiting planet. This novel
and unique model suite has been established through close collaboration
between the Technische Universität Berlin, the German Aerospace Center
(DLR) Berlin, the Christian-Albrechts-Universität zu Kiel, and the Karlsruher
Institut für Technologie (see also Herbst et al., 2019).
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1.4 Relevant Publications

As part of this work, four relevant publications as first author (one of these as
equal contribution first author), plus a number of contributions as co-author
in other works have been published in scientific journals. Three of these
are appended as part of this cumulative thesis in the chapters to follow.
This section provides a brief overview of all the relevant publications with
my personal contributions in historical order, starting with the first author
publications, followed by articles I co-authored.

M. Scheucher, J.L. Grenfell, F. Wunderlich, M. Godolt,
F. Schreier, H. Rauer. New Insights into Cosmic-Ray-induced
Biosignature Chemistry in Earth-like Atmospheres, ApJ, 863:6,
2018 [see Chapter 3]

Contribution: First Author, see chapter 3 for more details

Relevance: By investigating various CR-related parameters within their plausible
ranges for an Earth around an active M-dwarf, this work addresses the
science questions How does the host star’s spectral type affect
planetary habitability? and How do energetic particle showers
impact atmospheric composition and habitability?

Method: 1D coupled climate chemistry modeling and spectral analysis

Status: published in peer reviewed journal

M. Scheucher, K. Herbst, V. Schmidt, J.L. Grenfell, F. Schreier,
S. Banjac, B. Heber, H. Rauer, M. Sinnhuber. Proxima Centauri
b: A Strong Case for Including Cosmic-Ray-induced Chemistry
in Atmospheric Biosignature Studies, ApJ, 893:12, 2020 [see
Chapter 4]

Contribution: First Author, see chapter 4 for more details

Relevance: This work builds on the publication above by consistently treating
the incoming flux of energetic particles and its propagation through
a magnetosphere, ionosphere, and atmosphere as well as chemical
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responses. By applying it to an existing exoplanet it addresses What
kind of atmospheres can provide habitable conditions? How
does the host star’s spectral type affect planetary habitability?
and How do energetic particle showers impact atmospheric
composition and habitability?

Method: A suite of models including 3D magnetospheric shielding, 3D atmo-
spheric ionization and radiation dosages, 1D ion chemistry, and 1D
coupled climate chemistry, spectral analysis

Status: published in peer reviewed journal

M. Scheucher, F. Wunderlich, J.L. Grenfell, M. Godolt,
F. Schreier, D. Kappel, R. Haus, K. Herbst, H. Rauer.
Consistently Simulating a Wide Range of Atmospheric Scenarios
for K2-18b with a Flexible Radiative Transfer Module, ApJ,
898:44, 2020 [see Chapter 2]

Contribution: First Author, see chapter 2 for more details

Relevance: This work describes a central aspect of this thesis, a major update
of our 1D coupled climate chemistry model’s capabilities regarding
radiative transfer and atmospheric variety, to address the questions
What kind of atmospheres can provide habitable conditions?,
Which atmospheres can explain observed spectral features?
and How does the host star’s spectral type affect planetary
habitability?

Method: 1D coupled climate chemistry modeling, spectral analysis

Status: published in peer reviewed journal

F. Wunderlich∗, M. Scheucher∗, M. Godolt, J.L. Grenfell,
F. Schreier, P.C. Schneider, D.J. Wilson, A. Sánchez-López,
M. López-Puertas, H. Rauer. Distinguishing between wet and dry
atmospheres of TRAPPIST-1 e and f, ApJ, 2020, in print

Contribution: Equal contribution first Author (i.e. the first two authors share equal
first co-authorship); climate relevant modeling.
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Relevance: Part of this work investigates surface conditions on the terrestrial
sized exoplanets in the TRAPPIST-1 system for a variety of plausible
atmospheres. It also investigates spectral appearances and detectability
which could be achieved from upcoming JWST observations.

Method: 1D coupled climate chemistry modeling, spectral analysis, signal to
noise analysis

Status: accepted for publication in peer reviewed journal

K. Herbst, J.L. Grenfell, M. Sinnhuber, H. Rauer, B. Heber,
S. Banjac, M. Scheucher, V. Schmidt, S. Gebauer, R. Lehmann,
F. Schreier. A new model suite to determine the influence of cos-
mic rays on (exo)planetary atmospheric biosignatures - Validation
based on modern Earth, A&A, 631, A101, 2019

Contribution: coupled climate photo-chemistry modeling including the consistent
treatment of cosmic rays iterated with other models within the model
suite; spectral analysis

Relevance: This work validates the newly developed model suite, which was later
applied for exoplanets in Scheucher et al. (2020a) (Chapter 4), against
Earth observations.

Method: A suite of models including 3D magnetospheric shielding, 3D atmo-
spheric ionization and radiation dosages, 1D ion chemistry, and 1D
coupled climate chemistry, spectral analysis

Status: published in peer reviewed journal

V.S. Airapetian, R. Barnes, O. Cohen, G.A. Collinson,
W.C. Danchi, C.F. Dong, A.D. Del Genio, K. France, K. Gar-
cia-Sage, A. Glocer, N. Gopalswamy, J.L. Grenfell, G. Gronoff,
M. Güdel, K. Herbst, W.G. Henning, C.H. Jackman, M. Jin,
C.P. Johnstone, L. Kaltenegger, C.D. Kay, K. Kobayashi,
W. Kuang, G. Li, B.J. Lynch, T. Lüftinger, J.G. Luh-
mann, H. Maehara, M.G. Mlynczak, Y. Notsu, R.A. Osten,
R.M. Ramirez, S. Rugheimer, M. Scheucher, J.E. Schlieder,
K. Shibata, C. Sousa-Silva, V. Stamenković, R.J. Strangeway,
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A.V. Usmanov, P.Vergados, O.P. Verkhoglyadova, A.A. Vidotto,
M. Voytek, M.J. Way, G.P. Zank, Y. Yamashiki. Impact of space
weather on climate and habitability of terrestrial-type exoplanets,
International Journal of Astrobiology, 19(2), 136-194, 2020.

Contribution: contributions in various chapters of this review paper.

Relevance: This is a review paper outlining How does stellar activity and space
weather affect planetary atmospheres and habitability? and which stars
are good / bad host stars for life as we know it?

Method: sharing accumulated expertise through a topical review

Status: published in peer reviewed journal
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Publication I: Consistently

Simulating a Wide Range of
Atmospheric Scenarios for

K2-18b with a Flexible
Radiative Transfer Module

Personal and co-authors contributions: I developed the new radiative
transfer module (REDFOX), including the research of existing methods and
theories, testing, implementation, calculation of cross sections, validations
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Abstract

The atmospheres of small, potentially rocky exoplanets are expected to cover a diverse range in composition and
mass. Studying such objects therefore requires flexible and wide-ranging modeling capabilities. We present in this
work the essential development steps that lead to our flexible radiative transfer module, REDFOX, and validate
REDFOX for the solar system planets Earth, Venus, and Mars, as well as for steam atmospheres. REDFOX is a k-
distribution model using the correlated-k approach with the random overlap method for the calculation of opacities
used in the δ-two-stream approximation for radiative transfer. Opacity contributions from Rayleigh scattering, UV/
visible cross sections, and continua can be added selectively. With the improved capabilities of our new model, we
calculate various atmospheric scenarios for K2-18b, a super-Earth/sub-Neptune with ∼8M⊕ orbiting in the
temperate zone around an M star, with recently observed H2O spectral features in the infrared. We model Earth-
like, Venus-like, and H2–He primary atmospheres of different solar metallicity and show resulting climates and
spectral characteristics compared to observed data. Our results suggest that K2-18b has an H2–He atmosphere with
limited amounts of H2O and CH4. Results do not support the possibility of K2-18b having a water reservoir
directly exposed to the atmosphere, which would reduce atmospheric scale heights, and with it the amplitudes of
spectral features, making the latter inconsistent with the observations. We also performed tests for H2–He
atmospheres up to 50 times solar metallicity, all compatible with the observations.

Unified Astronomy Thesaurus concepts: Radiative transfer simulations (1967); Radiative transfer (1335);
Computational methods (1965); Exoplanets (498); Extrasolar rocky planets (511); Exoplanet atmospheres (487);
Planetary atmospheres (1244); Mini Neptunes (1063); Super Earths (1655)

1. Introduction

Exciting recent discoveries in exoplanetary science include
the TRAPPIST-1 system (Gillon et al. 2017), Proxima Centauri
b (Anglada-Escudé et al. 2016), and potential super-Earths/
warm sub-Neptunes like LHS 1140b and c (Ment et al. 2019),
K2-18b (Montet et al. 2015), and GJ 1214b (Charbonneau et al.
2009). Exoplanet science is transitioning from detection into
first atmospheric characterizations from spectral observations,
giving us insights into their composition and possible
formation and evolution. Numerous spectral observations of
Jupiter-sized to warm Neptune-sized planets have been
reported and discussed in recent years (see, e.g., Sing et al.
2016; Crossfield & Kreidberg 2017), but the first detection of
water features in the atmosphere of the temperate (Teq∼ 272 K)
super-Earth/sub-Neptune K2-18b (Benneke et al. 2019b;
Tsiaras et al. 2019) orbiting an early-type M star is especially
exciting, as it offers an unprecedented possibility of gaining
insights into the atmosphere and climate of objects in the
regime between rocky and gas planets that do not exist in the
solar system. Detailed understanding of atmospheric processes,
such as radiative transfer, convection, and disequilibrium
chemistry, is key for the interpretation of such spectral
detections.

The atmospheres of terrestrial planets lying in the habitable
zone of their respective host stars could be from
H2–He–dominated, to H2O-, CO2-, and N2-dominated, or even
O2- or CO-dominated for warmer and cooler planets,
respectively (see, e.g., Forget & Leconte 2014; Madhusudhan
et al. 2016).
A main motivation for our model development is as follows.

The radiative transfer schemes, based on the k-distribution
method, implemented in previous versions of our model, as
well as other similar models developed for the study of
terrestrial planets (e.g., Segura et al. 2010; Kopparapu et al.
2013), rely on premixed k-tables for atmospheric conditions,
such as pressure, temperature, and composition. Especially the
latter can be a considerable restriction for simulating atmo-
spheres that are more and more different from that of Earth.
Adding radiation-absorbing constituents often requires a
recalculation of all k-tables. The same applies for including
updates of line lists, for example, for one constituent. There are,
however, multiple ways of treating the overlap of spectral
absorption lines of gaseous components in k-distribution
radiative transfer calculations for more flexibility, assuming
perfect correlation, random overlap, or disjoint lines (see, e.g.,
Pierrehumbert 2010). Lacis & Oinas (1991) described how the
overlap of absorption by gaseous components can be treated
quickly and accurately using the random overlap assumption in
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the k-distribution method, which has been implemented and
tested for hot Jupiter studies by Amundsen et al. (2017). Malik
et al. (2017) recently developed a GPU-based open-source
radiative transfer model using the faster assumption of perfect
correlation between spectral lines of different molecules in the
correlated-k approximation for studying hot Jupiters and other
planets with primary atmospheres. This assumption, however,
becomes less accurate the more absorbers are present. While k-
distribution models operate in cross-section space, Kitzmann
(2017) used opacity sampling in his CO2 cloud studies, which
can be seen as a degraded line-by-line (LBL) radiative transfer
model. Then, the addition of absorbing gases is fully additive,
but opacity sampling is generally computationally more
expensive than the k-distribution method and becomes less
accurate for lower pressures, where many thin absorption lines
can be missed by wavelength discretization. Lincowski et al.
(2018) adopted a different approach by introducing an LBL
radiative transfer module into a climate-chemistry model using
the linearized flux evolution approach (Robinson & Crisp 2018)
in order to reduce the number of time-consuming radiative
transfer calculations for the study of terrestrial climates. This
approach is fast as long as changes in important parameters
influencing radiative fluxes, such as temperature and composi-
tion of major absorbers, are small. In that case, fluxes are
approximated by linear flux gradients stored in a Jacobian for
the last calculated state, rather than invoking full radiative
transfer calculations.

Our new radiative transfer model, REDFOX, using the
random overlap assumption, aims to combine the flexibility
with regard to stellar spectra and atmospheric conditions
similar to an LBL model but with calculation times approach-
ing those of other k-distribution models using the correlated-k
approach. A central aim of this work is to show our new
extensive capabilities for studying terrestrial exoplanets with
REDFOX as part of our 1D coupled climate-chemistry model,
1D-TERRA.

In Section 2, we provide information on general climate and
chemistry model updates that lead to our new 1D climate-
chemistry model 1D-TERRA. Section 2.1 focuses in detail on
the essentials of REDFOX, including the k-distribution method
using the random overlap approximation. Section 3 validates
REDFOX against known properties of atmospheres in the solar
system. Section 4.2 presents our results for the super-Earth/
sub-Neptune K2-18b before our final remarks in Section 5.

2. Methodology

Our 1D coupled climate-chemistry model has a long heritage
dating back to, e.g., Kasting & Ackerman (1986), Pavlov et al.
(2000), and Segura et al. (2003) for the study of Earth-like
planets. Since then, it has been extensively updated in our
group by, for example, Rauer et al. (2011), Grenfell et al.
(2012), and Scheucher et al. (2020). Von Paris et al.
(2008, 2010, 2015) implemented MRAC, a modified version
of the rapid radiative transfer model (RRTM; Mlawer et al.
1997) for CO2-dominated atmospheres in the climate module to
study, e.g., early Mars or planets at the outer edge of the
habitable zone. Our new radiative transfer module, REDFOX,
is designed to operate over a wide range of stellar energy
spectra, as well as diverse neutral composition (without ion
chemistry) and pressure–temperature conditions in terrestrial
atmospheres.

Grenfell et al. (2007), Tabataba-Vakili et al. (2016), and
Scheucher et al. (2018) implemented parameterizations of
cosmic rays and stellar energetic particles into our chemical
solver. The latter can be part of an extensive model suite,
calculating the precipitation of energetic particles through a
magnetosphere and atmosphere, induced atmospheric ioniz-
ation, and the impact on climate and neutral atmospheric
composition, as described in Herbst et al. (2019). In
conjunction with the companion paper (Wunderlich et al.
2020), we briefly describe in Section 2.3 key aspects of our
extensively updated chemical reaction scheme that can simulate
diverse terrestrial atmospheres.
The new model with updated climate and chemistry will be

referred to as 1D-TERRA. Figure 1 provides a schematic
overview of the 1D-TERRA model.
For postprocessing, we use the Generic Atmospheric

Radiation Line-by-line Infrared Code (GARLIC; e.g., Schreier
et al. 2014, 2018a, 2018b) to calculate planetary transit and
emission spectra as described in, e.g., Scheucher et al. (2018)
and Wunderlich et al. (2020).

2.1. Radiative Transfer Module REDFOX

REDFOX calculates radiative transfer for discrete intervals,
or bands, in the spectral range from v = 0 to 105 cm–1, where
any of the spectral intervals can be used for the short-wave
(SW) and long-wave (LW) treatment of radiative transfer to
allow for, e.g., more complete coverage of the irradiation of
late-M dwarfs. Also, in the LW, the choice of the spectral
interval is now flexible to include colder, temperate, and
warmer planets alike. In addition, we extended the pressure and
temperature range for the correlated-k calculations so that
absorption by, for example, O3, H2O, CO2, and CH4 can also
be treated for planets close to the inner edge of the habitable
zone, where evaporation of water can lead to surface pressures
higher than 1.5 bars, which was our previous pressure limit for
Earth-like atmospheres. Note that von Paris et al. (2010)
implemented absorption by CO2 and H2O for pressures up to
1000 bars for a high-CO2 atmospheric study without trace
gases in an earlier model version. In contrast, our extended
range now includes absorption by all molecules presented in
Table 1, which, e.g., also allows for modeling steam
atmospheres, habitable zones, and the upper atmospheres of
sub-Neptunes or other H2-dominated atmospheres.

2.1.1. Calculation of VIS/IR Cross Sections

In the random overlap method, cross sections calculated for
each gas constituent separately are then cross-correlated in the
radiative transfer calculations of atmospheric transmission
functions. For the calculation of spectroscopic cross sections,
we use the HITRAN 2016 line list (Gordon et al. 2017) and the
open-source KSPECTRUM code originally developed by
Eymet et al. (2016). We downloaded KSPECTRUM1.2.09 in
2017, included the treatment of HITRAN 2016 in KSPEC-
TRUM, and also implemented the Total Internal Partition Sums
(TIPS) from Gamache et al. (2017), used to calculate
temperature conversion factors applied to line intensities, into
what we now refer to as KSPECTRUM_Htr16. In 2018,
KSPECTRUM1.3 was released with updates on CO2 treatment.
These updates, e.g., removed the possibility of line truncation

9 Downloaded from https://www.meso-star.com/projects/art/
kspectrum.html.
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when sub-Lorentzian wings are used. Since we decided to cut
line wings and add missing contributions from far wings with
collision-induced absorption (CIA), these modifications are not
included in our calculations. A short discussion of our approach
follows below. Our KSPECTRUM_Htr16 source code is
available on our group’s software page.10

For the spectral discretization of the Voigt profiles, we define
line center regions up to 10 half-widths (HWs) from the
nominal line center wavenumbers, which are calculated at 8
points per HW and 16 points in the far wings and use a cutoff at
25 cm−1 from the line center for every molecule (see below).
After extensive testing on numerous computing platforms (not
shown), the abovementioned parameter set for spectral
discretization represented a reasonable trade-off between
accuracy and computing time (<several months for low
pressures). KSPECTRUM also has one integrated discretiza-
tion algorithm that aims to keep the error from discretizing the
Voigt profiles below a user-defined value. Unfortunately, this
algorithm becomes computationally inefficient for low pres-
sures where lines are very narrow, leading to a sharp increase in
points needed for the wavenumber grid discretization. Our
choice of discretization showed less than 10−5 relative
deviation in resulting cross sections from results using that
error-limited algorithm for tests at 1 Pa (and even less deviation
at higher pressures), except for H2O, which showed higher
deviations of up to 1%. It is noteworthy that calculation times
for cross sections should go down significantly with the use of
GPU-based algorithms, such as, e.g., Helios-k (Grimm &
Heng 2015). The trade-off between wavenumber discretization
and accuracy is a common challenge in molecular absorption

modeling, and different LBL codes use different approaches for
the grid discretization and interpolation to speed up calcula-
tions; see, e.g., Schreier (2006) for a discussion.
Further, one has to be careful with regard to which line

cutoff value to choose (Figure 2). Appropriate line-wing cutoff
parameterizations, together with the right pressure-broadened
wing profiles, are still debated in the literature (see, e.g., Sharp
& Burrows 2007; Takagi et al. 2010; Grimm & Heng 2015;
Hedges & Madhusudhan 2016). It is beyond the scope of this
paper to outline all proposed theories, discussions, and possible
assumptions surrounding this topic; instead, we would like to
quickly motivate our choices. Assuming we could produce all
true line-wing shapes, their deviation from Lorentzian profiles
and their changes with temperature, pressure, and composition,
adding up the contribution of all absorption lines to infinity
may, theoretically, reproduce most known spectral features,
including absorption bands, window regions, and possibly
some continua. Unfortunately, many line wings differ sub-
stantially from the classical Lorentzian approximation. Clough
et al. (1992) already argued that the super-Lorentzian nature of
H2O absorption is too complex to parameterize with wing
shapes and rather developed continuum parameterizations to be
used in addition to LBL calculations with a 25 cm−1 cutoff.
The sub-Lorentzian nature of CO2 line wings has proven to be
even more difficult, since numerous major absorption bands
need their own parameterization (see, e.g., Perrin & Hart-
mann 1989; Pollack et al. 1993; Tonkov et al. 1996). Therefore,
a multitude of continuum and CIA parameterizations have
emerged (see, e.g., Gruszka & Borysow 1997; Baranov et al.
2004). Sharp & Burrows (2007) recommended a general
pressure-dependent cutoff, = -d pmin 25 , 100 cm 1( ) , with p
being the atmospheric pressure in atm, leading to cutoff values

Figure 1. Schematic overview of our 1D coupled climate disequilibrium-chemistry model 1D-TERRA, including the new radiative transfer module, REDFOX, and
the updated chemistry scheme, BLACKWOLF.

10 KSPECTRUM_Htr16: http://www.dlr.de/kspectrum.
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>25 cm−1 for pressures >1 atm and therefore being important
for high-pressure atmospheric studies, such as gas planet
atmospheres. Wordsworth et al. (2010a) conducted a thorough
comparison of a 25 cm−1 cutoff versus untruncated line wings
for CO2, together with various CIA parameterizations.
Following these and similar studies, some authors studying
terrestrial atmospheres started adopting larger cutoff values of
500 cm−1 (e.g., Kopparapu et al. 2013) or even untruncated
line shapes for selected molecules (e.g., Wordsworth et al.
2010b; Wordsworth & Pierrehumbert 2013).

Figure 2 suggests that taking into account the far wings of all
absorption lines of a specific molecule over the whole
wavenumber range may reproduce certain parts of continuum
absorption in specific wavelength ranges but at the same time
may overestimate absorption in other spectral regions where
the addition of many Lorentzian line wings from the whole
absorption spectrum would create additional artificial continua
not observed in experiments. For pressures above a few bars,
this effect can effectively mask any CO2 or H2O absorption
features in the visible and near-infrared range. While we tested
for a wide range of p–T conditions (for CO2 and H2O) and
various sub-Lorentzian profiles (Perrin & Hartmann 1989;
Pollack et al. 1993; Tonkov et al. 1996), in Figure 2, we show
this effect for CO2 with sub-Lorentzian wings after Perrin &
Hartmann (1989) at 100 bars (98.7 atm) and 300 K for different
line-wing cutoff values (colors) compared to results without
any cutoff (black). We also show (dotted) absorption spectra
based on our 25 cm−1 cutoffs including CO2 CIAs, namely the
induced dipoles after Gruszka & Borysow (1997) and the
CO2–CO2 dimers from Baranov et al. (2004). Our results
suggest that too-large line cutoff values in the LBL calculations
can lead to absorption coefficients far exceeding CIA continua
contributions in certain spectral window regions, e.g., 8–14 or
20–50 μm. Probably the main difference from the work by
Wordsworth et al. (2010a) is the extensive update for CO2 in
HITRAN 2016, especially in the mid-infrared. When no cutoff
is used at all (black solid), any CO2 features in the visible and
near-infrared are masked by the far wing contributions. This is
mainly due to the previously discussed poorly understood
behavior of the far line wings. See, e.g., Takagi et al. (2010) for
a detailed discussion of the influence of pressure-broadened
CO2 line shapes upon radiative–convective equilibrium
temperatures.

After testing for a range of molecules, pressures, and
temperatures, we chose a line-wing cutoff of 25 cm−1 for all of
our calculations of k-distributions for all molecules. For CO2,
we calculated sub-Lorentzian wings from Perrin & Hartmann
(1989) within its validity range and with the same 25 cm−1

cutoff. As described in Section 2.1.3, CIAs are added and
interpolated directly in REDFOX when performing radiative
transfer calculations together with other continua. We would
like to emphasize that we do not claim that this approach is
superior to others in accuracy, but it allows for flexible
treatment of continua and easy substitution when updated
parameterizations or measurements become available.
Since we calculate absorption cross sections for pure gases

of a given molecule (Table 1) separately, we can only account
for self-broadening and not foreign broadening of absorption
lines. Since pressure broadening of any given molecule by the
total atmospheric gas pressure is therefore approximated by self
broadening for that pressure environment, this could become
relevant for trace species in high-pressure environments for
which self-broadening coefficients could differ significantly
from their foreign-broadening coefficients. That said, one
should note that the foreign broadening listed in HITRAN
refers to (Earth) air broadening only, which should be used
with caution for non-Earth-like atmospheres as discussed, e.g.,
by Wordsworth & Pierrehumbert (2013). For selected mole-
cules, however, there exist more general pressure-broadening
descriptions in the Exomol database (Tennyson et al. 2016). To
tackle this problem consistently for any species of interest
would require a tabulated parameter for broadening by any
possible major constituent in an atmosphere of interest. Then
the line wings would have to be calculated in LBL calculations
using, e.g., the broadened HW
g g g= + åvmr vmri i iself self· ( · ), with vmr being the volume
mixing ratio and i any atmospheric constituent other than the
considered species itself. This then needs to be tabulated in
premixed k-tables in n dimensions for n major constituents of
interest calculated on a discrete volume mixing ratio grid,
which would somewhat contradict our main aim here, namely a
flexible radiative transfer model that is also straightforward to
update with additional molecules of interest.
High-resolution cross-section lists have been calculated in

this work for each of the 20 HITRAN 2016 molecules shown in
Table 1 on a pressure–temperature grid for a total of 121 points.
We thereby considered 11 pressures equally spaced in log(p)
ranging from 10−7 to 103 bars, or 0.01–108 Pa, and the
following 11 temperatures: T(K)=[100, 150, 200, 250, 300,
350, 400, 500, 600, 800, 1000]. Studies calculating the
outgoing LW radiation (OLR) of hot atmospheres (800 K),
e.g., Kopparapu et al. (2013) and Katyal et al. (2019), have
shown that these cases may require the calculation of cross
sections from databases that focus on high temperatures, such
as HITEMP (Rothman et al. 2010) or Exomol (Tennyson et al.

Table 1
List of Molecules Included in REDFOX and the Corresponding VIS/IR Line List and UV/VIS Cross-section Sources

Data Source Molecules

HITRAN 2016 Line Lista CH3Cl, CH4, CO, CO2, H2, H2O, HCl, HCN, HNO3, HO2, HOCl, N2, N2O, NH3, NO, NO2, O2, O3, OH, SO2

MPI Mainz Spectral Atlasb C2H2, C2H2O, C2H3, C2H4, C2H4NH, C2H5, C2H5CHO, C2H6, C3H3, C3H6, C3H8, C4H2, CH2CCH2, CH2CO, CH3, CH3C2H,
CH3CHO, CH3Cl, CH3NH2, CH3OH, CH3ONO, CH3ONO2, CH3OOH, CH4, Cl2, Cl2O, Cl2O2, ClCO3, ClO, ClONO, ClONO2,
ClOO, ClS2, CO, CO2, COCl2, CS2, H2, H2CO, H2O, H2O2, H2S, H2SO4, HCl, HCN, HCO, HCOOH, HNO, HNO2, HNO3, HO2,
HO2NO2, HOCl, HSO, N2, N2H2, N2H4, N2O, N2O5, NH3, NO, NO2, NO3, NOCl, O2, O3, OClO, OCS, OH, S2, S2O, S2O2, S3, S4,
SCl, SCl2, SNO, SO, SO2, SO2Cl2, SO3

Notes.
a https://hitran.org/lbl/ (Gordon et al. 2017).
b http://satellite.mpic.de/spectral_atlas/cross_sections/ (Keller-Rudek et al. 2013).
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2016), although our Venus validation (Section 3) suggests that
this effect may not be central for the atmospheres studied here.

2.1.2. k-distributions and Spectral Bands

The k-distributions are cross-section (σ) probability distribu-
tions within a frequency band, represented by a small number
of k-coefficients and respective weighting quadratures. For a
detailed description of the k-distribution method and the
implementation of the Random Overlap approximation with
the “Ranking and Reblocking” or “Resorting and Rebinning”
RORR method, we refer to, for example, Lacis & Oinas (1991)
or Amundsen et al. (2017). The assumption behind random
overlap is that absorption lines of individual molecules are
uncorrelated. Although computationally more expensive than
the simple addition of all molecular cross sections with their
respective concentrations, this assumption is certainly a good
approximation when including multiple molecules of different
shapes and sizes as we do here, leading to very different roto-
vibrational and translational absorption features. In random
overlap, k-distributions—or σ-distributions, to be more precise
—need to be calculated separately for every pressure p,
temperature T, and molecule. To calculate individual k-
distributions from cross sections, we make use of the
KDISTRIBUTION package, developed by V. Eymet, for easy
handling of high-resolution cross-section files previously
generated by KSPECTRUM. While we require REDFOX to
be as flexible as possible in handling different gas mixtures and
atmospheric conditions, note that we will lose any frequency
dependence within spectral bands when converting cross
sections into k-distributions. The k-coefficients of different
gas mixtures within one band will not generally map to the
same frequencies as in a different gas mixture. This means that
we cannot directly map a given source function such as a stellar
spectrum or atmospheric Planck function, or other opacity
sources like Rayleigh scattering coefficients, continua, or
aerosols, into individual k-coefficients. These have to be added
as band-integrated averages. For this reason, individual bands
should be as small in frequency range as possible to minimize
inaccuracies introduced by using the abovementioned band
mean values, while at the same time being fast enough for
climate evolution studies. We tested different bandwidths for
an Earth-like atmosphere ranging from the original bands (38
for SW, 25 for LW) up to 480 bands over the whole spectral
range (not shown). We chose 128 bands in total between

ν=0 cm−1(λ=¥) and ν=105 cm−1(λ=100 nm), as
further increases in band numbers resulted in OLR changes
of <1%. Bands are evenly spaced in log(ν) above
ν=100 cm−1, plus 10 bands with Δν=10 cm−1 in the range
ν=0–100 cm−1. The design is such that we can subsequently
change the spectral bands for a specific study if accuracy or
computational efficiency become an issue. Such a change
requires only recalculation of k-distributions from the high-
resolution (8 points per HW) cross-section files, which takes
approximately a total of 24 hr on 100 CPUs on our university
server for all 20 molecules and 121 p–T points currently
included. Details on band-averaged sources and opacities
follow later in this section.
Additionally, one must choose a suitable number of

quadrature weights or k-coefficients within a band and the
quadrature rule. The quadrature rule used in previous versions
of our code dates back to the RRTM (Mlawer et al. 1997) and
is a modification of the half Gauss–Legendre weighting,
placing more emphasis on the absorption line centers (g∼1),
as described in their paper. We use those quadratures for
comparison, since their weighting was specifically designed to
well resolve the line center absorption for cooling rates in
Earth’s atmosphere. For exoplanet applications, however, we
cannot generally assume that the main contribution to cooling
rates arises mainly from the line centers alone; there can be
additional cooling, e.g., from extensive broadening at higher
pressures or temperatures. To test this, we also calculate k-
distributions by applying the standard Gauss–Legendre quad-
rature rule using the 16th-order Legendre polynomial P16(f)
shifted to the [0,1] interval. For transmission  through a
homogeneous layer, this is
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with gi being the ith root of P16 and t m= -Df exp( ), where
m = Qcos and Θ is the mean zenith angle used in the two-
stream approximation. As given by Abramowitz & Stegun
(1972), the associated quadrature weights wi are a function of
the derivatives of P16, specifically,
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Figure 2. Comparison of CO2 absorption coefficients calculated with KSPECTRUM from HITRAN 2016 with sub-Lorentzian wings after Perrin & Hartmann (1989)
at T=300 K and p=100 bars for different line-wing cutoff values (solid lines). We compare cutoff values in HW (=line HWs, gn) and fixed wavenumber values
(cm−1). Overplotted (black dashed lines) are results for a line-wing cutoff at 25 cm−1 including CIA parameterizations from Gruszka & Borysow (1997) and Baranov
et al. (2004).
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We tested 8th-, 16th-, 20th-, and 24th-order Legendre
polynomials and corresponding weights in an Earth atmosphere
setting with the 128-band model but did not find any significant
differences (<10−3 Wm−2) in total up/down radiative fluxes
above 16th order (not shown). In comparison, Malik et al.
(2017) used 20th-order Gauss–Legendre polynomials after
comparing to Simpson’s rule integration for their radiative
transfer code. Table 2 shows a comparison of the quadrature
weights used in the RRTM and the Gauss–Legendre weights
(Equation (2)). One can see the emphasis placed in the RRTM
upon probability function values close to unity, indicated by
very small values for weights i>10, together only represent-
ing the largest ∼1% of absorption cross sections within a band.
On the contrary, Gauss–Legendre weighting is symmetric
around medium values of cross sections within the band, and
the largest and smallest 1.3% of values are represented
collectively in weights 16 and 1, respectively. The representa-
tive cross-section value si, or k-coefficient, corresponding to a
quadrature of weight wi is then simply the arithmetic mean of
the cumulative cross-section function within the respective
quadrature.

2.1.3. Continuum Absorption

The CIA is taken from the HITRAN CIA database (Karman
et al. 2019). A complete list of the currently implemented CIAs
in REDFOX is shown in Table 3. Since the HITRAN CIA
formatting is identical, any missing CIA from the list can be
flexibly added in REDFOX for a specific study. Additionally,
REDFOX utilizes MT_CKD (Mlawer et al. 2012) version
3.2.11 Although originally developed for the H2O continuum,
this now also includes continua for other molecules. In
REDFOX, one can choose which CIA and MT_CKD continua
from Table 3 are used. These continua are first calculated on a
finer grid with 10 points per band using the same interpolation
method as for MT_CKD in LBLRTM (Clough et al.

1992, 2005), which gives the cross sections
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where i are the 10 grid points in a band interval and j are
linearly interpolated from tabulated cross sections at neighbor-
ing temperatures from either MT_CKD or HITRAN CIA,
where applicable. Values at the band boundaries are linearly
interpolated from tabulated values at neighboring frequencies.
We tested different numbers of points per band for the
interpolation, but convergence was found for 10 or more points
per band. From these interpolated cross sections, band-
integrated averages are calculated via n s nD å D=1 i

n
i iband 1( ) ( )

and added to other opacity sources with their corresponding
volume mixing ratio.

2.1.4. UV/VIS Cross Sections

In the current version of 1D-TERRA, we include 81
absorbers from the MPI Mainz Spectral Atlas (Keller-Rudek
et al. 2013) in the visible, UV, and far-UV (FUV) range. These
were initially chosen for the photochemistry module as
described in Section 2.3 but are also available for radiative
transfer in REDFOX. Where available, we follow the
recommendation of the JPL Evaluation 18 (Burkholder et al.
2015). Otherwise, we took the latest reference in the JPL
report, unless the data coverage was poor. The full list of cross-

Table 2
Comparison of Quadrature Weights and Respective g Subintervals in Brackets

from RRTM (wRRTM) and Gauss–Legendre Polynomials (wGL)

i wRRTM [g-bin] wGL [g-bin]

1 0.15275[0.00000–0.15275] 0.01358[0.00000–0.01358]
2 0.14917[0.15275–0.30192] 0.03113[0.01358–0.04471]
3 0.14210[0.30192–0.44402] 0.04758[0.04471–0.09229]
4 0.13169[0.44402–0.57571] 0.06231[0.09229–0.15460]
5 0.11819[0.57571–0.69390] 0.07480[0.15460–0.22940]
6 0.10193[0.69390–0.79583] 0.08458[0.22940–0.31398]
7 0.08328[0.79583–0.87911] 0.09130[0.31398–0.40528]
8 0.06267[0.87911–0.94178] 0.09472[0.40528–0.50000]
9 0.04249[0.94178–0.98427] 0.09472[0.50000–0.59472]
10 0.00463[0.98427–0.98890] 0.09130[0.59472–0.68602]
11 0.00383[0.98890–0.99273] 0.08458[0.68602–0.77060]
12 0.00303[0.99273–0.99576] 0.07480[0.77060–0.84540]
13 0.00222[0.99576–0.99798] 0.06231[0.84540–0.90771]
14 0.00141[0.99798–0.99939] 0.04758[0.90771–0.95529]
15 0.00054[0.99939–0.99993] 0.03113[0.95529–0.98642]
16 0.00007[0.99993–1.00000] 0.01358[0.98642–1.00000]

Table 3
List of Continua from the HITRAN CIA Lista Included in REDFOX and the

Corresponding Sources

Molecule Continuum

H2–H2 Abel et al. (2011)
H2–He Abel et al. (2012)
CO2–H2 Wordsworth et al. (2017)
CO2–CH4 Wordsworth et al. (2017)
CO2–CO2 Gruszka & Borysow (1997)

& Baranov et al. (2003)
H2Oself MT_CKD_3.2b

H2Oforeign MT_CKD_3.2b

CO2 foreign MT_CKD_3.2b

N2 mixed MT_CKD_3.2b

O2 self MT_CKD_3.2b

O2 foreign MT_CKD_3.2b

O3 foreign MT_CKD_3.2b

Notes.
a www.hitran.org/cia/ (Karman et al. 2019).
b http://rtweb.aer.com/continuum_frame.html (Mlawer et al. 2012).

11 http://rtweb.aer.com/continuum_frame.html
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section data used in the climate and chemistry model is given in
the companion paper (Wunderlich et al. 2020). These cross
sections are arithmetically averaged into the corresponding
REDFOX bands and added to the other opacities discussed
above. For the remaining HITRAN absorbers in the band, the
UV/VIS cross sections are directly added to the k-distributions
for cross-correlation using the random overlap approach, as
described earlier. In this case, UV/VIS cross sections are
interpolated and band-averaged from the MPI Mainz Spectral
Atlas data with the same method as described in Section 2.1.3
for the continua. They are used in the spectral range from the
highest available energies or wavenumbers (105 cm−1 in the
current version) up to the band with the first HITRAN data
point of the given species. This approach was chosen to avoid
accounting for absorption of a given species twice (i.e., in both
the HITRAN and MPI Mainz databases). In overlapping data
regions, we preferentially chose line list data rather than
measured cross sections because the latter could also include
experimental noise between absorption features, which would
add artificial UV “continua” to our heating rates. For molecules
where line list data were not included in a certain band, the
cross sections are simply added as mean opacities per band in
the same way as the continua are added in Section 2.1.3.

2.1.5. Rayleigh Scattering

Rayleigh scattering is included in our model (see also von
Paris et al. 2015) for CH4, CO, CO2, H2, H2O, He, N2, and O2.
The Rayleigh scattering cross sections (cm2) for CO, CO2,
H2O, N2, and O2 are calculated using (Allen 1973)

s l
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and with number density = ´n 2.688 1019 cm−3 for standard
temperature and pressure (STP),
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where λ is in μm, ri represents the refractive index -n 1( ) of
species i, and the “King factor” lK i, is a correction for
polarization, given by
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with Di being the depolarization factor calculated from Sneep
& Ubachs (2005) shown in Table 4. Further, for CO, CO2, N2,
and O2, the refractive index r is approximated using

(Allen 1973)
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with the two additional parameters Ai and Bi, also shown in
Table 4, and λ again in μm. For H2O, the refractive index is
calculated as =r r0.85H O dry air2 (Edlén 1966), with the
approximation for the refractive index of dry air
(Bucholtz 1995):
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Rayleigh scattering cross sections for H2, He, and CH4 are
included using reference measurements of s i0, at wavelengths
l i0, from Shardanand & Rao (1977) shown in Table 5. These
cross sections are then approximated for other wavelengths
using the simple l-4 relationship,

s l s
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where s iRay, of species i are given in cm2 molecule–1, λ is the
wavelength of interest in μm, andl i0, is a reference wavelength
where s i0, was measured. In REDFOX, we updated the
calculation of band-integrated scattering cross sections, which
is now performed for all spectral bands, rather than only the
SW bands. The band mean values are now calculated from one
specific wavelength per band, representative of the band-
integrated average. We emphasize that this does not correspond
to the band-mid wavelength. Instead, we use the equivalence of
the integrals,
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to determine the representative wavelength lray for the
Rayleigh cross-section calculations in each band (λ in
Equations (6) and (8)–(10)). Then, the choice of the radiative
transfer method (see Section 2.1.7) defines in which bands the
Rayleigh scattering opacities are used.

2.1.6. Source Functions

We consider essentially two radiative sources: incident
stellar flux and thermal radiation from the planetary surface and
the atmosphere. Stellar spectra can be taken either directly from

Table 4
List of Parameters for the Rayleigh Cross-section Calculations

Molecule A B D

CO 32.7 8.1 9.49×10−3

CO2 43.9 6.4 8.05×10−2

H2O L L 3.00×10−4a

N2 29.06 7.7 3.05×10−2

O2 26.63 5.07 5.40×10−2

Notes. Here A and B from Allen (1973) and Vardavas & Carver (1984) are
used for the refractivity approximation; D (Sneep & Ubachs 2005) is for
depolarization in the King factor Kλ..
a Murphy (1977).

Table 5
List of Measured Reference Rayleigh Cross Sections s i0, at Wavelength l i0,

from Shardanand & Rao (1977)

Molecule s i0, (cm2) l i0, (μm)

H2 1.17 ×10−27 0.5145
He 8.6 ×10−29 0.5145
CH4 1.244 ×10−26 0.5145
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the MUSCLES database12 or from the VPL webpage.13 The
solar spectrum is taken from Gueymard (2004). Spectra that do
not cover the entire wavelength range were extended with the
NextGen 4 spectrum of the corresponding effective temperature
of the star up to 971 μm (Hauschildt et al. 1999). We first
perform a logarithmic interpolation of the spectra to a constant
resolution of 1Å over the entire wavelength range and then bin
the data into our 128 bands using an arithmetic mean.

Thermal blackbody emissions from the planetary surface and
every atmospheric layer are calculated for 101 points (100
intervals) per band distributed equally in ν following Planck’s
law in wavenumbers:

n n=
-

n
n

B T hc
e

, 2
1

1
. 122 3

hc
kBT( )( ) ( )

Then, a simple arithmetic mean is taken as the average
blackbody source term in the given band and atmospheric
layer. We tested this simple method against the computation-
ally slightly more expensive trapezoidal rule in the Earth and
Venus atmosphere runs but found no significant (< -10 4)
differences in cooling rates or atmospheric temperature
structure. This suggests that our band model features
sufficiently small bandwidths. For this reason we chose the
faster band mean calculations explained above.

2.1.7. Opacities and Transmission Functions

Once all individual k-coefficients si are calculated, they are
mixed for the atmosphere of interest. In random overlap, sij mn b, ,
in units of cm2 molecule–1 of two molecules m and n and their
respective quadratures i and j in band b are cross-correlated
when performing radiative transfer calculations by

s
s c s c
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m n
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where χ is the respective volume mixing ratio, and individual
k-coefficients σ are linearly interpolated in T and log(p) from
the precalculated k-distributions. The corresponding 16 × 16
quadrature weights as a result of mixing the k-coefficients from
two molecules are

=w w w , 14ij i j ( )
with i and j each taking integer values from 1 to 16, as shown
in Table 2. In REDFOX, we use quicksort (Press et al. 1992) to
sort the mixed sij and corresponding wij again as a
monotonically increasing function, or k-distribution. Before
adding new molecules to the mix, we bin the mixed k-
distribution back into the original 16 quadratures (g=1–16).
For the respective mean k-coefficients sg, individual sij are
added where the cumulative weights wc ij, of the mix lie in the
range < <-w w wc i c ij c i, 1 , , of the original quadrature with
weight wi. The new k-coefficients are then calculated as
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Contributions of mixed quadratures that overlap with the
boundaries of the original 16 quadratures are factored into the
corresponding sg accordingly. This process is repeated for
every molecule added to the gas mixture. Depending on the
composition of the atmosphere of interest, one cannot expect
that all constituents are accounted for by our absorbers,
especially when we choose to exclude specific constituents
from radiative transfer calculations e.g., for performance
reasons, studies of individual gas contributions, or when noble
gases are excluded in calculations because they would not
contribute significantly to the radiative energy budget. Since
Equation (13) assumes the absorbing contribution of all
constituents, we calculate the total mixing ratio of the
absorbing species cmix along with the k-coefficients and correct
the cross sections of the mixture using s s c=g g mix· . This
approach is especially appropriate for Earth’s atmosphere,
where N2 accounts for approximately 78% of molecules while
not contributing significantly to absorption. In this case,
calculations can be sped up significantly when we exclude
nonsignificantly absorbing species from the radiative transfer
calculations.
Once opacities t s= ug , with u being the respective column

density, are calculated, other previously described band-
integrated opacities can be added flexibly. Radiative transfer
is solved together with Rayleigh scattering, for which we use
the quadrature δ-two-stream approximation (Meador & Wea-
ver 1980; Toon et al. 1989) for SW radiative transfer. For the
thermal outgoing LW radiative transfer, we have the option to
use either the Toon et al. (1989) hemispheric mean two-stream
approximation, including Rayleigh scattering and with Planck
emissions instead of the stellar component, or the faster
diffusivity approximation (Mlawer et al. 1997) without
scattering. In this case, the radiative transfer equation is solved
for the single angular point m = 1

1.66
, corresponding to a polar

angle θ=52°.95 (Elsässer 1942), and the linear-in-tau
approach for the Planck functions (Clough et al. 1992). While
implementations of the abovementioned radiative transfer
solvers date back to Pavlov et al. (2000) and Segura et al.
(2003), they are still useful in our cloud-free studies. Upcoming
model updates including scattering by larger aerosols and cloud
particles will include two-stream updates similar to Heng et al.
(2018) and an option to use a discrete ordinates method, such
as DISORT (e.g., Stamnes et al. 1988; Hamre et al. 2013),
which will then allow for treatment of incident stellar beam,
scattering, and internal source function, namely the Planck
function of each layer, at the same time, ridding us of the SW–

LW distinction necessary with the currently used two-stream
approximations.
The globally averaged zenith angle (θ) for the effective path

lengths of the direct stellar beam through an atmospheric layer
can be chosen by the user. Cronin (2014) pointed out that
zenith angle and global mean averaged irradiation (S) have to
be changed together according to the product q =S Scos 40· ,
where S0 is the total stellar irradiation (TSI), and the factor 1/4
comes from the purely geometric derivation of the planetary
cross section over the planetary surface area. Note that a simple

12 http://archive.stsci.edu/prepds/muscles/
13 http://vpl.astro.washington.edu/spectra/stellar/
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daytime-weighted global mean assumption, a zenith angle
θ=60° with =S S 20 is commonly used in the literature.
Additionally, this approximation assumes a rapidly rotating
planet, such that the incident stellar flux is effectively
distributed over the entire planetary surface despite only
illuminating half of the planet. This would obviously be
different for tidally locked planets, where a more general
parameter can be introduced that simulates the efficiency of
heat redistribution from the permanent day to the nightside
(see, e.g., Spiegel & Burrows 2010; Malik et al. 2017).

While aerosols and clouds can be treated to some degree in
the two-stream approximation via extinction coefficients that
depend on particle sizes, forms, and refractive indices (see, e.g.,
Kitzmann et al. 2010), we do not explicitly include such
particles in the current work. We parameterize cloud behavior
in a simple way by increasing the surface albedo and adjusting
the effective path length in radiative transfer with a zenith angle
deviating from the geometric mean value of 60°. The
appropriate choice of albedo and zenith angle, however, is
generally a degenerate problem.

With all of the model updates mentioned above, calculation
times are nevertheless sufficient for our purposes. While
calculating opacities plus radiative fluxes in MRAC for four
absorbers in 25 LW bands and 38 SW bands plus Rayleigh
scattering took ∼180 ms, REDFOX with the same configura-
tion takes ∼235 ms. With our long list of LW and SW
absorbers in our 128 bands, including MT_CKD and CIAs now
takes ∼1600 ms, all on a single CPU. This is still fast compared
to full LBL calculations, which can take several minutes on a
server node of 20 CPUs.

2.1.8. Key Features of REDFOX

The following is a summary of the key features of REDFOX
in the configuration validated and applied in the current work.

1. Continuous k-distribution model with 128 spectral bands
(16 g Gauss–Legendre).

2. Spectral range ν=105 cm−1 (100 nm) – 0 cm−1 (¥).
3. Pressure range 0.01 Pa – 103 bars.
4. Temperature range 100 – 1000 K.
5. 20 absorbers (HITRAN 2016); see Table 1.
6. 81 VIS/UV/FUV absorbers (MPI Mainz Spectral Atlas);

see Table 1.
7. CIAs (HITRAN CIA list); see Table 3.
8. MTCKD_3.2; see Table 3.
9. Flexible choice of absorbers (SW/LW, CIA/CKD).
10. Flexible choice of SW/LW ranges for specific study.

2.2. Climate Module

The central tasks of the climate module are to calculate
atmospheric and surface temperatures in radiative–convective
equilibrium and temperature-dependent molecular abundances
of condensible species, e.g., H2O or CO2, in convective regions
where temperatures change. The governing energy-conserving
differential equation determining the temperature T profiles is
(see, e.g., Pavlov et al. 2000)

= -
d

dt
T z

g z

c T z

dF z

dp z,
, 17

p
( ) ( )

( )
( )
( ) ( )

where d/dt is the time derivative, g(z) is gravitational
acceleration, cp is the heat capacity of the atmospheric layer,

F is the radiative flux, and p is the cell-centered pressure of the
atmospheric layer at a mid-layer height z. Equation (17) is
discretized in the model using finite differences, resulting in dt
being used as the finite time step. After the radiative
temperature profile is calculated for a model time step,
radiative lapse rates are compared in every layer with adiabatic
lapse rates to determine where convective adjustment has to be
performed (i.e., Schwarzschild criterion). The decision as to the
appropriate adiabatic lapse rate (moist or dry) and whether H2O
or CO2 is the condensing molecule in the moist case is based on
the fraction of respective partial pressures over the corresp-
onding saturation vapor pressure. Note that combined moist
adiabatic lapse rates are not implemented. If CO2 condensation
occurs, the resulting lapse rate is a CO2 moist adiabat,
disregarding any possible H2O contribution. The H2O moist
adiabatic lapse rates are calculated if H2O condenses in the
absence of CO2 condensation. The H2O profiles are calculated
using prescribed relative humidity (RH) profiles, e.g., by
Manabe & Wetherald (1967), for planetary scenarios with a
water reservoir, i.e., an ocean, via

c =p p
p T p

RH
p

, 18H O
sat,H O

2

2( ) ( ) ( ( )) ( )

with psat being the saturation vapor pressure. The total surface
pressure p0 of the atmosphere is calculated via p0=p0,dry+
p ;0,H O2 therefore, atmospheric pressures, and with them the
mixing ratios of all atmospheric constituents, are adapted for
those convective layers. For a detailed description of
convective adjustment and CO2 lapse rates in our model, we
refer to, e.g., Kasting (1991) and Kasting et al. (1993), as well
as von Paris et al. (2008) for the water vapor treatment.
Heat capacities (cp) for temperature and lapse rate calcula-

tions have historically been included in our model for different
species using different approaches (for details, see, e.g., von
Paris et al. 2008, 2010, 2015). The next 1D-TERRA update
will come with updated cp treatment. Therefore, we only give a
brief summary of our currently used cp calculations in the
Appendix.

2.3. Photochemistry Module

The atmospheric composition profile of each species is
calculated in the photochemistry module using the continuity-
transport equation,

¶
¶

=
¶
¶

¶
¶

+ -
n

t z
K

n

z
P nL, 19

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟· ( )

where n denotes the number density of a certain species
(cm−3), P is the production term (cm−3 s−1), L is the loss rate
(s−1), and K is the eddy diffusion coefficient (cm2 s−1). The
loss and production rates are determined by the kinetic
coefficients and boundary conditions. The companion paper
(Wunderlich et al. 2020) describes the new photochemistry
module BLACKWOLF with a flexible chemical network. The
full network consists of 1127 reactions for 115 species,
including photolysis for 81 absorbers.
The scheme can consider wet and dry deposition, as well as

an upward flux at the surface for each species. Outgassing from
volcanoes is treated as a upward flux equally distributed over
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the lower 10 km of the atmosphere. At the top of the
atmosphere (TOA), the module can calculate escape fluxes
and parameterized effusion flux or use predefined values.
Usually, we only consider O, H, and H2 to have an upper
boundary flux. The profile of K can be either a fixed predefined
profile or calculated in the model depending on the planetary
atmosphere. See Wunderlich et al. (2020) for the calculation of
K and more details on the photochemical module.

3. Model Validation

In this section, we restrict ourselves to the validation of the
radiative transfer module, REDFOX, and its integration into the
climate part of 1D-TERRA; thus, in some cases, we prescribe
the atmospheric composition. The chemistry is validated
separately in the companion paper (Wunderlich et al. 2020).
We first validate for Earth standard conditions, then go on to
Earth climate-change studies with increased amounts of CO2,
before validating for other solar system planets, i.e., modern
Venus and Mars, and then exoplanetary scenarios (i.e., Earth-
like and steam atmospheres). In all cases, we discretize the
atmosphere into 100 layers from the surface up to the TOA.

3.1. Modern Earth

Figure 3 shows our 1D-TERRA results in coupled climate-
chemistry mode for US standard 1976 Earth atmospheric
composition. We tune surface albedo and zenith angle for
radiative transfer calculations together to achieve Earth global
average surface temperatures of 288.15 K in our cloud-free
model and an Earth-like global mean O3 column in the range
300–320 Dobson units (DU; see, e.g., Segura et al. 2010),
which is achieved with a surface albedo of 0.255 and an angle
θ=54°.50; thus, S=0.4305S0, so that q =S Scos 40· ( ) , for
all radiative transfer calculations in climate and chemistry. This
agrees well with the fact that modern Earth is partially cloudy;
this angle lies well in the range for a clear sky and fully cloud-

covered planet (see, e.g., Cronin 2014). Note that zenith angles
used in climate and chemistry calculations do not necessarily
have to be the same; see, e.g., Hu et al. (2012) for a discussion.
Unless stated otherwise, we will use this parameter set for all
other tests and applications.
Temperature profiles with the original radiative transfer

model MRAC (von Paris et al. 2015) were calculated using
absorption by H2O, CO2, CH4, and O3, with the addition of O2

in one band (752–784 nm) for stellar absorption. Those with
REDFOX are calculated with all 20 HITRAN absorbers from
Table 1 with the addition of UV/VIS cross sections for CH3Cl,
CH4, CO, CO2, H2O, HNO3, N2, N2O, NO, O2, and O3 for
wavenumbers above available HITRAN data, as described in
Section 2.1.4. We calculate temperature profiles with two
different k-distribution quadrature settings in REDFOX, as
shown in Table 2, to determine which one compares better to
observations. For this, we compare to the US standard
atmosphere 1976, as well as Earth observation data from
MIPAS14 (von Clarmann et al. 2009) and ACE-FTS15 (Boone
et al. 2005). From both observation data sets, we show (gray
shaded regions) the 95% (2σ) range and the global annual mean
temperature profiles (dotted lines). While we see generally
good agreement between our calculated low and mid-atmo-
spheric temperature profiles with the US standard atmosphere
and the MIPAS and ACE-FTS data (see Figure 3), in all model
runs using the double Gaussian quadratures, both updated (blue
solid) and original model (black solid), the stratopause peak
lies slightly below US standard atmospheric values in both
height and temperature, similar to other cloud-free 1D studies
(see, e.g., Segura et al. 2003). Mesospheric temperatures in
these cases lie slightly below the MIPAS and ACE-FTS 2σ
ranges. Figure 3 suggests that Gauss–Legendre quadratures
(orange) result in a temperature profile closer to US standard
atmospheric values and global mean averages from observa-
tions up to ∼70 km. The inclusion of the Gauss–Legendre
quadratures therefore represents a major improvement in
REDFOX.
Additionally, with the addition of O2 absorption cross

sections in the UV Schumann–Runge bands, the model now
clearly shows mesopause and thermospheric temperature
inversions that were previously lacking (in MRAC). In this
range, calculations with REDFOX using the double Gaussian
quadratures compare better with the observations. However, we
are not taking into account any UV absorption in the
atmosphere above our TOA; hence, our O2 absorption might
be slightly overestimated, leading to generally warmer
mesopause values, especially visible in the calculations with
the Gauss–Legendre quadratures. In previous studies with our
1D climate-chemistry model, the TOA was set to ∼6 Pa due to
the lack of O2 absorption in the UV, similar to, e.g., Segura
et al. (2010), Kopparapu et al. (2013), and Ramirez et al.
(2014), while other studies (e.g., Meadows et al. 2018) have set
isothermal profiles above an arbitrary model pressure where
model temperatures would otherwise strongly underestimate
temperatures due to the missing physics.
Figure 4 shows the model TOA OLR for the two previously

discussed different quadrature weightings (orange and blue)
compared to LBL calculations with GARLIC (black). We use
GARLIC with HITRAN 2016 and MT_CKD for H2O

Figure 3. Temperature profiles for Earth’s modern atmosphere. We compare
two versions of REDFOX with k-distributions calculated with Legendre
(orange) and double Gaussian (blue solid) quadratures against the US standard
atmosphere (blue dashed) and our original model MRAC (black). Overplotted
are 2σ ranges of Earth observation data from MIPAS and ACE-FTS.

14 www.imk-asf.kit.edu/english/308.php
15 http://ace.scisat.ca/publications/
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continuum, as in REDFOX. The spectral grid in GARLIC is
discretized with dn g= 4, and the Voigt profiles are cut at
25 cm−1. The TOA OLR calculated by GARLIC is
260.74Wm−2. Results for REDFOX using Gauss–Legendre
quadratures (263.37Wm−2) show very good agreement within
1.0%, while the double Gaussian quadratures (253.60Wm−2)
differ by 2.7%. Figure 4 suggests that fluxes estimated with the
Gauss–Legendre method (orange columns) compare generally
better with the LBL fluxes (black columns). Kopparapu et al.
(2013) validated their k-distribution model, using the same
double Gaussian quadratures, against a different LBL code,
SMART (Meadows & Crisp 1996), for different terrestrial
atmospheres, with deviations of the k-distribution model in the
range between 2.7% and 4.0%, similar to our double Gaussian
validation. Note that the RRTM (Mlawer et al. 1997), using the
double Gaussian quadratures, was validated for Earth condi-
tions to deviate by only <1Wm−2 when compared to the same
LBL model, namely LBLRTM, that was used to derive the k-
distributions in the first place. Only in this way can one be
certain to not mix in the differences between LBL models; see,
e.g., Schreier et al. (2018a, 2018b) for an LBL model
comparison. Based on this comparison, we now proceed using
the Gauss–Legendre quadratures for the remaining validations
and case studies.

3.2. Earth’s Climate Response to CO2 Increase

Here we test our modeled climate response to increased
levels of CO2 and compare to results from studies of climate
change on Earth. Rogelj et al. (2012) summarized results from
an extensive list of 3D model studies and the International
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) report estimates for a
doubling of CO2 levels from the 1976 values of
326–652 ppm. Their findings suggest a resulting change in
global mean surface temperatures in the range from +2.6°C to
+3.6°C. Upon doubling CO2, our resulting change in global
mean surface temperatures of +2.8°C agrees very well with
these works. Figure 5 presents our results for the 1976 CO2

value (black) and gradually increased levels of CO2 by factors
of 2, 5, 10, and 100. We further see the typical behavior of CO2

as a greenhouse gas, confining thermal radiation in the lower
atmosphere, thus heating the troposphere while cooling the
middle and upper atmosphere.

3.3. Steam Atmospheres

To further test H2O absorption in REDFOX, we compute
radiative fluxes output from REDFOX for the scenarios of the
model intercomparison study by Yang et al. (2016) with fixed
temperatures and atmospheric compositions. We took their
values for Earth-like planets having a 1 bar N2 atmosphere with
376 ppm CO2 and H2O steam that varies as a response to global
mean surface temperatures between 250 and 360 K at
saturation. With these added amounts of steam, the surface
pressure changes accordingly (up to +0.5 bar), representing
evaporation from oceans. Temperature profiles are set to 200 K
isotherms above the tropopause. The study uses Earth-like
global mean stellar irradiation of 340Wm−2 for all tests on
specifying the abovementioned surface temperatures; thus,
OLR does not balance incoming radiation. We specify the
boundary parameters with REDFOX and plot output from both
studies for different LBL and k-distribution models as shown in
Figure 6. REDFOX compares well with the models shown and
suggests the symptomatic OLR flattening for higher

Figure 4. Earth validation of OLR fluxes against the LBL code GARLIC (black). The small insert shows fluxes in logarithmic scaling. We compare both quadrature
settings in REDFOX (orange and blue) and indicate regions with major absorbers with arrows.

Figure 5. Earth climate response study for increased amounts of CO2. The red
values in the legend represent the resulting increase in surface temperatures.
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temperatures toward the Kobayashi–Ingersoll limit (see, e.g.,
Nakajima et al. 1992; lower right), as well as the transition
from optically thin to optically thick for thermal radiation in the
first atmospheric layer above the surface due to the increased
steam (lower left). Note that the compared models show quite
large differences in those LW net fluxes for the surface layer
(lower left) for the 300 K runs. This analysis for the transition
from optically thin to optically thick is generally very sensitive
to modeling parameters such as individual layer heights, used
line lists and continua, or exact H2O, temperature, and pressure
profiles. We read these profiles off the plots in Yang et al.

(2016), which may have introduced extra differences in
addition to the already large differences of the models
originally compared in their study of up to ∼100%. To further
clarify this, we plan on doing a thorough k-distribution model
intercomparison in the future. For absorption of stellar radiation
in the SW, both the radiation reaching the surface (upper left)
and the backscattered radiation escaping again at the TOA
(upper right) compare well with the other models.

Figure 6. Comparison of radiative fluxes under steam atmosphere conditions against the tested models in Yang et al. (2016).
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3.4. Cloud-free Venus

While the above tests were performed for Earth-like planets,
Figure 7 shows our temperature profiles for a cloud-free Venus
calculated with 1D-TERRA in climate-only mode with
prescribed atmospheric composition compared to the Venus
International Reference Atmosphere (VIRA-1; Seiff et al.
1985) and a cloud-free Venus model result from Mendonça
et al. (2015). For this test, we set the planetary parameters to
represent Venus, e.g.,with surface gravity = -g 8.87 m s 2,
surface pressure =p 93 bars0 , and solar constant 1.913SEarth,
and, due to the lack of cloud treatment in our model, we set the
surface albedo to 0.755. Note, however, that due to the thick
atmosphere, the influence of the surface albedo on the planetary
albedo is expected to be negligible (see, e.g., von Paris et al.
2013; Godolt et al. 2016), which we also found in tests with a
basaltic surface albedo of 0.13 (not shown). The atmospheric
composition is prescribed with 96.5% CO2, 3.5% N2, 20 ppm
H2, 20 ppm O2, and 100ppb O3, plus surface concentrations of
150 ppm SO2, 32.5 ppm H2O, 20 ppm CO, and 150ppb HCl
with profiles following Haus et al. (2015) and Tsang et al.
(2008). The H2O profiles are not calculated from saturation
vapor pressures but fixed to the initial concentration, as Venus
does not have a surface ocean. Our model TOA is set to
0.01 Pa, which corresponds to ∼124 km, and our initial
temperature profile starts at 735.3 K at the surface, linearly
decreasing in height up to 169 K at the model TOA. The choice
of initial temperature profile does not influence the outcome but
heavily influences the model runtime until full radiative–
convective equilibrium is achieved. For Venus, instead of the
requirement for full radiative–convective equilibrium, equili-
brium was determined when OLR and temperature changes in
each layer were sufficiently small over 10 Venus days
(dOLR/dt< 0.5Wm−2 and dT/dt< 0.1 K), similar to the
approach by Mendonça et al. (2015). We see in Figure 7 that
our cloud-free Venus temperature profile compares well with

the cloud-free model studies conducted by Mendonça et al.
(2015) while still being remarkably close to VIRA measure-
ments. The two features associated with the missing clouds are
the missing mid-atmospheric heating from cloud absorption
and convection within and the higher tropospheric temperatures
due to the absorption of stellar radiation deeper down in the
atmosphere.
Figure 8 compares our cloud-free cooling rates to the gas

contributions to atmospheric cooling in the VIRA atmosphere
modeled by Haus et al. (2015). Note that Haus et al. (2015)
included the effect of clouds indirectly via the use of the cloudy
VIRA atmosphere, and they used absorption data from various
high-temperature line lists. Several model studies (see, e.g.,
Kopparapu et al. 2013) have shown that cooling rates and
OLRs obtained with HITRAN versus HITEMP line lists start to
diverge above ∼800–1000 K. As Venus surface temperatures
approach those temperatures, ideally HITEMP or Exomol
should be used. While both model rates follow similar trends,
our cloud-free model outputs somewhat lower cooling rates,
dominated by the two regions, around 1 bar and slightly above
0.1 bar, where temperature differences increase, mainly related
to the missing cloud layers in our model. Lastly, we conduct a
detailed TOA OLR analysis for our model temperature and
composition profile, band by band against the LBL code
GARLIC, shown in Figure 9. The results suggest excellent
agreement for Fup fluxes in all CO2 and CO bands, slightly less
absorption in REDFOX for SO2, and somewhat more
absorption in the LW H2O continuum above 20 μm. There
are two apparent window regions with generally low absorption
in Venus’s atmosphere, where REDFOX Fup fluxes show
significantly more (10%–20%) absorption. These are the 6 μm
H2O band and the 3.4 μm band, a window region with
negligible contributions from absorbers. The total OLR for
calculations using the Gauss–Legendre quadratures
(549.64Wm−2) agrees within ∼1% with the LBL calculations
(556.01Wm−2). Figure 9 also shows fluxes for REDFOX with

Figure 7. Validation for cloud-free Venus. We compare our climate model
(orange) to the Venus reference atmosphere (blue) and the cloud-free model
calculations from Mendonça et al. (2015; black).

Figure 8. Cooling rates in our cloud-free Venus model atmosphere with
REDFOX (orange) compared to gas contributions to the cooling rate in the
cloudy VIRA atmosphere taken from Haus et al. (2015; blue).
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the double Gaussian quadratures (blue) for comparison to
confirm that our choice of using the Gauss–Legendre
quadratures is also justified for Venus and Venus-like planets.

In conclusion, for our Venus tests, results with REDFOX
show slightly lower cooling rates (hence LW absorption) than
the LBL model used by Haus et al. (2015) yet slightly higher
overall LW absorption than the LBL model GARLIC, and
temperatures compare well to measurements and other cloud-
free model studies. In summary, we have shown that Venus
temperatures, calculated with our new general-purpose climate
model, compare very well with observations and other model
studies designed to reproduce Venus.

3.5. Aerosol-free Mars

Our final validation, shown in Figure 10, is for an aerosol-
free modern Mars scenario (orange). We compare temperatures
modeled with 1D-TERRA in coupled climate-chemistry mode
against the reference atmosphere of Haberle et al. (2017; black)
for a low-dust scenario based on diurnal averages of
observations from the MCS instrument (Kleinböhl et al.
2009). Also overplotted (green) are zonally averaged temper-
ature ranges based on Mariner 9 IRIS data (Justus et al. 1996).
As initial condition we set a 250 K isoprofile, Martian
atmospheric composition of major species is taken from Owen
et al. (1977), the water vapor profile and the profiles of minor
species are taken from Nair et al. (1994). Mars’s planetary
albedo of 0.29 (Clawson & J.P.L., 1991) is for most of the time
throughout a Martian year (i.e., without global dust storms)
dominated by the surface. Our cloud-free assumption in
radiative transfer using a surface albedo of 0.290 is therefore
reasonable. As Mars does not have a surface water ocean
reservoir, we do not calculate tropospheric H2O profiles from
RH profiles.

Our model results shown in Figure 10 compare reasonably
well with Martian lower and upper atmospheric temperatures,
while middle atmospheric temperatures are 10–30 K lower
compared to Mars reference data. We are not parameterizing
Mie scattering from aerosols in this work, which would lead to
extra heating in the Martian lower to middle atmosphere, as
discussed by, e.g., Gierasch & Goody (1972).

4. Application to K2-18B

We apply 1D-TERRA to the super-Earth/sub-Neptune
planet K2-18b with recently analyzed atmospheric infrared
features from combined Kepler K2, Hubble WFC3, and Spitzer
observations (Benneke et al. 2019b; Tsiaras et al. 2019). This
marks the first detection of H2O in the atmosphere of an
exoplanet smaller than Neptune and Uranus. Planet K2-18b has
a mass of 8.63±1.35M⊕ and orbits an M2.5 host star
(0.0234 Le) at 0.1429 au with a resulting TSI=1.1459TSI⊕.
For the host star, K2-18, we use the stellar spectrum from GJ
176, an M2.5 star similar to K2-18 in stellar properties,
available in the MUSCLES database, and prepare it as
described in Section 2.1.6. The planetary radius of K2-18b
was recently updated from 2.27 to 2.711±0.065R⊕ due to
reanalysis of K2-18ʼs stellar radius by Cloutier et al. (2019).
Planetary radius calculations are based on the 4.5 μm Spitzer
band transit depths. We apply a simple mass–radius

Figure 9. Same as Figure 4, but for cloud-free modern Venus conditions.

Figure 10. Validation for a hypothetically aerosol-free Mars. We compare
temperatures calculated with 1D-TERRA (orange) to the Haberle et al. (2017)
Mars reference atmosphere (black) and Mariner 9 IRIS data (green).
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parameterization from Noack et al. (2016) to estimate gravity at
the surface–atmosphere boundary layer and find that the
original radius estimate of 2.27R⊕ could still be interpreted
as a rocky planet with an ice-mass fraction of 35%–62% and a
core-mass fraction <35%. These estimates lead to a surface
gravity of g∼15 m s−2. The updated radius of 2.71R⊕,
however, cannot be achieved using this parameterization
without a significant atmospheric contribution.

We compare a variety of planetary scenarios and atmo-
spheres calculated with the extensive capabilities of 1D-
TERRA against the published observations. Our main goals
here are to show the large application range of our new model
and provide possible explanations and constraints when
interpreting the observed spectral features of K2-18b.

4.1. Scenarios

(1) For our first scenario shown in Table 6, we start with an
Earth-like atmosphere based on the US standard atmosphere
1976. As a starting condition, we assume Earth’s atmospheric
mass, which, with the elevated gravity, leads to a surface
pressure of 1.55 bars. Recent modeling studies have shown that
surface temperatures of Earth-like planets around M stars
would increase relative to Earth for Earth’s TSI because of the
redshifted spectrum of cooler stars, different UV environments,
and atmospheric and ocean responses (see, e.g., Scheucher
et al. 2018). Consequently, we expect a theoretically Earth-like
K2-18b, receiving somewhat higher TSI than Earth, to
significantly warm up, evaporating parts of the ocean H2O
reservoir, resulting in a thick steam atmosphere. For this
reason, we use the constant RH profile of 0.95 used in
Equation (18) for the H2O calculation over all convective
layers. For this scenario, we use 1D-TERRA in fully coupled
climate-chemistry mode to capture details of the impact of
increased H2O in the atmosphere.

(2) Due to the higher TSI and the size of the planet, the
accumulation of a significant atmosphere and a past runaway
greenhouse state are plausible; therefore, our second atmos-
phere of interest is an exo-Venus. As with Venus, we do not
assume an H2O reservoir, and, to retain Venus’s atmospheric
mass, we increase the surface pressure accordingly to
143.6 bars. All Venusian scenarios (2)–(4) are run in climate-
only mode, as we focus here on the resulting H2O features in
the modeled transmission spectra influenced by temperatures,
pressures, and H2O amounts, rather than the full photochem-
istry of other trace gases. Our initial temperatures for the
Venus-like runs are 500 K isoprofiles.

(3)–(4) To increase the amplitude of absorption features, we
increase the atmospheric scale heights by adding H2 to our exo-
Venus atmospheres. First, we triple (=279 bars p0) our original
(=93 bars p0) Venus atmosphere by adding 186 bars of H2 (3),

and in another scenario, we add 800 bars of H2 on top of the
93 bars of Venus for comparison (4). This was chosen to stay
within our limit of calculated k-distributions of 1000 bars.
(5) Next, we move on to hydrogen-dominated primary

atmospheres, which we model with 1D-TERRA in climate-
only mode with a prescribed atmospheric composition. We
have calculated the equilibrium chemical composition for an
isothermal atmosphere with an equilibrium temperature of

=T 320 Keq using the NASA CEA model (McBride &
Gordon 1992) with initial solar elemental abundances by
Asplund et al. (2009). The chemical composition is subse-
quently kept fixed. Radiative–convective equilibrium is
calculated down to 10 bars, although the atmosphere might
extend further down to higher pressures. We choose this limit
because we expect H2O absorption features in the Hubble
WFC3 spectral range to result from pressures up to a few
hundred mbar, and we cannot make any assumption on the
actual extent down to a possible surface. For all H2-dominated
atmospheres, we start with a linear temperature gradient from
the surface up to the TOA, in order to speed up climate
calculations.
(6) We repeat the same with a potential H2O reservoir

(ocean) at the lower atmospheric boundary at 10 bars, which
can evaporate and mix into the atmosphere dependent on
temperature, H2O saturation pressure, and assumed constant
RH of 95% for convective layers as in scenario (1), due to the
expected warm temperatures in the lower atmosphere. To stay
well within our valid model temperature range (T<1000 K),
we limit the H2O saturation vapor pressure, i.e., the amount of
water the atmosphere can hold in gas phase, to its value at the
critical point at 647 K for temperatures above, leading to a
maximum of 220 bars of H2O in the atmosphere. As in scenario
(5), the chemical composition is kept fixed, except for the
changes in H2O, which changes all mixing ratios accordingly.
(7) Lastly, we calculate a 50 times solar metallicity

atmosphere with the NASA CEA model and perform climate
calculations similar to scenario (5) without any H2O reservoir
to study the effect of metallicity on atmospheric scale heights,
impacting the amplitude of the resulting absorption features.

4.2. Results

Table 6 shows the different planetary scenarios modeled in
this work, plus the resulting bottom-of-atmosphere (BOA)
pressures after the climate, or climate-chemistry calculations,
respectively, as well as the respective BOA temperatures. The
BOA pressures can only change in our model when mass
conservation is broken by additional in- or outfluxes. This is
invoked, e.g., for scenarios with an H2O reservoir, evaporating
extra molecules into the atmosphere when the atmosphere is
heating up or condensing them out.

Table 6
Planetary and Atmospheric Scenarios for Modeled K2-18b

Scenario p0 Start (bars) H2O Reservoir p0 End (bars) Atm. Composition T Start T p0( ) End (K)

(1) Earth-like 1.56 Yes 132.2 US Std. 1976 US Std. 1976 604
(2) Venus-like 143.6 No 143.6 VIRA-1 ISO 500 K 550
(3) Venus + 186 bars H2 93+186 No 279 VIRA-1+H2 ISO 500 K 699
(4) Venus + 800 bars H2 93+800 No 893 VIRA-1+H2 ISO 500 K 893

(5) Solar metallicity 10 No 10 CEA (1× solar) Linear 320–250 K 691
(6) Solar met. + H2O ocean 10 Yes 230.2 CEA (1× solar) + H2O Linear 320–250 K 925
(7) 50× solar metallicity 10 No 10 CEA (50× solar) Linear 520–250 K 719
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Figure 11 shows the resulting atmospheric temperature
profiles for all scenarios described above. Almost all scenarios
lead to global mean temperatures in the thick lower atmosphere
that are too hot to be habitable. That said, at the 1 bar level, all
runs, except the hydrogen-dominated cases, yield moderate
temperatures with the possibility of liquid water, as also
discussed by Benneke et al. (2019b). At higher pressures,
temperature profiles become adiabatic. At low atmospheric
pressures, UV heating leads to the temperature inversions in the
upper layers.

Our main results are shown in Figure 12. We supply the
modeled atmospheric compositions and temperatures from
Figure 11 to calculate forward-modeled transmission spectra in
GARLIC and compare them with the Kepler, Hubble, and
Spitzer data of K2-18b from Benneke et al. (2019b). We plot
the planetary transit depth, d l l= +r h rp s

2( ) [( ( )) ] , with rp
being the planetary radius, rs the stellar radius, and
l l= å - Dh h1i i i( ) ( ( )) the effective height of the atmos-

phere for a given wavelength. Note that all spectra shown can,
in principle, be shifted vertically within the error in the 4.5 μm
Spitzer observation, from which radius estimates for K2-18b
were derived, but it was rather our aim to focus on the
amplitudes of spectral features, rather than the closest
observational fit. Such a shift could arise due to the lack of
knowledge regarding, e.g., the interior structure and location of
the planet–atmosphere boundary. Spectral absorption features
in the modeled solar composition atmosphere (purple) and the
50 times solar metallicity results (pink) match the observations
well within±1σ, with the exception of the 3.6 μm Spitzer
band. A distinction between 1 and 50 times solar metallicities
from the observations is difficult. Other considered scenarios
cannot produce features strong enough to explain the apparent
1–2 μm H2O absorption observations with a strength of
∼100 ppm and a 1σ of ∼23 ppm. For example, our
H2-dominated Venus-like case (4), shown in red, produces
feature strengths of only ∼35 ppm.

Furthermore, the addition of extra H2O due to a hypothetical
water-world ocean reservoir (brown) would increase

atmospheric mean molecular weights, thus drastically decreas-
ing scale heights. For the solar metallicity case with ocean
reservoir (6), the features would reduce to <15 ppm. Even if
one were to shift these spectra vertically in Figure 12, it is clear
that the amplitudes of features seen in any model scenarios
(other than the H2–He atmospheres without an ocean reservoir)
would still not be compatible with the observations. A further
test run with an Earth-like RH profile with 80% humidity at the
surface and a very dry upper atmosphere to calculate the H2O
profile after Manabe & Wetherald (1967) suggested no
significant changes in planetary climate and atmospheric
spectral appearance. Madhusudhan et al. (2020) recently
argued that the amount of H2O mixed into an H2/He
atmosphere consistent with the Hubble Space Telescope
measurements would not significantly change the planetary
radius, and further, that a habitable ocean world with liquid
water underneath an H2/He atmosphere is possible for K2-18b.
While it may be true that the observed radius can be achieved
in such a scenario, our study considers the effect such a large
H2O reservoir would have upon the atmosphere due to strong
evaporation and thereby on the observed spectral features. Our
results suggest that an ocean world scenario would not fit the
observed spectral features. This includes all of our terrestrial
atmospheres, as well as the hypothetical Venus runs with added
H2, although the Venus run with 800 bars of added H2 (red)
already shows distinguishable features. While it is clear that
larger scale heights are needed to explain the observations, it is
interesting that our results suggest that large amounts of the
heavy molecule CO2 can also be excluded by observations, as
well as the existence of a hypothetical surface ocean at our
BOA temperatures. The contrast gradient between the two
Spitzer observations at 3.6 and 4.5 μm could come from
extensive amounts of CO2 or other absorbers in the 4.5 μm
band, e.g., O3, N2O, or CO (all not shown), but all of which
would further bring down scale heights. Another possibility is
reduced CH4 in the middle and upper atmosphere, e.g., by
freezing it out (at ∼91 K), and in doing so reducing the 3.6 μm
CH4 absorption feature. The CEA solar composition atmos-
phere contains ∼460 ppm CH4 (50× solar ∼2.48% CH4). In
Figure 13, we show how a transmission spectrum without CH4

contribution would look by comparison. Our results suggest
that the depletion of CH4 could indeed explain the discrepancy
between model results and observations. Benneke et al.
(2019b) could only limit CH4 to <0.25%, while our results
with 1D-TERRA limit CH4 to <460 ppm.

5. Summary

We describe in this work our new radiative transfer module,
REDFOX, implemented in our 1D climate-chemistry model,
1D-TERRA. The model also uses the updated photochemistry
reaction scheme, BLACKWOLF, which is described in depth
in the companion paper (Wunderlich et al. 2020). The radiative
transfer update included the user’s choice of absorbing species,
extended wavelength ranges of stellar and thermal calculations,
flexible inclusion of CIAs, additional continua and UV
absorbers, and broader pressure–temperature ranges, among
others. We show an extensive verification and validation of
REDFOX and 1D-TERRA against terrestrial-type solar system
atmospheres and previously published modeling results for
other theoretical atmospheres.
With our new model, we study the exoplanet K2-18b, with

its first-ever observed atmospheric absorption features of H2O

Figure 11. Temperature profiles for our K2-18b model atmospheres (see
Table 6).
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in an exoplanet with mass <10M⊕, and calculate climate and
transmission spectra for different atmospheric and planetary
scenarios.

We confirm the findings of Benneke et al. (2019b) that K2-
18b likely has an H2–He atmosphere and additionally exclude
the existence of a large H2O ocean reservoir exposed to the
atmosphere. This rules out a water layer at the top of the mantle
for possible interior structures, as it would decrease the
atmospheric scale height, despite the newly described effect
of increased radii for H2O steam atmospheres by Turbet et al.
(2020). We further confirm that the Hubble WFC3 observations
between 1 and 2 μm can be explained by H2O absorption in a
hydrogen-dominated primary atmosphere. Both solar and 50
times solar metallicity results alike can explain the observa-
tions. With the recent radius update for K2-18b and the need
for a significant atmospheric contribution to the planetary
radius, a hypothetical H2O reservoir would likely be a
supercritical fluid at such high temperatures, implying an
envelope rather than a solid or liquid surface. This suggests that
K2-18b is unlikely to be a water world or even an icy world.
We also argue that significant amounts of CH4 are excluded by
the Spitzer observations. The depletion of CH4 has also been

discussed in depth for the significantly larger Neptune-sized
exoplanet GJ 436b (see, e.g., Madhusudhan & Seager 2011; Hu
et al. 2015) and recently by Benneke et al. (2019a) for the
12M⊕ sub-Neptune GJ 3470b, while Neptune itself shows
significant amounts of CH4 with around 1.5% in the
atmosphere.
Additionally, our results clearly show in comparison how

small atmospheric contributions would be if K2-18b were to
possess a terrestrial atmosphere, such as Earth- or Venus-like.
Even with large added amounts of H2 to increase scale heights,
spectral features are nevertheless suppressed within the error
bars of state-of-the-art transit observations, which suggests that
it will be challenging for next-generation telescopes to
characterize Earth- or Venus-like atmospheres from primary
transits. That said, we are excited at the prospect of the James
Webb Space Telescope characterizing many more super-Earth
atmospheres in the near future.
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Software: GARLIC (Schreier et al. 2014, 2018a, 2018b),

HITRAN 2016 (Gordon et al. 2017), MPI Mainz Spectral Atlas
(Keller-Rudek et al. 2013), KSPECTRUM1.2.0 (Eymet et al.
2016), 1D climate-chemistry model legacy (Kasting &

Figure 12. Comparison of planetary transmission spectra for K2-18b calculated with GARLIC for our 1D-TERRA model atmospheres (Table 6 and Figure 11) with
Kepler, Hubble, and Spitzer data taken from Benneke et al. (2019b). Here d l( ) is the wavelength-dependent transit depth of the planet.

Figure 13. Transmission spectra for the solar metallicity atmosphere (purple)
as in Figure 12 compared to the same atmosphere but without CH4 contribution
(orange).
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Ackerman 1986; Pavlov et al. 2000; Segura et al. 2003; von
Paris et al. 2015, and others), NASA CEA (McBride &
Gordon 1992).

Appendix
Heat Capacities

There are in total nine heat capacities, cp (J mol−1 K−1),
considered in our model: Ar, CH4, CO, CO2, H2, H2O, He, N2,
and O2. These had been implemented by various researchers
over several decades, most recently by Dr. Philipp von Paris in
2011 and used in, e.g., Godolt et al. (2016, 2019), Gebauer
et al. (2017, 2018), Keles et al. (2018), Scheucher et al.
(2018, 2020), and Wunderlich et al. (2019). Two of the cp
values are implemented as temperature-independent:
cp,Ar=20.78600 and cp,He=20.78603 (Chase 1998).16 Heat
capacities for CO and H2 are calculated based on the empirical
formula (Deming & Shupe 1931),
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with the gas constant R and the reference temperatures
Tref,CO=3090 K and =T 6100ref,H2 K, respectively. Other
heat capacities are calculated using the Shomate equation
(Parks & Shomate 1940),
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with parameters si and temperatures Ts for different molecules
shown in Table A1. For CH4, Equation (A2) is only used above
300 K within the respective validity range of parameters in
Table A1. Below, we use the linear interpolation
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of calculations from Gurvich et al. (1989) of heat capacities cp,1
and cp,2 at temperatures T1 and T2, respectively, shown in
Table A2.
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Abstract

With the recent discoveries of terrestrial planets around active M-dwarfs, destruction processes masking the
possible presence of life are receiving increased attention in the exoplanet community. We investigate potential
biosignatures of planets having Earth-like (N2–O2) atmospheres orbiting in the habitable zone of the M-dwarf star
AD LEO. These are bombarded by high energetic particles that can create showers of secondary particles at the
surface. We apply our cloud-free 1D climate-chemistry model to study the influence of key particle shower
parameters and chemical efficiencies of NOx and HOx production from cosmic rays. We determine the effect of
stellar radiation and cosmic rays upon atmospheric composition, temperature, and spectral appearance. Despite
strong stratospheric O3 destruction by cosmic rays, smog O3 can significantly build up in the lower atmosphere of
our modeled planet around AD LEO related to low stellar UVB. The abundance of N2O decreases with increasing
flaring energies but a sink reaction for N2O with excited oxygen becomes weaker, stabilizing its abundance. CH4 is
removed mainly by Cl in the upper atmosphere for the strong flaring cases and not via hydroxyl as is otherwise
usually the case. Cosmic rays weaken the role of CH4 in heating the middle atmosphere so that H2O absorption
becomes more important. We additionally underline the importance of HNO3 as a possible marker for strong stellar
particle showers. In a nutshell, uncertainty in NOx and HOx production from cosmic rays significantly influences
the abundance of biosignatures and spectral appearance.

Key words: astrobiology – astrochemistry – methods: numerical – planets and satellites: atmospheres –
planets and satellites: terrestrial planets – planet–star interactions

1. Introduction

Cool M-dwarf stars are favored targets in exoplanetary
sciences due to their high abundance in the solar neighborhood,
a close-in habitable zone (HZ), hence short orbital periods, and
a high planet/star contrast. For an overview see, e.g., Kasting
et al. (1993); Scalo et al. (2007); and Shields et al. (2016).
There are however drawbacks. Planets lying in the close-in HZ
could be tidally locked (e.g., Kasting et al. 1993; Selsis 2000)
and could be bombarded by high levels of energetic particles
(Grießmeier et al. 2005). An additional drawback for M-star
planet habitability is the long, bright, pre-main-sequence phase
of the parent star, which may devolatilize planets that would
later reside in their HZs (e.g., Ramirez & Kaltenegger 2014;
Luger & Barnes 2015; Tian & Ida 2015). Nevertheless, planets
in the HZ of M-dwarf stars could represent the first opportunity
to detect atmospheric properties and even biosignatures of
rocky extrasolar planets. There are numerous relevant model
studies, e.g., in 1D (Segura et al. 2003, 2005, 2010; Grenfell
et al. 2012; Kopparapu et al. 2013; Rugheimer et al. 2015b;
Tabataba-Vakili et al. 2016) and in 3D (Leconte et al. 2013;
Shields et al. 2013, 2016; Yang et al. 2014; Godolt et al.
2015; Kopparapu et al. 2016). Interpretation of such potential
future observation heavily relies on our detailed understanding
of atmospheric physical, chemical, and biological processes
and their interaction with different electromagnetic radiation
and high energetic particles (HEPs), such as galactic cosmic
rays (GCRs) and stellar energetic particles (SEPs). The latter
has received only limited attention in the exoplanet community
so far. Our general understanding of the redistribution of
incoming HEPs into secondary particles in so-called air

showers through the atmosphere and their influence upon
atmospheric chemistry dates back to theoretical work done in
the early 1980s (Rusch et al. 1981; Solomon et al. 1981). A
more recent study by Airapetian et al. (2016) investigated the
production of N2O via SEPs for the early Earth. While our own
star is comparably quiescent, many M-dwarfs show high
activity, in which flares with energies comparable to the
devastating Carrington event on Earth in the nineteenth century
regularly occur up to a few times a day and orders of magnitude
higher energetic events have been observed, e.g., for the herein
studied M-dwarf AD LEO (Hawley & Pettersen 1991;
Atri 2017).
Recently, potentially Earth-like planets have been found in the

HZ around M-dwarfs (Proxima Cen b, LHS1140 b, and
TRAPPIST-1 d-f), which may be studied in further detail with
upcoming instrumentation on, e.g., the James Webb Space
Telescope (JWST; Gardner et al. 2006) and E-ELT (Kasper
et al. 2010). The impact of HEPs upon atmospheric chemistry
needs further investigation. HEP-induced ion pairs react with
molecular oxygen, molecular nitrogen, and water to cascade into
nitrogen oxides (NOx=N+NO+NO2+NO3) and hydrogen
oxides (HOx=H+HO+HO2) (Porter et al. 1976; Rusch
et al. 1981; Solomon et al. 1981). NOx and HOx catalytically
destroy ozone (O3) in the lower and upper stratosphere
respectively (Crutzen 1970) but can form O3 in the troposphere
due to the so-called smog mechanism (Haagen-Smit 1952). They
are stored and released from reservoir molecules such as HNO3,
depending on, e.g., UV radiation and temperature. Recent
model studies have shown that HEP-induced NOx and HOx
from particle showers can indeed significantly reduce O3 in an
Earth-like atmosphere (Grenfell et al. 2012; Grießmeier
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et al. 2016; Tabataba-Vakili et al. 2016). Production rates of
around 1.27 NOx (Porter et al. 1976; Rusch et al. 1981) and 2.0
HOx (Solomon et al. 1981) per ion pair have been assumed in
numerous atmospheric studies, but recent ion-chemistry studies
by, e.g., Sinnhuber et al. (2012) and Verronen & Lehmann
(2013) have pointed out that the uncertainties in these complex
chemical coupling coefficients might be underestimated, espe-
cially when additionally taking into account negative ion
chemistry. When conducting numerical studies of rocky planets
around active M-dwarfs, such uncertainties can have a major
impact on atmospheric abundances, including species influenced
by biogenic processes. O3, for example, is removed catalytically
by HOx and NOx. Also, CH4 is usually removed by OH, a
member of the HOx family.

Based on the above, the main motivation of this work is to
compare the influence of different M-dwarf stellar flaring
energies to that of the uncertainties in atmospheric NOx–HOx
production efficiencies from incoming SEPs and show their
impact on overall climate and spectral features in transit
observations. In Section 2 we describe the models used for this
work and motivate the modeled scenarios. In Section 3 we
briefly describe our results, before discussing and comparing
them to other relevant works in Section 4. Finally, in Section 5
we draw our conclusions.

2. Modeling Framework

2.1. Model Description

We investigate the influence of GCRs and SEPs from
quiescent and flaring stars on atmospheric chemistry and
potential biosignatures like O3, nitrous oxide (N2O), CH4, and
chloromethane (CH3Cl). We build upon our stationary,
global mean, cloud-free coupled climate-chemistry 1D model
(Tabataba-Vakili et al. 2016), and update the cosmic rays’
propagation. First we compute the fluxes of primary HEPs,
either GCRs or SEPs, that arrive at the top of our model
atmosphere (TOA) at 6.6 Pa, using the magnetospheric model
from Grießmeier et al. (2005, 2009). For Earth reference cases
we take GCR and SEP measurements outside the Earth’s
magnetic field for solar minimum conditions and use cutoff
energies from Grießmeier et al. (2016) for the Earth’s magnetic
shielding. For exoplanet runs we assume the same planetary
magnetic field, but scale the HEP fluxes in all energy ranges as
follows. For SEPs we use a simplified (conservative) inverse
squared scaling with distance from the star (see Grenfell
et al. 2012), hence neglect possible magnetic diffusion
processes in the heliosphere, which would further increase
the power-law exponent beyond 2.0 in the scaling of HEP
fluxes for short-period orbits. We partly compensate for this
effect with higher intrinsic HEP flux scenarios from the star
(see model scenarios). For GCRs at exoplanets we adopt
enhanced shielding modulation closer to the star, as described
by Grießmeier et al. (2009). Once we have the TOA HEP
fluxes, we use the Gaisser–Hillas approach (see, e.g., Tabataba-
Vakili et al. 2016) to calculate the atmospheric ion-pair
production profiles (Q). In the case of the Earth, we can
compare our approach to more sophisticated models like, e.g.,
the PLANETOCOSMICS Monte Carlo simulations of the
cosmic-ray-induced secondary-particle showers performed by
the Christian-Albrechts University (CAU) in Kiel, Germany
(Fichtner et al. 2013), and find them to be in qualitatively good
agreement, as shown in Figure 1. Consequently, these ion pairs

cascade into NOx and HOx species. The NOx–HOx production
efficiencies describing how many NOx and HOx are subse-
quently produced per cosmic-ray-induced ion pair are widely
used in ion-chemistry models with values that were calculated
by Rusch et al. (1981) and Solomon et al. (1981). These values
are based on an Earth atmospheric composition assuming
ionization to be directly proportional to ionization cross
sections, which themselves are taken to be independent of
pressure and temperature. Note that negative ion chemistry was
taken into account much later by Verronen & Lehmann (2013),
which further influences the NOx–HOx production efficiencies.
In our study we made the cosmic-ray air-shower parameters in
our climate-chemistry model flexible so that we could analyze
the influence of the uncertainties of these chemical production
efficiencies fNOx and fHOx on potential biosignatures compared
with the impact of potential stellar flaring scenarios.
Lastly, transit spectra, i.e., transmission spectra ( l( )) are

calculated using the “Generic Atmospheric Radiation Line-by-
line Infrared Code” GARLIC (Schreier et al. 2014) that has
been extensively verified (e.g., Schreier et al. 2018a) and
validated (Schreier et al. 2018b), a FORTRAN90 version of
MIRART/SQUIRRL (see, e.g., von Clarmann et al. 2003;
Melsheimer et al. 2005) used by (e.g., Rauer et al. 2011;
Grießmeier et al. 2016; Tabataba-Vakili et al. 2016). In this
study we use GARLIC with HITRAN2012 (Rothman
et al. 2013) along with the “CKD” continua (Clough
et al. 1989) for calculations of line absorption and Rayleigh
scattering parameterization from Sneep & Ubachs (2005),

Figure 1. Ion-pair production rate (Q) profiles for different HEP fluxes through
the Earth’s atmosphere calculated in our model (solid). Coplotted are
comparison profiles with PLANETOCOSMICS (CAU) (dotted line) for protons
(p+) and alpha particles (α) and different locations on Earth (60◦ latitude, or the
average of polar (90◦) and equatorial (0◦)). The black lines represent solar
minimum conditions on Earth from our model, with air showers from GCRs
(dashed line), SEPs (dashed–dotted line), and both combined (solid line). The
other solid lines represent Q-profiles for a theoretical flaring Sun, shown in
multiples of the SPE89 (green line), where fluxes in all energy ranges were
multiplied by 10 (orange line), 50 (blue line), and 100 (red line). Q-profiles
SPE89x427 (yellow line), SPE89x2136 (cyan line), and SPE89x4272 (magenta
line), represent separate cases where Earth at 1 au would receive the same SEP
flux density as a virtual Earth around AD LEO at a distance of 0.153 au with
stellar flaring strengths of SPE89x10 (orange line), SPE89x50 (blue line), and
SPE89x100 (red line), respectively.
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Marcq et al. (2011), Murphy (1977). We use temperature,
pressure, water vapor, and concentration profiles of those
species (23 in total4), which are present in both HITRAN2012
as well as in our climate-chemistry model. The corresponding
transit depths δ(λ) are calculated using:
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where rp is the planetary radius, rs the stellar radius, and
h h1i i il l= å - D( ) ( ( )) is the effective height of the
atmosphere for a given wavelength.

2.2. Model Scenarios

In this study we focus on virtual Earth-like planets around
the active red M4.5 dwarf star AD Leonis, hereafter AD LEO.
In doing so, we place a virtual Earth (1 g planet, 1 atm surface
pressure, albedo of 0.21—tuned to obtain global mean surface
temperatures of 288.15 K on Earth) in the HZ around AD LEO
in two different positions, starting with the Earth US standard
1976 reference atmosphere (COESA) and allow the climate and
chemistry to relax into a new steady-state solution. First we
start with an Earth around the Sun reference case, using the
incoming stellar electromagnetic flux based on Gueymard
(2004). To be comparable to earlier studies we next place the
planet at a distance of 0.153 au around AD LEO, where the total
stellar irradiance (TSI) equals the amount the Earth receives
from the Sun before moving it further outward to 0.161 au (0.9
TSI⨁) around AD LEO where it receives only 90% of the
Earth’s TSI. In all AD LEO cases we use the electromagnetic
spectrum based on Segura et al. (2005). The former approach
of 1.0 TSI⨁ together with an Earth-like relative humidity
profile (Manabe & Wetherald 1967) leads to surface tempera-
tures larger than 288 K (see also the scaling arguments in
Segura et al. 2003 and references therein). Various modeling
studies, including early 1D studies (e.g., Cess 1976; Kasting &
Ackerman 1986), as well as more recent 3D studies (e.g.,
Leconte et al. 2013; Popp et al. 2015; Godolt et al. 2016; Fujii
et al. 2017) have argued that for increased surface temperatures
the relative humidity profile may differ from that of the Earth
(e.g., Manabe & Wetherald 1967), which we use here and has
also been assumed in previous studies (Segura et al. 2010;
Rauer et al. 2011; Grenfell et al. 2012; Rugheimer et al. 2015a).
Other studies, e.g., Kasting et al. (1993) and Kopparapu et al.
(2013), assumed a fully saturated atmosphere and found that an
Earth-like planet around AD LEO would be close to or even
inside the inner edge of the HZ. This assumption of a fully
saturated atmosphere may however overestimate the water
concentrations, as shown by 3D studies, see, e.g., Leconte et al.
(2013), Yang et al. (2014), and Kopparapu et al. (2016). The
3D modeling results by Shields et al. (2013) show that an
Earth-like planet around AD LEO receiving 90% insolation
may have similar surface temperatures as the Earth around the
Sun. Hence, for this case, the assumption of an Earth-like
relative humidity profile to determine the water profile in the
1D model seems to be better justified and in line with 3D model
results (see, e.g., Godolt et al. 2016). Whereas the approach of
placing the planet at 0.161 au (0.9 TSI⨁) around AD LEO is

model dependent, it has the advantage of lying closer to Earth
conditions, where our model is validated.
For each of the above cases we investigate various stellar

activity scenarios for the HEP shower through the atmosphere,
all based on measurements on Earth, and scaled for AD LEO
according to the abovementioned functions. We start with the
GCR and SEP stellar-minimum background cases, as described
above. Then we compare various stellar flaring scenarios, all
based on GOES 6 and 7 measurements of the medium-hard
spectrum flare that hit the Earth in 1989 (Smart & Shea 2002),
hereafter SPE89. We assume quasi-constant flaring conditions,
i.e., a flaring frequency faster than the relevant chemical
response timescales to investigate long-term climate and
composition effects of such violent environments rather than
short-term variations. We justify our assumption because, e.g.,
the Earth’s mean O3 column does not change significantly with
the day–night cycle, whereas flaring on AD LEO has been
extensively measured to be in the order of a few per day, with
event energies exceeding those of the largest recorded events
on Earth (∼1032 erg; Atri 2017). Additionally, from the Kepler
survey we have multiple M-star observations with flaring
energies of up to 1036 erg and frequencies of up to 100 times
those of G-stars (Maehara et al. 2012; Shibayama et al. 2013;
Candelaresi et al. 2014). With this in mind, we model higher
flaring scenarios by multiplying the SPE89 particle fluxes in all
energy ranges by 10, 50, and 100. For AD LEO runs this adds
to the (∼40×) enhanced flux density due to proximity to the
host star. This means that our virtual Earth at a distance of
0.153 au around an AD LEO flaring with 100 times enhanced
SPE89 strength, hereafter SPE89x100, actually receives 4,272
times the SEP flux than Earth received during SPE89. For
comparison we also investigated an Earth in its current position
receiving the same SEP flux densities and added these three
scenarios as separate cases only for the Earth around the Sun
cases, flaring with SPE89x427, SPE89x2136, and SPE89x4272
to compare with the AD LEO SPE89x10, SPE89x50, and
SPE89x100 cases, respectively.
Lastly, for all of the above scenarios, we perform our

parameter study and vary the NOx–HOx production efficien-
cies per cosmic-ray-induced ion pair (Q) within their plausible
parameter ranges (Rusch et al. 1981; Solomon et al. 1981;
Sinnhuber et al. 2012; Verronen & Lehmann 2013) for every
combination of fNOx=[1.0, 1.27, 1.44, 1.6, 2.0] and
fHOx=[0.0, 1.0, 2.0]. The full set of model scenarios can be
seen in Table 1.
We would like to remark that in the thought experiment of an

Earth-like planet around AD LEO we assume that life would
still be present in the form of biogenic surface emissions as on
Earth even in the highest flaring cases, despite the hostility
from its host star. Also we assume Earth’s evolutionary history,
and a mean global daytime average, which might not strictly
hold in the case of tidal locking. We do this for the sake of
simplicity to study the impact of HEPs alone.

3. Results

Figure 2 shows the atmospheric temperature profiles for our
three planetary positions, the Earth around the Sun (black line),
the virtual Earth around AD LEO at a distance of 0.153 au with
a TSI=1.0 TSI⨁ (red line), and the virtual Earth around AD
LEO at 0.161 au with a TSI=0.9 TSI⨁ (blue line), all with a
scaled GCR background. The reference is always the GCR
background, but a solar minimum SEP background leads to

4 Atmospheric species used for transmission spectra in GARLIC are OH,
HO2, H2O2, H2CO, H2O, H2, O3, CH4, CO, N2O, NO, NO2, HNO3, ClO,
CH3Cl, HOCl, HCl, ClONO2, H2S, SO2, O2, CO2, and N2.
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indistinguishable results for our analysis and is therefore not
shown in this work. Until stated otherwise, we show results for
the chemical air-shower production efficiencies fNOx=1.27
and fHOx=2.0, in order to be comparable to other works. For
the M-dwarf case at 1.0 TSI⨁ (red line), we calculate an
increase in surface temperature to over 300 K mainly due to an
enhanced methane greenhouse as found in previous works
(e.g., Segura et al. 2005). In addition the stratospheric
temperature inversion is essentially nonexistent mainly because
of the lower near-UV flux compared with the Sun, which
reduces O3 abundance and heating, as already discussed in
previous studies (Segura et al. 2010; Rauer et al. 2011). On
moving the planet further away from AD LEO to 0.161 au
(0.9 TSI⨁), the surface temperature in our model reaches an
Earth-like 289 K, similar to the results of Shields et al. (2013),
also lacking the stratospheric temperature inversion. The

position of the tropopause (i.e., the end of the convective
regime) in these two AD LEO runs changes significantly from
11 km for the 1.0 TSI⨁ case to 5.5 km for the 0.9 TSI⨁ case,
compared with ∼8.5 km for our Earth around the Sun case.
Figure 3 shows atmospheric column amounts of O3, N2O,

CH4, and CH3Cl, in Dobson units (1 DU = 2.687 ×
1016 molec. cm−2) for the same planet–star configurations, as
shown in Figure 2. For each configuration we compare runs
with different HEP conditions and show the GCR background
run (black line) as a reference. We compare different stellar
flaring strengths by multiplying the measured fluxes from
SPE89 and scaling the incoming particle flux to the planet’s
position for the AD LEO runs. The different flaring strength
cases vary from SPE89x1 to SPE89x100 for the AD LEO runs
and from SPE89x1 to SPE89x4272 for the Earth around the
Sun runs (see Figure 3). As expected, with increasing flaring

Table 1
Model Scenarios in This Work

Star Distance [au] HEPs fNOx fHOx

GCR
SEP
SPE89 1.0
SPE89x10 1.27 0.0

Sun 1.0 SPE89x50 1.44 1.0
SPE89x100 1.6 2.0
SPE89x427 2.0
SPE89x2136
SPE89x4272

GCR 1.0
SEP 1.27 0.0

AD LEO 0.153 SPE89 1.44 1.0
0.161 SPE89x10 1.6 2.0

SPE89x50 2.0
SPE89x100

Note. “Star” indicates here the host star of our planet, “distance” shows the
orbital distance of our planet to its host star, and “HEP” is the energetic particle
bombardment on our planet. fNOx and fHOx are the chemical air-shower
production efficiencies for NOx and HOx production per ion pair, respectively,
studied for each configuration.

Figure 2. Temperature profiles for the Earth around the Sun case (black line),
the Earth around AD LEO at a distance of 0.153 au where TSI=1.0 TSI⨁ (red
line), and the Earth around AD LEO at 0.161 au or 0.9 TSI⨁ (blue line), all
with a GCR background.

Figure 3. Atmospheric column amounts for O3, N2O, CH4, and CH3Cl,
presented in Dobson units (1 DU=2.687×1016 molec. cm−2) for the Earth
around the Sun (top), the Earth around AD LEO at TSI=1.0 TSI⨁ (middle),
and the Earth around AD LEO at 0.9 TSI⨁ (bottom) cases. In each panel we
show model runs for the GCR background (black), stellar flaring scaled from
the SPE89 on Earth (green), and the enhanced flaring runs SPE89 multiplied by
10 (orange), 50 (blue), and 100 (red). All particle fluxes received by the planet
are scaled from the observed value (at 1 au) to the appropriate planetary orbital
distance. The results for the solar minimum SEP background are indistinguish-
able from the GCR background, and therefore are not shown. The upper panel
additionally shows the three cases (SPE89x427 (yellow), SPE89x2136 (cyan),
and SPE89x4272 (magenta)) where the Earth around the Sun case would
receive the same SEP flux density from the Sun as the virtual Earth around AD
LEO at TSI=1.0 TSI⨁ (middle panel) receives from an AD LEO flaring with
SPE89x10 (orange), SPE89x50 (blue), and SPE89x100 (red) strength,
respectively (see Section 2 for further explanation).
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strength the O3 column is depleted, similar to results of, e.g.,
Grenfell et al. (2012) and Tabataba-Vakili et al. (2016). The
same holds qualitatively for N2O although note that we
calculate here a “saturation” behavior, i.e., where increasing
flaring energy has no further effect upon the N2O column. Both
the CH4 and CH3Cl columns also follow the same trend of
depletion, e.g., from ∼1.6 ppmv Earth tropospheric CH4

concentrations down to ∼0.2 ppmv of tropospheric CH4 in the
SPE89x100 case. An exception presents the interesting
increase in CH4 and CH3Cl for our most active Sun cases
(upper panel), SPE89x2136 (cyan) and SPE89x4272
(magenta), which were added for comparison purposes with
the AD LEO cases and which we will discuss in Section 4.
When we compare the GCR background runs for the Earth
around the Sun case with the AD LEO case, we see an increase
of two orders of magnitude in the CH4 and CH3Cl column
amounts around AD LEO due to slower O3 photolysis resulting
in lower OH densities, as discussed in Segura et al. (2005).

In order to investigate the column behavior in Figure 3, Figure 4
shows the atmospheric profiles in molecules cm−3 in the case of
our virtual Earth around AD LEO at 1.0 TSI⨁ as shown in
Figure 3 (middle panel). The color coding for different flaring
strengths is the same as shown in Figure 3. We calculate the
stratospheric ozone loss (upper left) with the increasing influx of
SEPs, compared with a quiescent AD LEO (black line), as well as
increased ozone in the troposphere, which is discussed in
Section 4. The N2O (upper right) on the other hand, responds
only weakly to increasing flare strength, decreasing from ∼800
ppbv (2×1013molec. cm−3) (GCR case) to ∼250 ppbv
(9×1012 molec. cm−3) (SPE89x100) in the lower atmosphere.
Methane and CH3Cl (lower row) both feature lower
concentrations throughout the whole atmosphere with increasing
flare strength. The greatly enhanced surface concentration
of ∼400 ppmv (1016molec. cm−3) CH4 and ∼200 ppbv

(5×1012molec. cm−3) CH3Cl in the AD LEO GCR case
(compared with ∼1.6 ppmv (3.9×1013 molec. cm−3) CH4 and
∼0.5 ppbv(1.2×1010 molec. cm−3) CH3Cl Earth tropospheric
concentrations) decreases in our simulations down to ∼5 ppmv
(1014 molec. cm−3) of CH4 and ∼2 ppbv (4×1010 molec. cm−3)
CH3Cl for the AD LEO SPE89x100 case.
In order to investigate the methane response, whose main

sinks are OH (lower to mid atmosphere) and Cl (upper
atmosphere), we analyze chlorine containing species in our
model atmospheres, as shown in Figure 5. For all our three
planetary configurations we compare background GCR runs
(black line) with the 50 times enhanced SPE89 flaring cases
(blue line). The solid lines represent total chlorine (Cly), i.e., the
sum of all chlorine-bearing species, which increases by two
orders of magnitude in molecules cm−3 when we go from the
Earth to an Earth-like planet around AD LEO. For all cases the
majority of stratospheric chlorine is in the form of HCl (dashed
line), while in the upper stratosphere, atomic chlorine, Cl, also
reaches significant levels above 40 km. This is the region where
CH4 production becomes controlled by Cl (dashed–dotted
line), instead of OH, which is the major methane destroying
reaction below around 40 km, as discussed in Section 4.
ClONO2 (dotted line) is only the dominant chlorine-bearing
species for a small fraction of the Earth’s mid-stratosphere for
quiescent solar cases.
Figure 6 compares the influence of varying the chemical air-

shower production efficiencies fNOx and fHOx for the different
flaring cases for the Earth (top), the 1.0 TSI⨁ AD LEO case
(middle), and the 0.9 TSI⨁ AD LEO case (bottom). We show
the resulting ozone profiles (left), temperature (middle), and the
UVB environment profile in W/m2 (right). Shades of green
represent the SPE89 flaring cases for different SEP-induced
NOx–HOx production efficiencies; shades of orange represent
the same runs for 10 times enhanced flaring; and shades of blue
represent the 100 times enhanced flaring cases, respectively.
Within the green, orange, and blue scenarios, the darkest colors
represent the lowest parameter values fNOx=1.0 and
fHOx=0.0, while the lightest colors represent the highest
values of fNOx=2.0 and fHOx=2.0, with all other combina-
tions in between. For all quiescent star (GCR) cases (black line)
all modeled combinations of fNOx and fHOx result in virtually
indistinguishable profiles, hence only the cases of fNOx=1.27
NOx/Q and fHOx=2.0 HOx/Q, as used by other works, are
shown. For the Earth around the Sun case, the results suggest
that the influence of changing the NOx–HOx production
efficiencies is less important than varying the Sun’s flaring
strength, i.e., the amount of incoming SEPs. In the AD LEO
cases, on the other hand, fNOx and fHOx influence at least the
atmospheric temperature and ozone profiles significantly, up to
a point where for the 0.9 TSI⨁ case, a high flaring AD LEO
(50 times enhanced SPE89) can lead to an atmospheric
temperature profile similar to a quiescent AD LEO case, if
the chemical air-shower parameters through the planet’s
atmosphere are fNOx=2.0 and fHOx=0.0. In contrast with
fNOx=2.0 and fHOx=2.0, the temperature may be reduced by
up to 40 K throughout most of the stratosphere.
To investigate whether the abovementioned differences in

stratospheric temperature and composition due to different
NOx–HOx production efficiencies in the SPE89x50 strong
flaring AD LEO cases with a planet at 0.9 TSI⨁ (bottom row of
Figure 6) have any distinguishable effect on atmospheric
spectra, Figure 7 shows the corresponding transit depths δ(λ).

Figure 4. Molecular profiles for our virtual Earth around AD LEO at 1.0 TSI⨁
as shown in Figure 3 (middle panel) and by the red line in Figure 2. The ozone
profile (upper left), N2O (upper right), methane (lower left), and CH3Cl profile
(lower right) are each compared for the different flaring scenarios from Figure 3
(middle).
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The spectra are shown with constant spectral resolution R=λ/
Δλ=100 over the wavelength range of 0.3–30 μm. This
corresponds to, e.g., one mode of the near-infrared
spectrograph NIRSpec on board the upcoming JWST mission.
We show the contribution of the planetary body, i.e., without
the atmospheric contribution (dashed-black line), which we
calculate to be 551.3 ppm. Similar to before, our reference case
is the GCR background (black line) with fNOx=1.27 and
fHOx=2.0, because runs for all the above described combina-
tions of fNOx and fHOx for the GCR or SEP background cosmic
rays result in qualitatively identical atmospheric concentration
profiles for all our modeled molecules. First, we compare this
to the SPE89x50 run for fNOx=2.0 and fHOx=0.0 (dashed-
blue line), which results in an almost indistinguishable
stratospheric temperature profile. We see the destruction of
ozone due to flaring in the weakened 9.6 μm absorption band
as well as reduced absorption by water and methane in the
near-infrared (1–2 μm). We also see HNO3 absorption above
10 μm becoming visible. The second comparison in Figure 7 is
with the SPE89x50 run for fNOx=2.0 and fHOx=2.0 (light
blue line). Here we see even stronger suppression of the near-
infrared water and methane features, and even stronger HNO3

absorption in the far-infrared. There are also new HNO3

features visible around 17 and 21 μm. The 9.6 μm O3

absorption band is a little less reduced than in the fHOx=0.0
case, due to NOx–HOx reactions, which limit the NOx sink for
O3, similar to Tabataba-Vakili et al. (2016). All three runs
clearly show the slope due to Rayleigh scattering toward the
visible and into the ultraviolet.

To further explain the differences in the transit spectra of
Figure 7, Figure 8 shows the corresponding atmospheric profiles
of temperature, O3, CH4, H2O, N2O, and HNO3 for the three AD
LEO runs at 0.9 TSI⨁ using the same color scheme (O3 and
temperature are also shown and explained in Figure 6).
Compared with the GCR case (black line) with a fairly constant
CH4 concentration of ∼500 ppmv (1.3×1016 molec. cm−3)
throughout our model atmosphere CH4 is reduced throughout
the whole atmosphere in both SPE89x50 cases, fNOx=2.0 and
fHOx=0.0 (dashed-blue line), resulting in ∼60 ppmv
(1.4×1015 molec. cm−3) CH4, and fNOx=2.0 and fHOx=2.0
(light blue) leaving ∼20 ppmv (5×1014 molec. cm−3) CH4.
The H2O profiles show a similar behavior, although the H2O
abundance is clearly less affected by the HEPs in the SPE89x50

fHOx=0.0 case, with still ∼60–100 ppmv (∼1014 molec. cm−3)
in the mid and upper atmosphere than in the SPE89x50 fHOx=
2.0 case leaving only ∼2–20 ppmv (∼2×1012 molec. cm−3) in
the mid and upper atmosphere, similar to the respective
temperature profiles. Again, N2O shows only weak responses
to both flaring and fHOx variation. The HNO3 profiles in both
SPE89x50 cases are greatly enhanced, as seen in the spectra in
Figure 7. In the lower- and mid-stratosphere HNO3 is further
increased in the fHOx=2.0 case peaking at ∼8 ppmv
(2×1013 molec. cm−3), which is about 10,000 times the modern
Earth’s atmospheric concentration compared with the fHOx=0.0
case resulting in only ∼90 ppbv (∼3–5×1011 molec. cm−3)
HNO3, which explains the additional spectral HNO3 features in
Figure 7.

4. Discussion

In this study we analyze how increased HEP fluxes
associated with active M-stars like AD LEO, influence the
atmospheric chemistry and climate of Earth-like planets in
comparison to the impact of chemical production efficiencies.
Our special focus lies on biosignatures, i.e., species which on
Earth are associated with life. Our results in Figure 2 (red line)
show that the surface temperature would increase by over 12 K
on placing a virtual Earth-like planet at 1.0 TSI⨁ around AD
LEO when assuming an Earth-like relative humidity profile.
However, such a temperature increase would likely change the
hydrological cycle leading to a strong water feedback, as
shown for a planet around K-stars by Godolt et al. (2015). This
could place such planets outside the HZ as suggested by, e.g.,
Kopparapu et al. (2013). Assuming a planet around AD LEO
that receives only 90% TSI⨁ (blue line), we obtain a moderate
surface temperature of 289 K, which is in good agreement with
the 3D model results of Shields et al. (2013).
The results for different flaring strengths of the same star

(Figure 3) suggest stratospheric O3 destruction with increasing
HEP fluxes due to increased catalytic destruction from mainly
NOx. All our runs for the Sun and AD LEO cases show this
trend. As indicated in Figure 6, the effect of increasing flaring
energy upon O3 is different for the Earth, compared with an
Earth-like planet around AD LEO. While the Earth would
moderately lose O3 in the troposphere and stratosphere, around
AD LEO the impact on stratospheric O3 is much fiercer, while
in the troposphere the enhanced smog O3 from NOx (see

Figure 5. Atmospheric profiles of several species containing chlorine for the Earth around the Sun case (left), AD LEO at 1.0 TSI⨁ (middle), and AD LEO at 0.9 TSI⨁
(right). For each case we compare runs with the GCR background (black line) with runs for the 50 times enhanced SPE89 flaring cases (blue line). We show the sum
of all chlorine containing species (Cly) in our model (solid line), HCl (dashed line), ClONO2 (dotted line), and atomic Cl (dashed-dotted line).
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Figure 9 for smog O3) together with much lower stellar UVB
input, i.e., less tropospheric O3 destruction by photolysis, leads
to enhanced tropospheric O3 abundance. This behavior was
confirmed by a detailed analysis of reaction rates of sources and
sinks and related pathways. For a theoretically flaring Sun

lower stratospheric O3 abundance yields higher UVB radiation
in the troposphere, i.e., higher tropospheric O3 photolysis rates,
limiting the smog O3 build-up. For AD LEO the much lower
UVB radiation cannot impact tropospheric smog O3 build-up
efficiently. In the high flaring cases of each host star, however,

Figure 6. The influence of chemical NOx–HOx fractionation of HEP-induced ion pairs for the flaring scenarios from Figure 3, except the highest flaring cases
SPE89x100. The rows show the cases for the Earth around the Sun (top three panels), the Earth around AD LEO at 1.0 TSI⨁ (middle three panels), and the Earth
around AD LEO at 0.9 TSI⨁ (bottom three panels). The columns show O3 (left), temperature (middle), and UVB (right). The color ranges represent the GCR reference
case (black), SPE89 (green colors), SPE89 ×10 (orange colors), and SPE89 ×50 (blue colors). The different shades of green, orange, and blue, represent model runs
with different NOx–HOx fractionation for the same respective HEP case.
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our analysis shows that tropospheric O3 undergoes a transition
from a smog-dominated build-up to a so-called titration limited
regime, where the single reaction NO+O3→NO2+O2

dominates atmospheric O3 destruction, i.e., efficiently limits
O3 build-up.

The main sink for nitrous oxide (N2O) is photolysis, which is
generally much slower than O3 photolysis. Despite decreased
O3 for increasing flare energies (Figures 3 and 4), increased
UVB, N2O values nevertheless appear to “saturate.” We can
further see this in the UVB profiles in Figure 6: where
stratospheric O3 is significantly reduced, UVB absorption in
the stratosphere is negligible. The dependence on O3 is clearly
visible in the AD LEO cases between 18 and 20 km, where O3

shows a strong decrease with height. Only the increase in
atmospheric density in the troposphere leads to a significant
UVB absorption, where the abundance of O3 is low. N2O is
never significantly destroyed by UVB in our study, even where
O3 is least abundant across all our model runs. N2O photolysis
is already slower in the stratosphere than O3 photolysis.
Additionally eddy diffusion might redistribute N2O faster than
it is photolytically destroyed by UVB and the N2O reaction
with O(1D) becomes O(1D) starved and hence is significantly
reduced where O3 abundance is lower. Such effects together
may explain the N2O behavior over a wide variety of flaring
conditions. See Figure 9 for an overview.
Due to the direct increase of OH (an important CH4 sink),

one would also expect a steady reduction of CH4 with
increasing flare intensity (see Figure 3). For the AD LEO cases
this holds, but for the high flaring Sun cases we see a turning
point, above which CH4 becomes more abundant again. This is
a result of decreased OH production. In the troposphere and up
to the mid-stratosphere, OH is the main sink of CH4. Above
that, direct reaction with chlorine becomes the dominant
contribution, at least for the stellar flaring cases. This effect
contributes only weakly to the total column amount, however,
because of the low number density. In the troposphere, where
most of the methane lies, OH is produced by three main
sources, the reaction of O(1D) with H2O, NO reacting with
HO2, and the lesser studied photolysis of HNO2 (see Grenfell
et al. 1995), which becomes dominant in the lower stratosphere
(this requires future work). O(1D) itself is formed almost
entirely from O3 photolysis. With higher flaring and hence
reduced ozone levels, there is a tipping point, where less O(1D)
produced from O3 leads to a reduction in OH. The same also
happened in the AD LEO runs, but at higher flaring strengths of
around 200 times enhanced SPE89 SEP fluxes, due to
increased levels of smog O3 and lower UVB radiation coming
from AD LEO resulting in lower OH production, i.e., CH4

destruction. Chloromethane, in all cases, follows the methane
trends, only with smaller molecular abundance.

Figure 7.Modeled transit depths δ(λ) in parts per million over the wavelength λ (R=100) for a virtual Earth around AD LEO at 0.9 TSI⨁. Shown are three runs from
the bottom row of Figure 6: GCR (black line), and the last two runs of the high flaring case SPE89x50: one with fNOx=2.0 and fHOx=0.0 (dashed-blue line) that
shows a similar temperature profile to the GCR case and one with fNOx=2.0 and fHOx=2.0 (light-blue line) that shows significantly reduced stratospheric
temperatures. The dotted-black line at the bottom represents the transit depth for the virtual planet without atmosphere (551.3 ppm).

Figure 8. Atmospheric profiles of temperature, O3, CH4, H2O, N2O, and HNO3

for a virtual Earth around AD LEO at 0.9 TSI⨁. Shown are the three runs
analyzed in Figure 7: GCR (black line), and the last two runs of the high flaring
case SPE89x50: fNOx=2.0 and fHOx=0.0 (dashed-blue line) and fNOx=2.0
and fHOx=2.0 (light-blue line).
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While the effect of varying fNOx and fHOx is rather weak for
the Earth around the Sun case, even for an artificially high
flaring Sun, the effect of varying these parameters for the AD
LEO cases becomes very important. The lower row of Figure 6
for a virtual Earth around AD LEO at a distance of 0.161 au,
i.e., 0.9 TSI⨁, shows in the high flaring SPE89x50 case that
especially varying fHOx can result in temperature differences
throughout most of the stratosphere of around 40 K.
Interestingly, the parameter combination of fNOx=2.0 and
fHOx=0.0 around a high flaring AD LEO leads to a
temperature profile similar to a quiescent AD LEO, while
stratospheric ozone abundance in this case is significantly
lower (up to four orders of magnitude) than in the quiescent
AD LEO cases. O3 is known to drive the stratospheric
temperature inversion in the Earth’s atmosphere, but we would
like to note here that for low stratospheric O3 abundance caused
by stellar flaring, i.e., reduced or complete lack of temperature
inversion, other molecules such as CH4 and H2O determine
stratospheric temperatures, as already discussed by, e.g.,
Segura et al. (2005), Rauer et al. (2011), Tabataba-Vakili
et al. (2016). We see the main contribution to stratospheric
heating in our model from the absorption of incoming stellar
photons in the near-infrared range between 1 and 2 μm. As
indicated in the transmission spectra in Figure 7 the H2O and

CH4 bands have overlapping contributions and are therefore
hard to distinguish. However, in contrast to the studies
mentioned above, in our study of fNOx and fHOx (see
Figure 8) we see a stronger correlation between temperatures
and stratospheric H2O profiles and a weakened role of CH4.
In the modeled transit spectra in Figure 7 we clearly show the

effect of reduced ozone, methane, and water for the high flaring
scenarios when compared with the GCR reference case. All water
and methane absorption features are reduced for the flaring case
with fHOx=0.0, and even more suppressed for the fHOx=2.0
case (light-blue line). Because NOx and HOx from HEPs can
form HNO3 via the reaction NO2+OH+M→HNO3+M, this
leads to the absorption features seen in Figure 7. We confirm the
HNO3 absorption around 11 μm to be an indicator of an N2–O2

atmosphere exposed to a high flaring stellar environment, as
proposed by Tabataba-Vakili et al. (2016). The second absorption
feature of nitric acid around 17 μm is only visible for the case of
high HOx production from cosmic-ray-induced ion pairs. Hence,
the measurement of this absorption band may be a hint of these
values of HOx production per ion pair. Rauer et al. (2011) and
Hedelt et al. (2013) have already analyzed the telescope time
needed with a configuration based on JWST to identify various
spectral features. With the S/N derived after Hedelt et al. (2013)
we estimate that ∼35 transits of a theoretical planet around AD

Figure 9. Schematic diagram showing the biosignature response (simplified) to cosmic rays (p+) and photons (γ) from the star (upper left corner): influx of p+ directly
decreases (red downward arrows) the abundance of H2O, O2, and N2 by producing (green upward arrows) H, OH, NO, and N. Subsequently the abundance of other
molecules also decreases (red arrows) and some increase (green arrows) via several paths and reactions (black). There are several different possible reasons for an O3

or CH4 increase or decrease, and depending on the host star radiation and p+ activity, some paths are more prominent than others, leading to different levels of
abundance. The vertical positions in the diagram provide an indication where these processes dominate in the atmosphere. Reactions including “+ M” are three-body
reactions, while “+ γ” denotes photolysis. O is the ground state atomic oxygen O(3P), and O* its excited state O(1D).
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LEO (distance to observer 4.9 pc) would be needed to identify the
11 μm HNO3 band with a spectral resolution R=100. The
second HNO3 feature around 17 μm might require already a few
hundred transits compared with an estimated three to four transits
with NIRSpec (in the R=100 mode) on board JWST for the
4.2 μm CO2 band. The third HNO3 absorption feature around
21 μm might be hard to detect at all, as it already lies in the far-
infrared where the H2O continuum dominates.

5. Conclusions

We have performed atmospheric simulations of virtual
Earth-like planets around the flaring M-star AD LEO with our
cloud-free 1D climate-chemistry model and have compared the
influence of flaring strength with the uncertainty ranges of
chemical NOx–HOx production efficiencies.

New chemical insights found in this work are:

1. NOx–HOx: The chemical production efficiencies fNOx
and fHOx can significantly influence biosignature chem-
istry and abundance in our model, as well as stratospheric
temperatures, and are therefore potentially important for
Earth-like planets around M-dwarf stars like AD LEO. In
the Earth’s atmosphere, on the other hand, the influx of
SEPs has a much stronger effect than fNOx and fHOx,
which makes the empirical determination of the latter
challenging.

2. HNO3: Spectroscopic transit measurements of exoplanets
may be able to help constrain their stellar environments
by looking at, e.g., HNO3 features above 10 μm together
with infrared O3, H2O, and CH4 absorption bands.
Especially the measurement of the HNO3 features at 17
and 21 μm would hint toward high fHOx production.

3. Cl: We introduce and discuss a change of the major CH4

sink in the stratosphere from OH (lower stratosphere) to
Cl (upper stratosphere). This may also become important
for worlds with, e.g., high volcanic chlorine emissions.

4. O3: We show that on Earth the UVB radiation from the
Sun (G-star) is sufficient to limit global tropospheric
smog O3 abundance even in hypothetical high flaring Sun
scenarios, while we confirm lower atmospheric build-up
of O3 for Earth-like planets around active M-stars like
AD LEO, as has been modeled in multiple studies, e.g.,
Segura et al. (2005), Grenfell et al. (2012), Tabataba-
Vakili et al. (2016).

5. N2O: Atmospheric N2O abundance runs into “saturation”
for flaring cases regardless of stellar spectrum, flaring
strengths, or stratospheric O3 levels. N2O reactions, e.g.,
with O(1D), in addition to diffusion processes within the
atmosphere counteract the O3–UV–N2O coupling (See
Figure 9). Hence, destruction of N2O by cosmic rays is
ineffective in our model.

Additionally, in our model OH is the major sink for CH4 in
the lower- to mid-atmosphere and is directly produced by
SEPs, but we find that around high flaring solar-like stars
atmospheric O3 abundance can significantly drop, which itself
is a major source of tropospheric OH production (see Figure 9).
This lack of OH from O3 can outweigh OH production from
SEPs, subsequently causing unexpectedly high CH4 abundance
(see Figures 3 and 9). Furthermore, in the absence of other
sources HNO2 can become the main OH source throughout our
entire model atmosphere for high flaring host star cases. Further

work on this is needed to see for which range of planetary
atmospheres HNO2 may become important.
We would like to emphasize once more that NOx and HOx

produced by cosmic rays can become important when studying
Earth-like atmospheres around active M-stars.
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Abstract

Due to its Earth-like minimum mass of 1.27 ME and its close proximity to our solar system, Proxima Centauri b is
one of the most interesting exoplanets for habitability studies. Its host star, Proxima Centauri, is however a strongly
flaring star, which is expected to provide a very hostile environment for potentially habitable planets. We perform a
habitability study of Proxima Centauri b assuming an Earth-like atmosphere under high stellar particle
bombardment, with a focus on spectral transmission features. We employ our extensive model suite calculating
energy spectra of stellar particles, their journey through the planetary magnetosphere, ionosphere, and atmosphere,
ultimately providing planetary climate and spectral characteristics, as outlined in Herbst et al. Our results suggest
that together with the incident stellar energy flux, high particle influxes can lead to efficient heating of the planet
well into temperate climates, by limiting CH4 amounts, which would otherwise run into antigreenhouse for such
planets around M stars. We identify some key spectral features relevant for future spectral observations: First, NO2

becomes the major absorber in the visible, which greatly impacts the Rayleigh slope. Second, H2O features can be
masked by CH4 (near-infrared) and CO2 (mid- to far-infrared), making them nondetectable in transmission. Third,
O3 is destroyed and instead HNO3 features become clearly visible in the mid- to far-infrared. Lastly, assuming a
few percent of CO2 in the atmosphere, CO2 absorption at 5.3μm becomes significant (for flare and nonflare cases),
strongly overlapping with a flare related NO feature in Earth’s atmosphere.

Unified Astronomy Thesaurus concepts: Exoplanets (498); Atmospheric science (116); Cosmic rays (329);
Exoplanet atmospheric composition (2021); Exoplanet atmospheres (487); Photoionization (2060); Biosigna-
tures (2018)

1. Introduction

Given the recent, exciting discoveries of terrestrial-sized
planets orbiting M stars, together with the higher activity of
many M stars compared to our Sun (e.g., Reid & Hawley 2005;
Scalo et al. 2007), a better understanding of the influence and
impact of such active host stars upon planetary habitability is
crucial for the search for extraterrestrial life and improving our
understanding of Earth-like planets. Proxima Centauri b
(hereafter Prox Cen b) is one of the most interesting exoplanets
to date in terms of studying potential habitability (see, e.g.,
Turbet et al. 2016; Dong et al. 2017; Meadows et al. 2018;
Berdyugina & Kuhn 2019). With a minimum of 1.27 Earth
masses (Anglada-Escudé et al. 2016), it may be similar in bulk
properties to Earth. Although it receives only 65% of the mean
total stellar irradiation (TSI) compared to Earth, Meadows et al.
(2018) showed that an Earth-like atmosphere with, e.g., a
surface carbon dioxide concentration of a few percent could
lead to habitable conditions.

Proxima Centauri (hereafter Prox Cen), is an M5.5Ve flaring
star. While direct observations of coronal mass ejections
(CMEs) and corotating interaction regions (CIRs) are still
challenging, model extrapolations from the Sun’s flare–CME
correlation can be used to estimate the bombardment by stellar
energetic particles (SEP). While the planetary magnetosphere
could shield the planet from the majority of low-energy SEPs,
the multitude of flares—and possible CMEs—of active M stars

may cause long-lasting changes to the planet’s atmospheric
mass, composition, and surface conditions (e.g., Vidotto et al.
2013). There is an ongoing debate as to whether such close-in
planets orbiting active M stars would be stripped of their
atmospheres, e.g., if they lie within the star’s Alfvén sphere,
leaving them without magnetospheric protection (e.g., Lammer
et al. 2010; Airapetian et al. 2017a).
Including the impact of stellar high energetic particles in

habitability studies in a self-consistent way requires a broad
understanding of stellar, astrospheric, magnetospheric, and ion
and neutral chemical processes within the planet’s atmosphere.
Modeling efforts by, e.g., Segura et al. (2010), Grenfell et al.
(2012), Tabataba-Vakili et al. (2016), Tilley et al. (2019), and
Scheucher et al. (2018) have parameterized the top-of-
atmosphere (TOA) incoming particle energy distributions,
secondary particle generation in air showers, ionization of the
atmosphere, and its impact on neutral atmospheric composi-
tion, using different methods. Herbst et al. (2019a) took this
one step further by coupling cosmic-ray-induced magneto-
spheric, ionospheric, and lower atmospheric processes in an
interactive model suite.
Such studies are crucial in order to understand the expected

range of atmospheres of such planets lying in—or close to—the
habitable zone, as well as to better understand and interpret
atmospheric spectra of next generation space missions such as
the James Webb Space Telescope (JWST), HabEX, and
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LUVOIR, plus ground-based telescopes like the Extremely
Large Telescope (ELT).

2. Methodology

We apply the comprehensive model suite described in Herbst
et al. (2019a) to study the habitability of Prox Cen b as
influenced by the strong stellar activity of its host star.

2.1. Initial Atmosphere

We use our 1D climate-chemistry model (1D CCM; see, e.g.,
Rauer et al. 2011; von Paris et al. 2015; Scheucher et al. 2018)
to calculate initial climate and neutral atmospheric composition
for Prox Cen b without SEP or galactic cosmic-ray (GCR)
impacts. The stellar energy spectrum is taken from the Virtual
Planetary Laboratory Spectral Database,7 described in Mea-
dows et al. (2018), and the incoming stellar irradiation is scaled
to Prox Cen b’s distance of 0.0485 au. To build our planet, we
start with the observed minimum mass of 1.27 ME and use the
mass–radius relationship from Valencia et al. (2007) with an
Earth-like ice-mass fraction of 0.1%, which results in a radius R
of 1.065 RE and a surface gravity gsurf of 10.98 m s−2 via
m R−2.

We start with the Earth US standard 1976 atmosphere
(Committee on Extension to the Standard Atmosphere—
COESA) and increase the surface pressure to
psurf=1.119 bar, in order to maintain Earth’s atmospheric
mass. We use Earth reference surface fluxes in our model
similar to Segura et al. (2005) and Meadows et al. (2018) which
result in the modern-Earth 1976 surface mixing ratios of
1.5ppmCH4, 190ppmCO, and 270ppmN2O. This is
achieved in our chemical scheme with 8.2×1010 CH4,
1.8×1011 CO, and 1.1×109 molecules cm−2 s−1 N2O.
These fluxes together with initial surface mixing ratios of
500ppmH2, 21.1%O2, and 0.934%Ar are used as boundary
conditions for all our Prox Cen b runs. With cloud-free
conditions and a basaltic surface albedo of Asurf=0.13, we
increase the CO2 amount in the atmosphere by replacing N2

with CO2 step-by-step. Our aim is to investigate potential
surface habitability. We start with 5% CO2 (72.4% N2) and
increase in steps of 5% up to 20% CO2 (57.4% N2

respectively). The tropospheric temperatures and water
amounts are calculated via adiabatic lapse rates after Manabe
& Wetherald (1967) with a surface relative humidity,
RH=80%. For kinetic transport in the chemistry calculations
we use eddy diffusion parameterized for Earth after Massie &
Hunten (1981).

2.2. Galactic and Stellar Cosmic-Ray Spectra

To model the impact of energetic particles on planetary
atmospheres both GCRs and SEPs have to be considered. Since
Prox Cen is our nearest neighbor it is reasonable to assume the
same local interstellar medium (LISM) conditions as for our
Sun. However, analytical studies by Struminsky et al. (2017)
and Sadovski et al. (2018) showed that GCRs with energies
below 1 TeV are not able to reach Prox Cen b. Besides, the flux
of such high energetic GCR particles in the LISM is
vanishingly small and can be neglected to a first-order
approximation. However, due to the high stellar activity of
Prox Cen, SEPs most likely have a strong impact on Prox Cen

b. For example, Howard et al. (2018) most recently found
strong optical flares with intensities at 0.0485 au of up to
92Wm−2 on Prox Cen. Herbst et al. (2019b) suggested that
such high flare intensities correspond to stellar proton fluences
of 108–1014 protons/(cm2 sr s) around Prox Cen at 0.048au.
To derive our actual particle spectrum, we scale from a well-
known measured event spectrum. Our study is based on one of
the strongest events measured on Earth, the ground level
enhancement (GLE) of 1956 February (GLE05, see the upper
panel of Figure 1).

2.3. Planetary Magnetic Field and Atmospheric Ionization

From Earth we know that low-energetic particles are
deflected by the geomagnetic field which acts as an additional
particle filter. Thus, the CR flux at the top of the magnetosphere
(TOM) is not the same as that at the TOA, which further
depends on the magnitude and geometry of the planetary
magnetic field (see, e.g., Herbst et al. 2013).
Assuming an Earth-like magnetic field, the so-called cutoff

rigidity Rc, an equivalent to the energy that particles require to
enter the atmosphere at a given location, is computed with
PLANETOCOSMICS (see, e.g., Desorgher et al. 2006). As a
first-order approximation, in this study we utilize the
implemented International Geomagnetic Reference Field (see,
e.g., Thébault et al. 2015) model to describing the modern-
Earth internal terrestrial magnetic field. The globally distributed

Figure 1. Upper panel: observed GLE event spectrum of GLE05 (blue)
compared to the scaled event spectrum at Prox Cen b (red) including the
corresponding error band (red shaded region) and cutoff energy on TOA (gray
dashed). Lower panel: corresponding event-induced atmospheric ion-pair
production rates at Earth (blue) and at Prox Cen b (red).

7 http://depts.washington.edu/naivpl/content/spectral-databases-and-tools
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cutoff rigidity values have been modeled based on the highest
planetary disturbance value (kp> 7). However, since no
information on the spatial resolution of the exoplanetary
atmospheric transmission is available, in this study, we assume
planetary midlatitudes around 60°, corresponding to a mean
cutoff rigidity of 1.11 GV (around 510 MeV), as indicated by
the dashed line in the upper panel of Figure 1. As can be seen,
this cutoff separates the TOM from the TOA spectrum.

However, we note that the magnetospheric structure of Prox
Cen b could be different from that of the Earth, for example,
due to strong Joule heating caused by fast stellar winds
impinging on the upper planetary atmosphere (see, e.g., Cohen
et al. 2014).

Nevertheless, energetic charged particles that reach the
planetary atmosphere will lose energy due to collisions with the
surrounding atmospheric constituents, resulting in an ionization
of the upper planetary atmosphere. Further, interactions with,
for example, nitrogen, oxygen, or argon atoms might trigger the
development of a secondary particle shower and associated
photochemical effects. The deeper a particle is able to enter into
the atmosphere, the more likely a collision with these species
becomes. The generated secondary particles may further
interact, resulting in the formation of atmospheric particle
cascades (see, e.g., Dorman et al. 2004) and an altitude-
dependent atmospheric ionization. This, however, strongly
depends on the type and energy of the primary particle, the
atmospheric altitude, and the location.

Neglecting GCRs and their astrospheric modulation, the
SEP-induced ionization rates Q can numerically be described
by

òå=Q E x J E Y E x dE, , , 1c
i E

E

i i
c

u( ) ( ) · ( ) ( )

with i representing the primary particle type, Eu the upper
energy of the stellar particle event, Ji the stellar differential
particle event spectrum, and Yi the so-called atmospheric
ionization yield function given as a D

DW

E

x

1 i

ion
· , where D

D
E

x
i

reflects the mean specific energy loss, while Wion represents
the atmospheric ionization energy (see, e.g., Porter et al. 1976;
Simon Wedlund et al. 2011).

The event-dependent atmospheric ionization rates are
modeled with the newly developed Atmospheric Radiation
Simulator (AtRIS, see Banjac et al. 2019), utilizing the
provided planetary and atmospheric conditions, as well as the
particle event spectrum.

2.4. Impact on Atmospheric Ionization, Neutral Chemistry, and
Climate

The impact of ionization on neutral composition is modeled
with the 1D Exoplanetary Terrestrial Ion Chemistry model
(ExoTIC; Herbst et al. 2019a, based on the UBIC model
described, e.g., in Winkler et al. 2009; Sinnhuber et al. 2012;
Nieder et al. 2014), taking global averages of the particle-
induced ionization calculated by AtRIS (Banjac et al. 2019).
ExoTIC considers 60 neutral and 120 ion species for neutral,
neutral-ion, and photochemical reactions. Primary ions as well
as excited species are provided from the ionization, dissociation
and dissociative ionization of O2, N2, and O; an increase in
CO2 mixing ratios may therefore lower the amount of primary
ions from N2, O2, and O, but CO2 dissociative ionization is not
considered.

Both particle-induced ionization and the production and loss
rates of NOx (N(2D), N(4S), NO, NO2, NO3, N2O5), HOx (H,
OH), HNO3, H2O, O3, O(

3P), and O(1D) per initial ion, are then
transferred from ExoTIC to the 1D CCM, which produces
atmospheric climate and composition under SEP and GCR
bombardment as input for the next iteration with AtRIS and
ExoTIC. Planetary conditions are considered to be in
equilibrium when neither ionization, redistribution rates, nor
atmospheric conditions change.

2.5. Spectral Characteristics

For spectral analysis we supply output (p, T, composition)
from the coupled model suite as input into the “Generic
Atmospheric Radiation Line-by-line Infra-red Code” (GARLIC;
e.g., Schreier et al. 2014, 2018a, 2018b) using HITRAN2016
(Gordon et al. 2017), CKD continua derived from Clough et al.
(1989), visible and near-infrared (IR) cross sections from the
Mainz Spectral Atlas (Keller-Rudek et al. 2013), and Rayleigh
scattering parameterization from Sneep & Ubachs (2005),
Marcq et al. (2011), and Murphy (1977).

3. Results

The upper panel of Figure 1 shows the energy spectrum of
GLE05 at Earth (blue) and its scaling to the energy spectrum at
Prox Cen b (red, see Herbst et al. 2019b); the lower panel
displays the corresponding cosmic-ray-induced ion-pair pro-
duction rate calculated for the GLE05 from Earth scaled to
Prox Cen b for the initial atmospheres described in Section 2.1.
We see the typical ion-pair production peak in the lower
stratosphere due to increasing atmospheric density.
Figure 2 shows the ion-chemistry response for the species

submitted from the ion-chemistry model to the 1D CCM.
Tropospheric values are set to constants based on the
lowermost stratospheric values. Rates for H and N(4S) are
similar to Earth-like values of 1 and 0.6 respectively (compare,
e.g., Sinnhuber et al. 2012; Herbst et al. 2019a), while values,
e.g., for NO and OH are different. The NO formation rate is
smaller than on Earth (<0.5 compared to ∼0.58), with values
for the 20% CO2 atmosphere being smaller than for the 5%
CO2 case, indicating that this difference is due to the change in
bulk atmosphere. The OH formation rate is distinctly larger
than for Earth (∼1.5 compared to �1), with values for the 20%
CO2 case larger than for the 5% CO2 case, again indicating that

Figure 2. Production and loss rates of neutral species due to ion-chemistry
processes calculated with ExoTIC for the 5%CO2 (solid) and 20%CO2

(dotted) atmospheres for the GLE05 event scaled to Prox Cen b. Below 30 hPa,
rates are set to isoprofiles.
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this difference is due to the change in bulk atmospheric
composition. Further analysis shows that the formation rates of
NO and OH from positive ion-chemistry reactions are similar
to Earth values, while those from negative ion chemistry are
very different (not shown). Note the strong changes of the
formation rates of HNO3 and O3 between the 5% and 20% CO2

cases. This might indicate that the different formation rates of
OH and NO on Earth may be due to a different composition of
negative NO3

− containing cluster ions which also play a role in
HNO3 formation via recombination (e.g., Sinnhuber et al.
2012). This demonstrates the importance of considering the full
ion chemistry even for Earth-like (O2–N2) atmospheres.

Figure 3 shows temperature profiles for scenarios having
Earth-like atmospheres but with varying amounts of CO2 for
quiescent stellar conditions (solid lines) and with GCRs and
SEPs based on GLE05 (dashed lines). Figure 3 suggests CO2

greenhouse warming in the lower atmosphere together with
associated mesospheric cooling. Associated with the weak
stellar irradiation, results suggest 20% mixing ratio by volume
(vmr) of CO2 is needed in the nonflare cases to achieve global
average temperatures that support liquid surface water. In the
middle atmosphere, results suggest that the temperature is not
sensitive to changes in CO2. A comparison of our 5%CO2 run
(solid blue) with Meadows et al. (2018) who assumed an Earth-
like Prox Cen b with 5%CO2 and who did not consider cosmic
rays (black dotted), generally shows reasonable agreement,
although some differences arise due to the different assump-
tions used for CH4 surface fluxes. Our model with post-
industrial surface fluxes (solid blue line, 5% CO2 in Figure 4)
yields CH4 concentrations of∼5300 ppm, while Meadows
et al. (2018) reported ∼1000 ppm with lower preindustrial CH4

fluxes. In our model this leads to a stronger CH4 antigreen-
house, hence lower surface temperatures with a warmer
stratosphere.

Figure 3 additionally shows (dashed lines) atmospheric
temperatures for flaring scenarios of Prox Cen with the

calculated GLE05 induced ionization from Figure 1 and
chemical production/loss rates from Figure 2. Surface CH4

here is decreased from 5300 down to 400 ppm (although CH4

vmr are still essentially isoprofiles as shown in Figure 4),
yielding a weaker antigreenhouse effect, resulting in higher
surface temperatures for the flaring cases. Interestingly, all four
tested CO2 concentrations are sufficient for the flaring cases to
warm the surface and lead to habitable conditions. The
15%CO2 scenario outputs Earth-like 288K global average
surface temperatures.
Figure 4 shows atmospheric vmr profiles of H2O, OH, CH4,

N2O, O3, HNO3, NO, and NO2 for the quiescent and flaring
cases from Figure 3. Our CH4 abundances are strongly

Figure 3. Atmospheric temperature profiles for an Earth-like Prox Cen b with
varying amounts (vmr) of atmospheric CO2 (colors). We compare results for a
virtually quiescent Prox Cen (solid) with a high flaring host star (dashed).
Overplotted (black dotted) are results from Meadows et al. (2018).

Figure 4. Volume mixing ratios of H2O, OH, CH4, N2O, O3, HNO3, NO, and
NO2 for the scenarios of Figure 3.
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increased compared to Earth. This arises (see Segura et al.
2005) due to lower UVB radiation which lowers O3 photolysis;
this then lowers O(1D) (a product of O3 photolysis), which
lowers the rate of H2O+O(1D), and hence lowers OH and
increases CH4. For the flaring cases, however, CH4 is
effectively reduced by high amounts of cosmic-ray-induced
OH, via + +CH OH CH H O4 3 2⟶ . Stratospheric ozone
strongly decreases similarly to Scheucher et al. (2018).
Increases in OH and NO (which can remove stratospheric
ozone and stimulate smog ozone) for the flaring cases are a
result of the cosmic-ray-induced production rates from ion
redistribution into neutral species. HNO3 increases by up to
four orders of magnitude compared to the nonflaring case,
mostly due to photochemistry (its main in situ source is via the
reaction: + + +NO OH M HNO M2 3⟶ (“M” refers to
any third body). The gas-phase precursors of HNO3, i.e., NO2

and OH, are stimulated by cosmic-ray-induced chemistry. H2O
does not show significant changes in molecular abundance.
NO2 shows up to four orders of magnitude increased
concentrations for the flaring compared to the quiescent case.
Figure 2 shows cosmic-ray-induced ion-chemical destruction
of NO2. NO2 is incorporated into cluster ions which release
other N-containing species under recombination, either NO,
NO3, or HNO3, which then form NO2 in a multitude of
secondary neutral gas-phase reactions, overwhelming the
apparent loss. One important source is the higher UVB
radiation environment in the lower-middle atmosphere because
of the lowered O3 concentration, hence reduced UVB
absorption. This increases photolysis of, most importantly,
HNO3, HO2NO2, and N2O5, producing large amounts of NO2.
Further, NO2 is a direct product of the O3 destruction
mechanism starting with + +NO O NO O3 2 2⟶ , and cos-
mic-ray-induced NOx and HOx also contribute significantly via
the two reactions + +NO HO NO OH2 2⟶ and

+NO NO 2NO3 2⟶ . N2O, on the contrary, does not show
changes due to cosmic rays significant enough to show up in

our simulated spectra (Figure 5). The∼65% increase in overall
abundance in Figure 4 for our flaring cases compared to the
quiescent runs is a little counterintuitive at first, because with
the large decrease in O3 amounts the overall UVB and UVC
radiation environment, i.e., photolysis of other species,
increases. Our analysis showed that UVC fluxes <198nm
are decreased significantly, reducing N2O photolysis—the
major N2O sink in our model. From a detailed investigation
of changes in molecular abundances of other major absorbers
overlapping in wavelength range with N2O photolysis
(significant ∼175–240 nm), together with their photolysis cross
sections, showed a steep increase of HNO3 and NO2 (and some
increase for HO2NO2 below∼20 hPa) photolysis rates, hence
shielding of N2O. Small changes in N2O with the variation of
CO2 contents are most importantly related to temperature
changes, i.e., H2O steam amounts and photolysis rates in the
atmosphere.
Figure 5 shows synthetic transmission spectra calculated by

GARLIC. The visible to near-IR (Figure 5, upper panel) is a
key region, e.g., for biosignature studies of, for example, O2

with the ELT (e.g., Rodler & López-Morales 2014; Snel-
len 2014). Bétrémieux & Kaltenegger (2013) noted the
importance of including, for example, O2 and O3 absorption
in this region, which is overlooked by many biosignature
studies, but which is included in our work. Our results
(Figure 5, upper panel) suggest a significant difference between
the flaring and quiescent runs—but smaller differences due to
changing composition for the individual flaring or quiescent
runs. All quiescent runs show the O3 Chappuis bands around
600nm known from Earth, with minor differences in strength,
due to the slightly different strato-/mesospheric O3 amounts.
This absorption feature is rather small compared with Earth’s
atmosphere because of the generally lower O3 amounts of ∼70
Dobson units for the quiescent case. In the flaring runs, there is
a striking broad absorption feature from ∼400 to 700nm
attributed to NO2. Due to high amounts of cosmic-ray-induced
NO2, these features act almost as a continuum in the visible
(making the sky brownish-red), stronger than the 600nm O3

feature previously mentioned, and could potentially be
misinterpreted as a steeper Rayleigh slope. We propose the
NO2 feature as a spectral “marker” of N2–O2 atmospheres
which are subject to cosmic rays (see also Airapetian et al.
2017b).
The IR spectrum (Figure 5, lower panel) shows a direct

comparison of the 15%CO2 runs, where the flaring case leads
to Earth-like temperatures of 288K in Figure 3. Again, the
effect of varying composition was minor (not shown). As
expected, the CH4 features in the mid IR, coinciding with H2O
features, are significantly reduced because of reduced CH4 in
the flaring runs. Similar to Tabataba-Vakili et al. (2016) and
Scheucher et al. (2018), strong flare features from HNO3 occur
around 11 and 21μm, but the O3 absorption feature around
9.6μm is greatly reduced.
Around 5.3μm, we see a narrow but distinct absorption

feature around 10ppm (in δ(λ)) above the lower-atmosphere
H2O absorption background. On the modern Earth, there is a
band at 5.3μm from NO via stratospheric N2O oxidation
which varies considerably with geomagnetic activity, due to
fast solar wind, CIRs and CMEs, as well as from extra NO
production in the upper mesosphere/lower thermosphere from
far-UV and EUV photoionization, and particle impact ioniz-
ation. Therefore the strength of this NO feature can be treated

Figure 5. Upper: transmission spectra (R=100) from 400 to 1000nm for the
scenarios shown in Figures 3 and 4. Lower: IR transmission spectral
comparison for the two 15%CO2 scenarios, the quiescent host star (solid),
and GLE05 conditions (dashed).
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as an SEP indicator in Earth’s atmosphere (see, e.g., Airapetian
et al. 2017b). However, in our modeled spectra, this feature
(peaking at 5.35 μm) has the same strength for both the flaring
and the quiescent cases. We identified this as a weak absorption
band of CO2, which generally receives little attention in the
literature, e.g., because of the much stronger CO2 bands in the
spectral vicinity at 4.3 and 4.8μm. This 5.3μm spectral
feature could therefore lead to misinterpretation of future
observations because of the above discussed clear correlation
with flares in Earth’s atmosphere.

It is striking that there is no single significant H2O feature in
the spectrum. We tested this up to JWST-like spectral
resolutions of R=3000 in the near-IR (not shown) by
removing H2O absorption from the spectrum. The resulting
spectra showed differences of no more than 2ppm (in δ(λ)) in
selected CH4 window regions. H2O concentrations in an Earth-
like troposphere decrease rapidly with height with the existence
of a cold trap, hence major H2O absorption features arise lower
down in the atmosphere. For example, in the 15μm CO2 band
H2O would become optically thick at 28 km in our runs shown
in Figure 5, whereas CO2 makes the atmosphere opaque at
heights of 61 km in transmission; thus, the absorption due to
H2O could not be measured. Similarly, between 1 and 4μm all
H2O absorption bands are overlapped by strong CH4 absorp-
tion, which makes the atmosphere opaque at around 40km. It
is noteworthy, that in the absence of SEPs there is a weak
feature from the H2O absorption band around 6μm as pointed
out by Meadows et al. (2018) and indicated in Figure 5, which
would be difficult to distinguish from background noise in our
simulations.

4. Summary

We performed a habitability study of Prox Cen b assuming
an Earth-like atmosphere, focusing on the influence of SEPs
from stellar flares upon spectral transmission features. We
applied our extensive model suite discussed in Herbst et al.
(2019a), which includes the calculation of SEP fluxes and
spectral energy distributions, their precipitation through a
planetary magnetosphere and atmosphere, cosmic-ray-induced
atmospheric ionization, ion redistribution within the atmos-
phere, and atmospheric climate and neutral composition. Our
results suggest a few words of caution for the analysis of
spectra from future observations of such planets around
M-dwarf stars.

Given the general lack of in situ particle measurements from
flaring events of Prox Cen, we scale the known SEP flux of
GLE05 measured at Earth to the intensity of the measured flare
(Herbst et al. 2019b) and the orbit of Prox Cen b, then calculate
the ion-pair production in a theoretical Earth-like atmosphere
with elevated CO2 amounts in order to warm the planet at its
position of 0.65 TSI. Together with the production and loss
rates of neutral species from the redistribution of cosmic-ray-
induced ions, we find steady-state climate and atmospheric
compositions that enable liquid surface water. Our results
suggest that SEPs might play a crucial role in efficiently
warming such planets, which would otherwise be too cold to be
habitable (by reducing the antigreenhouse gas CH4). Numerous
studies (e.g., Segura et al. 2005; Rauer et al. 2011) have
suggested that planets with Earth-like biomasses could develop
methane abundances orders of magnitude higher than on Earth
because of the different stellar spectrum (especially the reduced

UVB), which can then lead to antigreenhouse methane cooling
(see Figure 3).
By including SEPs from stellar flares, strong production of

cosmic-ray-induced OH efficiently reduces CH4, hence results
in temperate global average surface temperatures for all our test
atmospheres. This result is exciting because strong SEPs and
flares are generally considered to be disfavorable for planetary
habitability, because of potentially increased atmospheric
escape and increases in surface dosage. We suggest that the
habitability of Earth-like planets near the outer habitable zone
(HZ) of cooler stars could depend strongly on both, CH4 and
CO2. Methane, in turn, can be sensitive to cosmic-ray-induced
chemistry.
We identify some key features in our synthetic planetary

transmission spectra (Figure 5), some related to SEPs, and note
some cautions related to the possible misinterpretation of future
spectral observations.

1. N2–O2-dominated atmospheres could produce large
cosmic-ray-induced amounts of NO2, strongly absorbing
between 400 and 700nm. This could lead to erroneous
Rayleigh slope extraction from observations, which could
potentially influence estimates of, e.g., bulk atmospheric
composition or/and atmospheric dust and aerosols/
hazes.

2. No significant H2O absorption feature can be seen in our
modeled transmission spectra. This is because H2O
absorption bands are strongly overlapped by CH4 and
CO2 absorption, which occurs higher up in the atmos-
phere, thus making these spectral regions opaque for
radiation. One would need high-resolution spectroscopy
to infer H2O from near–mid IR transmission spectroscopy
of such planets.

3. Results suggest HNO3 spectral features become apparent
in the mid- and far-IR, similar to results discussed in
Tabataba-Vakili et al. (2016) and Scheucher et al. (2018).
These features might not only be an indicator for SPEs
bombarding a planet with an N2–O2 atmosphere, but
could potentially be used as an indirect hint for the
presence of H2O where one cannot see its absorption
features in the spectrum.

4. O3 features are rather weak for scenarios around
quiescent mid–late type M-dwarfs. This arises mainly
due to photochemical responses due to the different
stellar spectrum (see, e.g., Segura et al. 2005; Grenfell
et al. 2012). The weakened ozone features are then even
further reduced by SEPs.

5. We calculate a 5.3μm feature with similar strength in
both our nonflaring as well as flaring star runs. This
comes from a weak 5.35μm absorption band of CO2 and
overlaps strongly with the 5.3μm NO absorption feature
that is evident after SEP events on Earth. Therefore one
might misinterpret the presence of such a feature as an
Earth-like N2–O2 atmosphere under strong SEP
bombardment.

In a nutshell, we applied our extensive model suite to study
the influence of cosmic rays on Prox Cen b as a potentially
Earth-like planet and identified some interesting spectral
features with strong potential for general characterization and
misinterpretation of atmospheric compositions of Earth-like
planets in the HZ around M stars.
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5
Summary & Outlook

5.1 Summary

Exoplanet diversity is as fascinating as it is wide-ranging. Studying such
planets and their atmospheres requires advanced models capable of handling
a wide variety of boundary and initial conditions over wide parameter ranges.
A key emerging aspect is the interplay between the incoming energy (in the
form of radiation and energetic particles) and the atmospheric composition.

Publication I (Scheucher et al., 2020b) therefore presents a substantial
upgrade to the group’s climate model, with unprecedented flexibility in
handling incoming radiation of diverse stellar types, as well as a wide range
of atmospheric conditions and compositions. Especially the diversity of
absorbing species, spectral ranges, and continua, as well as a modular
approach for easy integration of new line-list, continua, or cross section
data where available, makes the new radiative transfer module REDFOX
truly world class amongst climate models. The fact that REDFOX is able to
reproduce qualitatively atmospheric temperatures of Earth, Mars, and Venus
conditions, illustrates this point. Benneke et al. (2019b) and Tsiaras et al.
(2019) reported the first ever observation of H2O features in a potentially
temperate sub-Neptune / super-Earth atmosphere. This marks an exciting
step towards establishing the occurrence of habitable planets. Publication I
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applied the updated model 1D-TERRA (i.e. REDFOX plus coupled updated
chemistry) and calculated synthetic spectra based on theoretical Earth-like,
Venus-like, and primary (H2-He) atmospheres. These spectra were then
compared with near-IR transit observations of HST and SST for K2-18b. The
observed strong H2O absorption features can be reproduced with primary
atmospheres of different metallicities but results do not support heavier
atmospheres and do not support a large H2O reservoir directly exposed to
the atmosphere. Publication I suggests methane depletion in K2-18b’s H2

atmosphere, as already discussed in the literature for warmer Neptune and
sub-Neptune sized exoplanets such as GJ436b or GJ 3470b (e.g. Madhusudhan
and Seager, 2011; Hu et al., 2015; Benneke et al., 2019a).

Publication II (Scheucher et al., 2018) investigated atmospheric chemical
responses to incoming SEPs starting with the thought experiment of placing
an Earth-like planet (assuming Earth’s biomass, instellation etc.) in the HZ
around the active M-dwarf AD Leonis. Since direct observations of SEPs from
stars other than the Sun have yet to be observed, particle bombardment fluxes
of active stars upon planetary atmospheres are quite uncertain. Therefore
publication II took a well observed particle event spectrum on Earth, the
Stellar Proton Event (SPE) from 1989, scaled it to this theoretical planet
around AD Leonis, and varied the SPE strength over a reasonable range.
A central goal was to study the sensitivity of climate and biosignature
abundances to CRs. The same particle fluxes were then applied to simulate
the actual Earth around a hypothetically high flaring Sun, to separate out
potential effects of the different stellar types. Also uncertain are the CPEs
of neutral species due to CRs. Therefore, publication II also varied the
CPEs-induced sum of nitrogen- and hydrogen-oxides (referred to as NOx
and HOx) within their uncertainty ranges in Earth’s atmosphere for all
studied incoming SPE strengths. One major result of this study was that
small variations in CPEs of NOx and HOx can lead to significantly different
stratospheric temperatures, O3 and CH4 abundances, as well as UV surface
dosage in the M-dwarf case. Results suggest that such effects could strongly
influence spectral signatures of biosignatures. For Earth itself, publication II
suggests that CPE uncertainties may play a relatively minor role, even for
very strong SEP events. In the synthetic planetary transit spectra for the
SEP cases, two molecules show spectral features that can be attributed to
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CR-enhanced abundances, namely in NO (at ∼ 5.3 µm) and HNO3 (beyond
10 µm). While NO is already known on Earth to spike during SEP events,
both may be considered CR markers.

Publication III (Scheucher et al., 2020a) conducted a case study of the
influence of CRs upon the potentially terrestrial-sized exoplanet Proxima
Centauri b. An extensive model suite, also discussed in Chap. 1.3, was
used to consistently calculate various phenomenon including the intrinsic
SEP SED, the propogation of particles through interplanetary space around
Proxima Centauri, modulation by a potential planetary magnetosphere,
ionization rates for various atmospheric compositions, full ion chemical
responses and CPEs, photochemical responses in the atmosphere, and the
main planetary climate responses. This analysis was performed based on the
Ground Level Enhancement (GLE) event measured on Earth in February
1956 (GLE05), and assumed as constant particle influxes, since Proxima
Centauri is known to be a strongly flaring star. The basis atmosphere was
assumed to be Earth-like, but adapted for planetary size and mass, and
with increased amounts of the greenhouse gas CO2 (up to 20%) in order
to warm the planet well into temperate surface conditions. Surprisingly, in
the absence of CRs, CH4 abundances reached up to ∼ 5300 ppm, which
absorbed incoming radiation and acted as an anti-greenhouse gas, the former
effect leading to a stratospheric temperature inversion in some ways similar
to the O3 temperature inversion on Earth. CR-induced production of OH
and subsequent destruction of CH4 weakened the CH4 anti-greenhouse effect,
leading to heating in the presence of SEP bombardment. Large amounts
of CR-induced NO2 were produced with significant absorption features in
the VIS spectral range, which would make Rayleigh slope extractions from
observations challenging, which are commonly used to constrain atmospheric
bulk composition as well as dust and aerosol abundances. With increased
amounts of CO2, its spectral feature around 5.3 µm became apparent but
which overlaps with the NO feature discussed in Scheucher et al. (2018) hence
questioning the broader suitability of NO as a CR marker.
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5.2 Outlook

The recent discovery by Benneke et al. (2019b) and Tsiaras et al. (2019) of
H2O in a potentially temperate exoplanet atmosphere has shown how far
we have come in our search for habitable exoplanets. What we see now in
terms of potentially terrestrial exoplanetary atmospheres and exoplanetary
space weather, is however likely to be just the tip of the iceberg. The
field of exoplanetary space weather is young but nevertheless is growing
and diversifying substantially. Observations of CMEs and SEPs from other
stars are sparse but are important input to e.g. confirm whether terrestrial
planets in or near the HZ around active stars (which many M-dwarf stars
seem to be) can even hold on to their atmospheres. The highly anticipated
launch of the next generation large space telescope, the JWST will help
clarify such issues. With a number of highly capable spectrographs onboard,
JWST observations are expected to help us characterize exoplanets and their
atmospheres with unprecedented detail from space. These may then be
followed up with high resolution spectrographs mounted on ground-based
20+ m class telescopes, such as the upcoming TMT, GMT, or ELT. In space,
multiple prospects may provide invaluable new discoveries, such as the RST,
or the Decadal Survey Mission Concepts HabEx and LUVOIR especially in
combination with a star shade, if selected for launch. With our new model
1D-TERRA, as demonstrated for K2-18b and Proxima Centauri b, we are one
of the major players investigating the impact of stellar type and exoplanetary
space weather upon habitability and spectral appearance for a wide range of
possible atmospheres. Furthermore we are in a position to react quickly to new
discoveries. Such models however need to evolve rapidly to keep in line with
the rapidly developing field. In such spirit, a dedicated working group at the
International Space Science Institute (ISSI) in Bern was formed, and a follow
up project was proposed to the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG)
as part of their priority programme Exploring the Diversity of Extrasolar
Planets (SPP1992) in order to take 1D-TERRA and with it the whole CR
model suite (Herbst et al., 2019; Scheucher et al., 2020a) to the next stage
of development, by studying to what extent terrestrial worlds around cooler
stars are able to retain their atmospheres, and how different atmospheres
evolve for cool star systems. To address properly these questions, such a
model would need to include for example:
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• a physical description of atmospheric escape processes, such as
hydrodynamic, Jeans, and non-thermal processes such as sputtering.
To appropriately treat such processes, the model would be extended
up to pressures around the exobase

• Joule heating from the increased CR-induced energetic electron flux
may become significant for thermospheric temperatures and possibly
escape processes, both with potentially significant effects on the deeper
atmosphere

• A more sophisticated treatment of convection in 1D, such as mixing-
length-theory is needed to capture dynamical changes of shorter time
scales, such as variable stellar activities and transient SEP events

• In such an extended atmospheric model, additional processes of
potential importance are, e.g. ion heating, atomic scattering, and
molecular diffusion

There are further CR-induced climate relevant processes whose inclusion
would further significantly enhance 1D-TERRA. These include e.g. the
formation of aerosols as well as cloud nucleation, although the influence of
these is debated. Inclusion of aerosols in 1D-TERRA would also enable
more detailed Mars and Titan related studies, since the climates of both are
known to be significantly influenced by aerosols. Proper treatment of cloud
formation and scattering by cloud particles in an atmosphere, with significant
impacts on the global atmospheric energy budget, would additionally open
up possibilities of more detailed Venus and exo-Venus studies, as well as
the interpretation of observations of other cloudy atmospheres, such as
those anticipated on warm water-worlds. The coming decades will surely be
fascinating to behold.
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